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ABSTRACT
IIaval history,like military history,has until recently
concerned itself largely with "battles,or at least with wars.
The implicit assumption was presumably that the key to history
was to "be found in these turning-points,rather than in the piping
times of peace. A fighting service was only really of interest
v/hen fighting. In recent years this approach has been largely
abandoned,and it is now recognized that warfare ir an extension,
not only of politics,but of most other activities of man; that it
is in itself one of his most characteristic activities,and may
be studied to reveal most of his characteristics. The present
study falls into this pattern. In that it traces the progress
of warship design,it may be taken as a traditional technical
study. In that it covers the formation of grand strategy and
naval policy it may be thought of as an essay in the moulding of
government decisions. As a survey of the administrative development
of the Admiralty,it falls into another possible category.
Finally,in charting the rise of professional studies and the
intellectual growth of the Victorian naval officer it touches
directly on social history. It is the writer's belief that a
fighting service,especially one with so distinct and independent
a character as the Navy,may be studied as a society in itself,
or as a microcosm of society in general.
It was with these considerations in mind that the years
1865 to 1890 were chosen. Paradoxically enough from the viewpoint
of the old approach to naval history,they were years of general
peace; it is contended that they were not the less interesting
for that,but rather the more. One may almost say that the absence
of major naval battles or cejnpaigns allowed naval development
to proceed along a steady course,undisturbed by adventitious
factors. The influences at work upon the Navy and its policy
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are the more easily discerned without the distractions of actual
operational experience. It is this which lends peculiar interest
to the period; in no other age of British history were naval
officers more remote from the experience of naval war. Of the
thirty or so officers who sat at the Board of Admiralty "between
1866 and 1890,none had ever fought in a naval battle of any
importance. They had "been present at numerous "bombardments,they
had led landing parties and boat actions,stormed cities and
stockades,fought in river,swamp and jungle,against pirates,
savages,and slavers; but they had no experience of naval warfare
on the high seas. This gives a unique quality to the age; to
borrow a metaphor from medicine,it was sterile,uncontaminated with
reality.
In any circumstances this must have sternly tested the Xavy's
grasp of its proper functions,but this was a confusing time in
other respects. These twenty five years cover the crucial change
in the design of cruisers from sail to steam,and wood to iron
and steel. In 1865 they were still vessels differing in no
fundamental respect from those of Nelson; in 1890 they differed
in no fundamental respect from ships still in service to-day.
The men of the time had to cope with changes more rapid and
radical than any the Navy had known since Tudor times. Their
efforts to meet this unexpected challenge present an illuminating
story.
This development of cruiser design was not a subsidiary
matter. Contemporary battleships have received a lot of attention,
and rightly so,but to dismiss cruisers as unimportant is to
perpetuate one of the most characteristic errors of the period.
Cruisers were the warships which protected the trade and possessions
of the Empire,which exercised the command of the sea preserved
by the battlefleets in European waters. The cruiser represented
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the practical expression and practical exponent of grand
strc.tegy. The cruiser was,or should have been,declined to fulfil
a specific strategy. The gradual realization of thin; or rather,
the gradual realization that the proper strategy,?.:; >\ consequently
the proper designs, should "be aimed at war ruth or than peace, f orris
one of the themes of the study.
The tale of this quarter-century is on the whole one of
remarkable success. By 1865 the Navy had drifted very far from
a proper appreciation of its real functions,and it was peculiarly
ill-placed to weather the reefs of change, nevertheless it did so,
and in the process rediscovered much of the understanding of
naval warfare which generations of naval warfare had formerly
taught it. It seems to have done so through the efforts of naval
men unassisted by efficient administration or far sighted political
leadership. It was individuals,collectively and severally,who
brought the Navy back to itself,and this study devotes proportional
attention to them. The machinery of the Admiralty was ill-designed
to help them,and few of the Navy f s political masters understood
the real nature of the changes that were taking place. So often
it takes an external stimulus such as a disastrous war to generate
reform in a fighting service - as the Crimean and Boer Wars
brought about changes in the Army. The Navy achieved reform
without any such disaster,and the most important motor of that
change was a growing confidence and professional knowledge among
ordinary naval officers. There were men of vision at the Admiralty
who attempted to transform the system from within,"but it was not
their efforts which were finally successful,but something very
like a popular movement among naval officers in the middle and
junior ranks.
This account of an aspect of naval development is in many
ways approached as social history. Its theme is less the development
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of a particular type of warship,a particular system of
administration,or a particular body of opinion,than the evolution
of a society of which they were constituent parts. It is through
these parts,however,that the subject is approached. The study
traces the progress of cruiser design and the simultaneous,though
seldom parallel,growth of a school of professional studies and
the grand strategy it nurtured. It draws a distinction between
the official thinking of the Admiralty,which varied with the
members of the Board; the developing thinking of the Colonial
Office and the Army,which was founded on a sounder appreciation
of the bases of sea power than the Admiralty's; and lastly,and
most importantly,the burgeoning school of professional studies
among naval officers outside the Admiralty which came to centre
round the Royal United Service Institution. The rise of this
school of thought to be the accepted orthodoxy of the new era
constitutes one of the Navy's best claims to have reformed itself
from within.
Running beside these bodies of opinion,in a relationship
with them which the thesis attempts to analyse,were the designs
of cruisers. They should have reflected the contemporary
understanding of strategy; for many years they only reflected
the contemporary lack of understanding of it. Instead it was
the personal interaction of the men at the Admiralty which
dictated their designs. The history of administration tends to
show bodies of increasing complexity trying to compensate for
individual human weakness by evolving a machinery able to run
equally well under good or bad leadership; to compound the virtues
of the one,and compensate for the faults of the other. The
Admiralty had a long way

to go on this road. Even by 1890,it

was only beginning to evolve an administration able to redress
to some extent the weaknesses and strengths of its officers.
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Much attention has therefore been devoted to the personalities
who had so large an influence.
The study traces a number of important themes running through
the twenty-five years it covers,but it was felt that the period
was too long and too diverse for a purely thematic treatment,
and moreover it falls naturally into a series of shorter periods,
distinguished from one another by easily discernible characteristics.
The thesis has therefore been divided into broad chronological
chapters,and subdivided thematically. It is hoped that this
scheme adequately reflects the nature of the subject.
The first resource of the historian dealing with such a
subject must always be the official records. Those of the
Admiralty,like those of other government departments of the
period,have been heavily and indiscriminately 'weeded 1 ,and they
no longer furnish sufficient materials in themselves. The most
valuable papers are in the series Adm.l in the Public Record
Office,covering the internal and external correspondence of the
Board and its immediate servants. Ho less important for the
technical side,though equally fragmentary,are the Constructors 1
Branch records of individual ships; formerly kept at the P.R.O.,
but now at the National Maritime Museum. Many of these 'Ships 1
Covers 1 have not survived,and those that do remain contain a
very variable quantity and quality of material,loosely

arranged.

Nonetheless this is an essential source,not only for the designs
themselves,but for the study of policy formation. In this as in
many cases the historian has cause to be grateful thc.t the inefficiency
of Admiralty record-keeping has so often preserved documents for
posterity by secreting them where they were never meant to be.
These official records may be supplemented by the papers of
various senior officers of the period,especially those of Sir
Alexander Milne and Sir Geoffrey Phipps Horaby,both at the
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Maritime JIuseum. Happily for the historian,Admiralty officers of
the time retained a thoroughly eighteenth-century attitude towards
the distinction between official and private papers. These and
other men who held high office took with them on retirement copies
or originals of many important documents which have thus been
preserved. Their private correspondence with naval friends is
equally informative on the background to decisions,and especially
on the personal relations which were so important in the Admiralty
of this period.
A further source of great importance is to be found among the
i

Parliamentary Papers in the reports of various commissions and
committees of enquiry. There is a special value in reading the
replies of the decision-makers of those days to the sort of
awkward questions which they so seldom asked themselves. Many of
these reports also printed correspondence and other documents of
great importance. Special mention must also be made of two
unpublished sources of this class; the Reports of the Carnarvon
Commission,and the written evidence submitted to the Committee
on Designs;- both of great importance,but not easy to find.
By contrast to all these,the papers of politicians of the
time are a great disappointment. Without exception the Prime
Hinisters of the day,like almost all men in public life,paid
very little regard to the Navy. In the published and unpublished
papers of Russell,Derby,Gladstone and Disraeli there is very
little reference to the IJavy except insofar as it touched on
matters of politics,patronage,or relations at Court. Even Lord
Salisbury,who knew and cared more about the Navy than his predecessors,
has left very little evidence of the fact. Such papers as have
come down to us from the First Lords of that quarter-century
present a similar picture. Only Somerset seems to have sustained
a detailed interest in naval affairs,and that mostly in subjects
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outside the scope of this study. W. II. Smith's papers have survived
best,and that competent and hard-working nan seldom thought naval
affairs of sufficient interest to "be mentioned to his correspondents.
To find a politician at the Board who has left concrete evidence
of a real interest in and knowledge of naval affairs one must
turn to that relatively obscure figure,A.B.Forwood,whose papers
in the Hampshire Record Office form a small but significant archive.
In general,there are no easy approaches to such a subject
as this,in this period. The historian must correlate fragmentary
evidence from a variety of sources,and he cannot expect to close
all the gaps. In spite of the warnings to the contrary which the
present writer received on beginning this study,however,there is
a more than sufficient quantity of material available to piece
together a coherent and fairly comprehensive picture

of twenty-

five years of naval development. The methods used in preparing
this study,and the materials consulted,have largely been conventional
ones. It is hoped,however,that the results are less conventional.
It is the writer's belief that it approaches a little-known facet
of Victorian society from an unusual angle,and that in doing so it
affords some valuable insights.
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A: Historical Development
This study commences in 1865 "because that year marks the
"beginning of a revolution in cruiser design as complete as that
introduced in battleship design five years earlier by the Gloire
and Warrior.

In less than a quarter of a century the cruisers

of the Navy changed from being wooden sailing vessels armed
with smooth-bore muzzle-loaders,to steel steamships mounting
breech-loading quick-firers.It must not,however,be supposed
that the cruisers of i860 were identical to those of 1800,still
less to those of earlier periods.Historians sometimes write as
though no real changes in warship design took place between
Queen Elizabeth's time and Queen Victoria 1 s,but the truth is that
almost every aspect of the naval world changed in all but
fundamentals during that period,and the process was moving most
swiftly during the first part of the nineteenth century.In
particular,it is not often realized how little the frigates,
corvettes and sloops of i860 corresponded to those of half a
century earlier.
Many people are familiar with the types of man-of-war of
the Napoleonic Wars.Almost all of any size were ship-rigged,
and these ships were officially classified into six Rates,
according to the number of guns they carried.The First and
Second Rates were 'three-deckers',that is to say that they
mounted their batteries on three of their five complete decks.
Third Rates were 'two-deckers',and these three Rates were 'ships
James Baxter,The Introduction of the Ironclad Warship (Harvard,1933)

PP.92-1do.
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For developments during the first half of the century see
G.J.Bartlett,Great Britain and Sea Power,1813-1833 (Oxford,1953),
& Michael Lewis,The Navy in Transition,1814-1864 (London,1965).

of the line' , capable of standing in the line of battle. Beneath
these the Fourth Rates were smaller line-of-battle snipe, of a
type outclassed by l800,and no longer built. The Fifth and Sixth
Rates were frigates, which constituted the principal cruiser
type of the fleet. They had three complete decks, and carried
their main battery on only one of them. Similar to the frigates,
but smaller, were sloops, and some of the smallest sloops, which
fell outride the rating system, were brig-rigged. These armed brigs
were the smallest cruisers of the fleet. By 1800 the French term
Corvette 1 ,f or the larger sloops, was in general use, though not
yet adopted in official terminology. Corvettes differed from
frigates in having one less deck, so that their main battery was
mounted on the open upper deck. Ship-sloops and brigs were also
1 corvette built 1 .
Frigates, corvettes, and sloops fulfilled what would to-day
be called cruiser functions. They exercised the command of the sea
obtained by the battlefleets.For British cruisers this meant,
above all, the protection of trade, but they had other important
duties, including scouting and harrying the enemy 1 s commerce.
These tasks were very well understood at the time, but no words
existed to distinguish warship types by function in the modern
fashion.lt was impossible to speak generically of T cruisers 1
while the species was divided up into frigates, corvettes, sloops,
and brigs, on a system based solely on rig and const ruction. The
fc
word 'frigate' ,ref erring t&« the most numerous and important
cruiser type, was commonly used as a generic term, as in Nelson's
celebrated complaint of 'want of frigates' - indeed, the ships
whose untimely absence he was lamenting included a sloop as well
as frigates. The v/ord 'cruiser' , then spelled 'cruizer 1 , referred
vaguely to any vessel, of whatever size or type, sent on detached
or independent service. A single ship of the line, convoying troopships
t

home from Canada; a lone Revenue lugger patrolling the Sussex
coast for smugglers; or a Concarneau privateer scouring the
Western Approaches for convoy stragglers,were all 'cruizers 1
as the word was then used,and ceased to "be such when they combined
with other vessels.This lack of any word to delineate by function
the cruiser species was to be a grave disadvantage when the
course of warship design divorced the constructional features
of frigate,corvette,sloop,and brig from the functions with which
they had been associated.Only the use of the word 'cruiser 1 in
its modern sense,first common in the i860 1 s,relieved the problem.
By the time the era of iron and ironclads was opened by the
Gloire and Warrior in i860,the old cruiser types had already
changed greatly.The most marked development in all classes was a
great increase in size.Frigates had grown so large that they had
become a sort of light battleship.Instead of being a numerous
cruiser type,they were scattered in onei and twos as colonial
flagships,and in their distant commands assumed the local functions
of capital ships.Within its sphere,the frigate was now the arbiter,
not the exerciser,of command of the sea.
As the frigate grew in size,the corvette grew likewise.
By i860 the corvette had attained the size and status of the
old frigate.As the final absurdity,some corvettes were 'decked*,
that is,frigate built,but still called corvettes.Beneath the
corvettes the sloops also grew in size,but the armed brigs,
never a numerous class,were little built in peacetime.
The frigatels new status as a * capital ship 1 in distant
waters was further enhanced by the introduction of machinery.
The voracious coal consumption of early marine engines condemned
them to the status of auxiliaries,but such as they were,these
engines could obtain greater efficiency only at the cost of
greater size,so that larger ships were usually faster than smaller

under steam.Thus the frigate recaptured the advantage of speed
which it had left "behind with its new size and rank;that is to
say that the advantage of speed passed from the cruiser (or old
frigate) to the capital ship (or new frigate).Thus the high
speed which has always been regarded as the cruiser's chief
requirement was lost,and the corvettes and sloops of the midVictorian Navy degenerated into a subordinate species unable to
perform useful functions.or escape a superior enemy.
The increased size of the old cruiser types,and their
decreased ability to perform cruiser functions,coincided with
the development during the Crimean War of a new type of warship.
The naval operations of that war consisted chiefly of inshore
bombardment of coastal fortifications,and for this work there
was constructed a large fleet of tiny vessels of shallow draught,
mounting one or two heavy guns.These gunboats and gunvessels
were admirably adapted for their work,but they were extremely
slow under sail or steam,very short-winded,poor seaboats,and only
safely to be trusted in action against serious enemies which,like
forts,could neither outmanoeuvre nor pursue them.Nevertheless,
at the end of the war the Navy had an enormous fleet of them,
and it was decided to employ them.The rapid growth of the Empire,
and of British trade overseas,were held to have created an urgent
need for small warships for foreign service.The sloops and corvettes
were too large and too few to do what was wanted.Gunboats and
gunvessels were numerous and cheap,their heavy guns could deal
with savages and slavers,their shallow draught allowed them to
chase these and other such elusive enemies,and their deficiencies
were quite acceptable in time of peace,There was an immediate
call for such vessels to assist in suppressing the slave trade,
to preserve British interests,and to spread civilized values,in
every corner of the world.The gunboat was the nerfect exponent,

and har; ju?tly been remembered as the perfect epitome,of the
mid-Victorian attitude to the world beyond British chores.
Gunboats and gunvessels were incapable of undertaking a
cruiser's duties,and they were vulnerable to any enemy more
formidable than a dhow, junk or war canoe. What ever their usefulr.es:
in peacetime,it is inconceivable that a fighting service would
have allowed so large a proportion of its money and manpower
to be absorbed by these vessels,almost useless as they were
for warlike purposes,had they not already forgotten the true
cruiser type.By a gradual and almost imperceptible process,the
Navy had lost the real cruisers of a former age,and retained
only the names by which they had formerly been known.The ships
which a careless historian might assume to have been cruisers,
either from their disposition or their designation,were in fact
nothing of the kind.In a real sense,the years from 1865 "to 1890
saw not merely a development,or even a transformation,but an
actual rediscovery of the cruiser.

B. _ Strategy
It is impossible to treat naval policy and warship design
without detailed reference to the strategy which alone could give
purpose to them,and this study involves frequent reference to
grand strategy.Certain assumptions about British strategy are
implicit throughout,and it is as well that they should be clearly
stated at the outset.
From the seventeenth century,when an organized Royal Navy
first found itself defending substantial overseas interests,to
the world wars of modern times,Britain has been faced by essentially
unchanging strategic problems.lt is a fundamental assumption of
this study that the Victorians faced the same problems,and that,
however little thay realized it,the solutions which experience
taught their ancestors and their posterity were valid for then
also.To argue in favour of the traditional understanding of sea
power and its uses,as exploited and expressed for so many
centuries,is not a radical or dangerous historical principal,
but it is one that should be made explicit.
The core of the problem for the Victorians,as for so long
before and after,was one of distance.Britain f s major potential
enemies lay close at hand,within a few days* sailing of her
shores.For the most part they were military powers much stronger
than Britain.,and presumably capable of defeating her armies on land,
so that the safety of the realm depended chiefly on the Navy's
ability to repel sea-borne invasion.Inevitably,therefore,the
most powerful warships were concentrated in home waters.Long
before the separation of warship types and functions was
properly understood in theory,it already existed in practice.
Adequate treatment of naval strategy is still far to seek;
the most systemmatic treatment of the matters treated in this
section remains Julian S.Corbett,Some Principles of Maritime
Strategy (London,1911),pp.87-156.
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Prom the early seventeenth century Britain had growing
overseas interests demanding protection.Floating trade,upon which
a large part of the nation's wealth and prosperity already depended,
had to be guarded in war and peace.Kore and more territorial
possessions had to "be defended "both against local enemies,and
against expeditions which might "be sent out "by ISuropean powers.
Since the greatest concentration of force had always to "be
maintained in home waters,all these overseas interests had to
Toe protected "by subordinate forces.
By the eighteenth century a basic answer to this problem
had been evolved which was never forgotten,even in the midVictorian period.It was accepted that the superiority in home
waters which was necessary to ward off invasion ought also to
confer a general superiority in European waters by which any
major overseas expedition by an enemy could be frustrated at its
inception.In modern terms,the command of the sea in European
waters carried with it the command of the sea throughout the
world,provided that there were no substantial naval powers
outside Europe.This assumption could be safely made at almost
all times before this century.
By the late eighteenth century a strategic pattern had been
evolved which,with minor variations,lasted into our own times.
In European waters Britain maintained a battlefleet - in practice
more than one - and throughout the rest of the world a series of
lesser squadrons,each responsible for part of the oceans.It was
axiomatic that command of European waters ought to protect
colonial squadrons against major irruptions by European enemies,
so that each had only to be able to deal with local enemies,and
the colonial squadrons of European powers,with whatever reinforcements
of single ships or small detachments might be got out to them.
This basic strategy was never forgotten by the Victorian Navy,

even in its darkest age.What were forgotten were the practical
mechanisms of working the strategy.Mid-Victorians knew the overriding importance of the battlefleet,but forgot that it needed
cruisers as scouts to "be effective.They remembered that British
colonial squadrons had to be able to match their opponents,but
ceased to wonder how,or why.
Colonial squadrons were for practical purposes strategically
autonomous.The f umbrella' of general command exercised from home
waters kept them in a sort of artificial isolation in which they
repeated in miniature the elements of global strategy.Each squadron
had a 'capital ship 1 element,which strove with its opponents
for the local command of the sea,and each had its cruisers and
smaller fry which scouted,raided,protected trade,and generally
exercised command.In the eighteenth century the 'capital ship 1
element was generally a ship of the line,sometimes several of them;
by the mid-nineteenth century it was usually one or two heavy
frigates.As a rule Britain's potential enemies,that is to say
in most cases,Prance,had smaller squadrons of similar composition
and disposition.
Because this colonial warfare represented the principal
sphere of operations for British cruisers,it is worthwhile to
examine in some detail the potential strategies open to a British
colonial commander and his opponent.In one case,both parties
might desire to fight a squadronal action.Each would presumably
form up his forces,his 'capital ships' supported by whatever
other he cared to commit,and fight an action on the issue of which
would depend local command.The defeated squadron would probably
have its base blockaded,and perhaps captured; its remaining ships
would be eliminated one by one,and local command would be complete.
This is a simple,and quite plausible scenario, and it is one
very commonly assumed in mid-Victorian times,but it is far from

"being the only possible one.
In most cases British colonial squadrons were stronger than
any others.Every French,or other enemy commander,would know this,
and it was unlikely that he would commit his ships to a decisive
action on unfavourable terms.It was far more probable that he
would refuse battle altogether.This possibility had occurred to
British officers,and they had an answer to it.In the event of war
each British squadron would proceed to blockade,and if possible
capture,its opponent's base.Without it the enemy would be helpless,
and his surviving ships must soon be taken.He could protect his
base only by accepting battle on his enemy's terms.This was the
general strategic understanding in the Navy in the i860*s,and
much later.It was cited to support colonial squadrons composed
of slow ships of short range.Since action could be forced on the
enemy,guns and armour were of decisive importance,and no amount
of speed and range would allow an emeny to escape for long the
inexorable British advance.
This strategy had serious flaws.It was in effect a repetition
on a small scale of the tested strategy of blockade by which
command of the sea in European waters had so long been maintained,
and it was open to Britain's enemies abroad ,as well as at home,
to undertake a guerre de course. To this the Victorians would
have replied;,firstly,that such a campaign had never proved decisive,
and further,that with only a single base for each squadron,
the entire raiding force could be blockaded with an ease impossible
in home waters.There was truth in these points,but even in
European waters,under the direct command of the battlefleets,
trade had in the past been protected only by a large force of
cruisers.By the 1850's the amount and importance of the trade
to be protected had grown out of all recognition,but there were
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virtually no true cruisers left to protect it.
Furthermore,the strategy ignored factors of time and
distance.British ships were habitually scattered over enormous
areas,in only occasional contact with one another.lt was bound
to take a long time to assemble them,especially as most v/ere
very slow,and carried insufficient coal to steam great distances.
Once concentrated,each squadron had to collect the necessary
colliers and supnly ships,and proceed to an ene-iy T s "D3.se which
might be far away,It was true that a nucleus of strength was
sometimes kept concentrated around the flagship,and true also
that some warning of war might be received; but the Victorians
themselves discounted this last,having a firm belief in surprise
attacks,and few British squadrons were incontestably superior
to their potential opponents unless fully concentrated.Sven in
favourable circumstances this was bound to take weeks or months.
The French,or other enemies,perhaps forewarned of war,certainly
with smaller squadrons of swifter ships,could concentrate faster.
It was open to them to overwhelm isolated ships or divisions of
a British squadron not yet closed up,to attack the British bases
(few of which were well defended),or to undertake a guerre de course,
secure in the knowledge that,at the worst,a long time must elapse
before British sea power made itself felt.The Australian squadron,
for example,was unusually favoured in that its base at Sydney was
only a thousand miles from the French base at Noumea in New
Caledonia,but even this squadron must have taken months to
concentrate for a blockade.The Pacific Squadron's base at
Ssquimault was over four thousand miles from Papeete,and six
The tonnage of shipping registered in Great Britain rose from
1,669,000 tons in 1800 to 4,659,000 tons in i860,and 7,979,000
tons in 1890.The value of overseas trade (imports,exports,and
re-exports) rose from £114,700,000 in l800,to £375,000,000 in
i860,and £744,500,000 in l890.B.R.Mitchell & Phyllis Deane,Abstract
of British Historical Statistics (London,1962),pp.217 & 282.

thousand miles from the South American waters in which much of
the squadron was permanently stationed,Most colonial squadrons
faced similar difficulties.Yet by the 1850 f s Britain already
depended on her shipping for the importc and exports on which
all national prosperity was "based,and for a growing proportion
of her foodstuffs.lt was extremely questionable whether any
colonial commander could leave floating commerce undefended for
months while he slowly concentrated and moved on the enemy base.
If he were forced to disperse his ships for the defence of trade,
with the enemy still undefeated,his ships were too slow to catch
the enemy if he attacked merchantmen,or to escape him if he
concentrated to destroy portions of the scattered squadron in
detail.For lack of the cruiser qualities of speed and range,
British ships could not effectively employ their great strength,
and ran a grave risk of defeat in detail.The essential weakness
of the whole British strategic scheme was that it depended on
taking the initiative against an enemy who possessed all the
advantages which confer strategic flexibility.Only if he ciiose to
resign these decisive advantages did the British plan stand
a good chance of success,and plans which depended on the incompetence
or stupidity of the enemy were scarcely the best security for
an empire.
During the quarter-century covered by this study,the realization
grew that the vulnerability and importance of Britain*s overseas
interests demanded better protection. The primacy of the battlefleet,
which so dominated naval thinking in the early ironclad era,
was modified by the admission of the vital significance of overseas
trade.With this new understanding came a new emphasis on the cruiser
qualities of speed and range,and the strategic flexibility they
conferred.Thin affected the 'capital ship 1 element of colonial
squadrons as much as the smaller ships,and throughout this period
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a trend is apparent towards the merger of the cruiser and the
colonial 'capital ship 1 into a type combining the qualities of
both.This type I have called the 'cruiser capital ship'; a ship,
that is to say,intended to match any enemy warship on her
station,and thus to secure that local command on which the smaller
cruisers depended; yet alno possenrirr- the rpeed r.nd rr.rj-e.
an^l consecmently the strategic flexibility,required of the true
cruiser.This trend reached its culmination about 1890,when the
'cruiser capital ship' was of basically identical design to all
smaller cruiser classes.
The Victorians faced a problem which troubled their ancestors,
and has not yet been solved by their posterity; the general
difficulty of reconciling size and numbers.When it presented
itself,as it did during much of this period,in the form of numerous
small gunboats versus a few swift cruisers,the problem was
relatively simple.The former could not,and the latter could,
perform the cruiser functions which were vital to Britain,and
once this fact was appreciated the choice was straightforward.
It was otherwise with large cruisers. There was no easy answer
to the question of whether the 'cruiser capital ship' element was
best represented by one large or several smaller ships. To put
the same problem from a different standpoint; the dividing line
could not easily be drawn between small battleships and large
cruisers.During the years to 1890 technical change tended to
produce two distinct types,cruiser and battleship,and thus
artificially to clarify the question,but the development in
later years of hybrid types,occupying debatablle ground between
cruiser and battleship,shows that the late Victorians,though
they grew to appreciate more clearly the distinction between the
two,never found a complete answer to the problem of establishing
the proper type of 'cruiser capital ship'.In a sense,the apparently
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clear understanding of the nature of the true cruiser in l8°.0
was almost as much the product of technical factors as was the
apparent ignorance of 1865The strategic conceptions outlined in this section underlie
the whole of this study.It is assumed throughout that Britain was
potentially threatened "by European enemies; it is suggested
that some of the threats could have been met only by an effective
cruiser force directed by a coherent strategy; and it is maintained
that inp.865 neither existed. The subject of the study is the
reinvention of the cruiser,and the partial rediscovery of the
traditional strategy of its operation.
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CHAPTER II:

NEW SHIPS AND NEW MITT, 1863 - 1&70
A. Alabama and Wampanoag

The American Civil War offered a testing ground for many sorts
of new weapons and new methods of waging; war. In naval warfare
alone it produced the first practical ironcl^dc, submarines,and
mines. None of its developments,however,had more influence on the
succeeding half-century than one which was quite unoriginal;
the use of cruisers to attack merchant shipping.
The Confederate States poscesr-ed an extensive coastline
and many harbours,"but as the greater part of America* s shipping,
and all her warships,were held by their enemies,they were
rapidly enclosed by an extended blocka.de,which absorbed most of
the energies of the Union Navy.The naval fighting of the war was
chiefly coastal and riverine.Under shelter of the Federal Navy's
command of the sea,the seaports of the north-eastern states
pursued the trade on which depended most of their prosperity,
and some part of the northern war-effort.There was an obvious
opportunity to strike at this target,and the Confederate Navy
determined to exploit it by commissioning raiding cruisers,and
issuing letters of marque.Circumstances were very much against
them. The blockade prevented privateers from bringing in the
few prizes they were able to take,and the Confederates possessed
no ships suitable to be made into raiding cruisers.Nevertheless,
a few ships were obtained abroad or improvized at home,and one
achieved extraordinary success.
The Alabama was a small barque-rigged wooden screw steamer
of 1,575 tons,capable of eleven knots under steam.Her armament
was inadequate to engage any but the smallest regular warships,
and her coal supply was poor.

Apart from the skill and daring

Capt.Samuel Long,'Tactical Aspects of the Utilization of Ocean
Steamers for War Purposes 1 ^Journal of the Royal United Service
Institution (cited as JRUSI)(London,1856 et seq.)Vol.XXIV,p.413.

of Captain Semmes,she had few natural advantages.Yet this ship,
almost unaided,"brought about the decline of the seaborne commerce
of the United States,which before the war stood second among the
maritime nations of the world,and after it was reduced to an
insignificance from which it has never fully recovered.The Alabama
took or destroyed

fifty-seven merchant ships,all of them small,

and only one of them a steamer. These vessels and their cargoes
represented a direct loss of twenty-five million dollars,which was
a serious,but hardly a disastrous injury. The indirect effects
of the Alabama* s operations,however,were out of all proportion
to the direct losses.War risks on American vessels rose to
uneconomic levels; shippers refused to load,and seamen to sail
under the Federal flag.The vessels were laid up or sold abroad,
and the trade passed into neutral bottoms, mostly British.
In 1861 the United States 1 merchant marine had 2,500,000 tons
of shipping; by 1865 this had fallen to 1,100,000 tons.In the
same five years the proportion of U.S.overseas trade carried in
American bottoms declined from 65$ to 27$. 775,000 tons of
American shipping were transferred to foreign flags during the
Civil War,348,000 tons of that during 1863 alone.

The effect on

the Federal war-effort was slight,since war materials continued
to be imported in neutral bottoms, but the Alabama* s depredations
were ruinous to the northern seaports.By the l880 f s 77f° of Atlantic
trade was in British bottoms,and only 77° remained to American.
During her short but dramatic career the Alabama established
herself as the universal type and model of the raiding cruiser
Harold & Margaret Sprout,The Rise of American Naval Power,1776-1918
(princeton,N. J. ,1939)p«l62. J.Tramond & A.Reussner,aiementr d'llir.toire
Maritime et Goloniale Contemporaine (Paris,1924)p.138.
2
Extracts from the Reports of the Royal Commission on the Defence
of British Possessions Abroad (Carnarvon Commission) ,Parliamentary
Papers (cited as PP,with twofold pagination,the first element
being the page of the printed papers or report, the second the
M:; page of the bound volume) ,1887 LVI p.307/9H-
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for the next fifty years.She was the terminus a cuo of every
discussion of the attack and defence of trade.Her operations
were continually cited,and her example everywhere invoked.lt is
therefore worth examining her career. In the first piace,the
general impression that she alone destroyed the United States 1
merchant marine is probably incorrect,though she was by far the
most effective of the Confederate cruisers/.The commercial strength
of the U.S. la.y in the building and operating of wooden sailing
vessels,and they were rapidly being superseded by iron steamers.
In 1865 there was no yard in the United States accustomed to
build ocean-going iron steam ships.In all probability the Alabama
only hastened a decline which commercial forces had already
made inevitable.

It is important to remember,however,that she

was generally credited with the complete destruction of U.S.
commerce.
The Alabama operated under a fairly free interpretation of
the laws of war as then understood.She was unable to send her
prizes to be condemned by Confederate prise courts,in the regular
fashion,so Semmes held prize courts on board,though his proceedings
were not more arbitrary than those of a friendly prize court,
and perhaps less so than those of some of the neutral courts
which released his prizes under Federal pressure.He allowed the
neutral flag to cover all goods but contraband of war,and this
was quite narrowly interpreted.

2 Semmes was hampered by the

unsuitability of his vessel.The Alabama was neither fast nor of
long range.She was,however,a good sailer,and she was able to
make many of her captures without using steam.Here it was not
A.W.Kirkaldy,British Shipping,Its History,Organisation and
Importance (London,1914)pp.25-6.
2 For the Alabama* s operations see Raphael Semmes,The Cruice of
the Alabama and the Sumter (London £ New York,1864),Ky Adventures
Afloat (London,1869),and Service Afloat (Baltimore,Kd.,1887)-The
last two are substantially the same book; the first is in fact
an account by George Carleton,with extensive quotation from Semmes'
diaries.
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always remembered,when lessons were drawn from her cruise,that
the Alabama,though rightly described as the first stean commerceraider,operated mostly under sail,and almost exclusively against
sailing vessels.
It was sometimes claimed that the Alabama had practically
no opposition.lt is true that Gideon Welles,Secretary of the
Federal Navy,refused to allow the bulk of his forces to be
diverted from the decisive work of blockade,but it is hardly
true that Semmes was unopposed.In the Caribbean alone,Commodore
Wilkes,commanding the Flying Squadron,had at various times sixteen
vessels under his orders,yet in nine months cruising,during
much of which both the Alabama and another Confederate cruiser,
the Florida,were successfully operating in the area,he entirely
failed to frustrate them.

Ships sent to catch Semmes could not

find him; ships sent to patrol particular spots were easily eluded.
Much of this can be attributed to Semmes 1 s skill,but it serves
to emphasise the difficulty of making contact with a single
ship.
Alabama's dramatic career came at a time when Britain's
relations with the U.S.Government,and also with Russia,were
particularly strained.lt required no great intelligence to
appreciate the threat posed by extempore raiding cruisers to
the trade of Britain,which controlled the bulk of all sea
commerce in the world,and alone of all nations depended upon it
for her livelihood. The danger to Britain*s trade suddenly became
a commonplace of all strategic thinking.For this reason the
Alabama's cruise has been taken as the beginning of this thesis,
because she revived interest in what was,from the British point
at
of view,the principle function of a cruiser; the attack and
James Russell Soley, f£he Navy in the Civil War: The Blockade and
the Cruisers (London,1898)pp.201-204.

defence of trade.We have seen how true cruiser functions had
tended to "be forgotten; the Alabama gave everybody a sharp
reminder.
The lesson was not lost on the Russian Admiralty,which in
1863 feared war with Britain,and despatched all available

seagoing

ships in two squadrons,one to the Atlantic and one to the Pacific,
in order to avoid being blockaded.These squadrons had orders to
undertake commerce-raiding on the outbreak of war.
The lesson was also learned by some in the British Admiralty.
The Controller was alive to the threat presented by small,fast
cruisers,and proposed a special class of swift corvettes to
protect commerce from 'privateers and enemy's fast sailing wooden
cruisers*.These ships,the Amazon Class as they became,were to be
fast enough and sufficiently well-armed to fight all but the
larger regular warships,and cheap enough to be built in quantity.
The Controller considered that 'The whole class of our sloops of
all kinds would be of no use either against an enemy's man-of-war
or against a privateer 1 ,and the entire fleet of thirty-five should
be replaced by the new design.

2

Naturally enough,however,the lessons of the Alabama were
absorbed most completely by her victims. Relations between the
United States

and Britain were extremely strained,not least

because of the Alabama herself,and war was considered quite
possible. In his annual report for 1863,Secretary Welles
announced that ' V/e need and should have steamers of high speed,
constructed of wood,with which to sweep the ocean,and hunt down
N.Monasterev & Sergei Tereshchenko,Histoire de la Marine Russe
(Parir,2nd . ed. 1932, trrcn?. Jean Perceau)p. 2Q4.M»|-->gKc»' S>&opHH*:
(Horskoi Sbornik)(St.Petersburg.1848 et seq.);Capt.Zelenyi,
trans.in Revue Maritime et Coloniale (Paris,
1878; extractc(1879),p.33~
June
1859-1972)Vol.LXI
National Maritime Museum (cited as M;-IM) ,Phipps Kornby Papers
(cited as FHl): PHI/110/4(A)jMilne Papers (cited as rix) :
I'X1I/P/B/3(D) ; 'General Remarks on the Classification,Distribution
and Construction of Armour-Plated Ships',by Robinson,13th December 1864.

the ships of the enemy 1 .

1

In the same year contracts for four

ships were let. The designers were allowed considerable latitude
in the means they chose to adopt to obtain the fifteen knots
required.This was the fa.mous,or perhaps notorious,Wampanoag
Class,designed to scour the commerce of Britain from the seas.
They were long and fine-lined vessels,built of wood,and carrying
very large and heavy engines.In the best circumstances,it would
have been surprising if they had proved either good seaboats or
sturdy hulls. In fact only two,the Wampanoag (later renamed
Florida),and the Kadawaska (later renamed Tennessee),were built
of seasoned timber.The Madawaska had engines of John Ericson's
design,and failed to make her contract speed by two knots.
E.N.Dickerson 1 s ship,the Chattanooga,barely made any speed at
all.Only the two ships designed by Benjamin Isherwood,Chief
Engineer of the U.S.Navy,were even initially successful.
Isherwood*s career was beset by such extreme controversy during
his lifetime that it is even now difficult to get an impartial
»•)
view of his achievements. The best treatment of the subject
favours Isherwood,and generally with justice,but it does not
answer all the charges brought against him. The Admiralty,on the
other hand,relied on their naval attache Captain Ward,who was
probably too much influenced by Isherwood*s opponents.

All

discussion of the Wampanoag must therefore be undertaken with
some caution. She was,for her day,extremely fast. In the open
sea she is said to have maintained 16.6 knots for thirty-eight
hours,17-25 knots for six hours,and 17-75 knots for one hour.
These figures,however,were not obtained by accurate measurement,
William Hovgaard,Modern History of War ships (London, 1920) p. 165.
2
Edward William Sloan, Benjamin Franklin Isherwood,Li aval Engineer;
The Years as Engineer in Chief ,1661-1869 (ixnaapolir.,I-id. ,1965)
Summary of Official Reports on the U.S.Navy',pp.10-12.(Public
Record Office (cited as PRO): Adm.1/6272 Pt.2).
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and the Admiralty considered them 20c/° too high for the power
developed in such a hull. Moreover Ishervood had gone to
extraordinary lengths to obtain this speed.He had designed an
entirely new engine system,and forced on B.P.Delano,the nominal
designer of the hull,extensive changes to accomodate the
machinery.Isherwood's enemies contended that the ship carried
coal for only three days steaming,had virtually no berthing
space,and could not be stored for any long period at sea.
Her rig,they alleged,was too unbalanced to be used,because the
masts had been stepped only where the machinery permitted.
The first of these charges is certainly false,and the others
are suspect,but ISherwood's most scholarly partisan

does not

entirely refute them. The much-vaunted engines seem to have been
inferior to contemporary British work. 1,260 tons of machinery
produced less than 5>000 Indicated Horse Power,or about five
cvrt.per I.H.P.,compared with three cwt.per I.H.P. in the Raleigh.
There is something in Isherwood's claim that the extra weight
allowed high speed to be maintained for long periods,but not all
parts of the engines were especially durable,if it be true that
the wooden gear-wheels of the Wampanoag wore down five-eighths
of an inch on her trials between New York and Charleston. 2
In general it seems that in spite of their high speed,these
ships lacked many of the essential qualities of efficient seagoing warships.Only two units of the class survived for more
than a few years,with most of their boilers removed,and re-rigged
as slow, but moderalELy efficient steam corvettes.lt is
extraordinary that such designs should ever have been built.
Sloan,op.cit.pp.170-188.
2Other references
for this section are: Sprout & Sprout,Rise of
American I! aval Power,p.l69.Sltinj IDlmore Morison,ken,Machines and
Modern Times (Cambridge,Mass. ,1966) ,pp.99-H7-Theodore ^opp,
The Development of a Modern Navy; French Naval Policy,1871-1904
(Harvard MS Ph.I).thesis, 1937),p.70.
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They represented the last attempt by the United States 1 Navy
to "build modern warships until the late 1880's.Nevertheless
their influence on British naval thinking was very great.
The intentions and theoretical performance of the design were
known at the Admiralty by 1865.The IVampanoag ran trials

in

February 1868,and reports of her speed were soon current in
England.By the early l870 ! s the failure of the class was generally
admitted.During those five years,from 1865 to 1870, these ships
dominated Admiralty thinking on unarmoured cruisers. If the
Alabama with her speed of eleven knots had wrought such havoc,
what might not four

heavily armed ships of fifteen knots or

more do to British commerce ? There was no warship in the world
capable of catching them. At this period it is hardly an
exaggeration to trace nearly all naval thought in Britain and
elsewhere on the nature and problems of the cruiser,to one of
these two ships,and especially to the Alabama. We have seen that
the Amazon Class,called forth in direct reply to her,were
essentially traditional steam sloops with a higher speed than
had previously been obtained.But the Alabama begot the Wampanoag,
and she presented a threat which demanded radical thinking.
Their influence on the Admiralty brought about a decisive
break with the design tradition which extended in an unbroken
line of ancestry from the pinnaces and shallops of the Tudor Navy.
Eventually seven ships were ordered,but only four ever entered
service for even a brief period.
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B. The Admiralty Reacts
The Admiralty's reply to the Jampanoag Class was the frigate
Inconstant, This ship marked a sharp "break with all preceding
cruisers,and she was the ancestor of all large unarmoured
cruisers after her. With the possible exception of the Amazon
Class,she was the first British cruiser of the Victorian era
whose functions and design were the subject of serious consideration,
Sufficient of the original documents have survived to give us a
clear understanding of how this epoch-making ship came to be
built.
It is not however certain by whom she was originally conceived.
On 24th April 1866 the completed design was- submitted by Edward
Reed,Chief Constructor of the Navy,to his superior Admiral
Robinson,the Controller.These two men were the chief protagonists
of the design,and it is probable that one of them,most likely
Robinson,originally conceived the idea. In any case,these two
remarkable men dominated the Admiralty during a formative period,
and no study would be complete without a description of them.
Robinson,

as Surveyor,and later Controller,of the Ilavy,

was a subordinate officer of the Admiralty under the orders of
the Board,and the direct supervision of the First Sea Lord,to
/
whom he was responsible for all the materiel of the Navy. It was
a position whose influence depended greatly on the man who held
it. An officer of strong character and determined ideas could
dominate much of the Admiralty,and perhaps even the Board itself.
Robinson was all that.'Probably no-one who had reached an
influential position in the Royal Navy in Queen Victoria's time
^ Robert Spencer Robinson,l809-l889:
1830 Lieutenant,1838 Commander,1840
the Blue (1861-71 Controller of the
1862 Rear-Admiral of the White,1866

1821 entered Navy, 1828 Mate,
Captain,i860 Rear-Admiral of
ilavy,& 1868-71 3rd.Sea Lord),
Vice-Admiral (1868 KCB),l87fr
Admiral.
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had a more powerful or incisive brain than he. He believed that
the needs of a future war should govern the design of warships,yet
'All the time I was at the Admiralty,! never heard [planning for varj
referred to or examined in a large or comprehensive spirit it always appeared to be too vast and too difficult to be seriously
grappled with 1 .

We shall see how comprehensive Robinson's ideas

were,and how difficult he found it to convince his colleagues.
A man of the greatest discretion might have found it hard to do
so,and Robinson possessed.in the fullest measure the abrasive
personality so characteristic of the determined reformer. Though
a powerful writer and speaker,he had no idea of tact; he had but
to put a case to make every hearer his enemy.His colleagues and
p
superiors found him impossible to work with; his subordinates
were terrified of him.

f l am aware 1 ,he wrote,'that my opinions

may be found far in advance of those of flag officers of much
experience 1 : it was a view he seldom bothered to conceal. He was
a man of violent and intractable prejudice,he made enemies frequently,
and did not scruple to pursue them with every weapon at his
command. As Controller,he so harried Sir Cooper Key,Admiral
Superintendent of Portsmouth Dockyard,that that ambitious officer
4
was almost glad to escape to the backwater of Malta Dockyard.
His vanity led him to wage war irreconcilable against those
members of the Board (as such his superiors) who were also his
juniors in rank.
(bis)'Letter from Rear-Admiral Sir G.T.P.Hornby,commanding the
Channel Squadron,to the Right Hon.George Jard Hunt, 1-1.P.,with remarks
by Admiral Sir Alexander Milne,G.C.B.,Vice-Admiral Sir J.W.Tarleton,
K.C.B.,Captain the Rt.Hon.Lord Gilford,Admiral Sir S.C.Dacres,G.C.B.,
and Admiral Sir R.S.Robinson,K.C.B.' (printed papers),pp.18 & 23,
(NKM: MLN/P/B/1(C)).
2Dacres to Milne,' 21st' Tea. 1869] ,11th April [?l87o] ,& 5th August
1870 (NMM: MLN/P/A/l(A),sv.D^.cres)/.
Vaughan Miller to Milne,14th November 1872 (idem,sv.Miller).
P.B.P.Seymour to Northbrook,5th May 1870 (idem,sv.Seymour).
Robinson to Milne,10th,llth & 14th January 1868 Tidem, sy.Robinson).
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Robinson had some reluctant admirers in the Admiralty,but
no friends,except perhaps one. One man shared his combination of
brilliant mind and savage temper; Edward Reed, Chief Constructor
of the Havy,responsible to Robinson for the design and construction
of all the Queen's ships.Reed's character and career fulfil
many of the requirements of Greek tragedy.He was a brilliant man,
author of fundamental advances in the science of naval architecture
which remain basic practice to-day. In seven years as Chief
Constructor he carried out a complete revolution in warship
design. Such a man deserved and achieved greatness through his
talents,but even more than Robinson,his character was fatally
flawed. Like his superior,he was a man of incisive mind and
persuasive tongue.In debate he was fluent,powerful,and utterly
unscrupulous. Reed was a man to whom enmity and argument were the
breath of life. Like Robinson,he could not present a case without
making an enemy; unlike the Controller,who was always pained to
find himself disliked,Reed revelled in this situation,and would
have been lost without it. His mind worked naturally in opposition.
Once engaged in controversy,all other considerations were abandoned
in the pursuit of conquest and the humiliation of his adversary.
Honesty,expediency,and consistency were forgotten,and his enormous
professional talents prostituted to provide polemical ammunition.
Reed never consciously advanced untruths,indeed his greatest
strength in argument lay in the sincerity with which he advocated
his positions,but he was a man with a limitless capacity for
self-deception. His innuendo might be irrelevant to his case,
discreditable to his opponents,and dishonourable to himself;
1 Zdward James Reed,1830-1906: 1853-61 Editor of the iiechanic's
Magazine,i860 co-founder & firr.t Secretary o^ t.h.p T.N.A.,1863-70
Chief Constructor of the Navy,1871 Chairman of Earle's Shipbuilding
Co.& partner of i.'hitworth 1 s, 1874-80 Liberal LI? for Pembroke
(1880 KCB),1880-95 & 1900-06 MP for Cardiff.He married Sir II.
Barnaby's sister.

his evidence fictional,and his arguments inconsistent; but he
remained passionately convinced of them. So long as he was at
the Admiralty,with his energies channelled into professional
concerns,he was at his "best. Once released to devote his life
to unlicensed argument,he rapidly destroyed the great reputation
which his abilities had won. Thic was the tragedy of the meji who,
in 1870,was hailed with justice as the greatest naval architect
England had produced since Phineas Pett,and who,by 1890,was a
bore to the general public and a by-word among his professional
peers.
Reed was at his best at the Admiralty,but he was never
anything but a difficult colleague.His technical education had
been irregular,and he had won his post by submitting unsolicited
designs to the Admiralty. He thus passed over the heads of the
dockyard shipwrights who traditionally controlled all the senior
posts. He was an unconventional upstart,and unlikely to be popular.
He did nothing to remedy this handicap. If any man could be
vainer and less likable than Spencer Robinson,Reed was he.
He agitated for Whitworth guns,in which he had an interest,for
successive increases in his salary,for impossibly early promotion
for his brother,for various extraordinary payments to himself.
He constantly threatened resignation.
Reed's strengths as a naval architect lay in his scientific
methods,and his unconventional engineering approach to difficult
problems.He sponsored the v/ork of W.E.Froude,first head of the
Admiralty Experimental Works,inventor of ship-testing tanks,and
virtual founder of the science of hydrodynamics,whose work ensured
1 F.B.P.Seymour to Northbrook,5th May 1870 (NIIM: MLN/P/V1 ^) > sy.Seymour)
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for the Admiralty an enormous scientific advantage over all
other navies throughout the later Victorian era. Reed's technical
weaknesses were the same as those of moot naval architects of
his time; a lack of understanding of the problems of sea-keeping.
He had virtually no sea experience,and never thought it necessary
to obtain any.His ideas on warship function were exclusively
not
theoretical,and^always sound. He was at his best when tightly
supervised by a superior like Robinson,who knew exactly what he
wanted, and at his worst when free to build ships of his own
conception,as with the Favorite,Pallas,Penelope and Research.
These two strong men were the servants,at the time the
Inconstant's design was prepared,of the Duke of Somerset's Board.
2
Somerset himself was a competent and successful First Lord,
but his naval colleagues were not remembered for their abilities.
The First Sea Lord,Sir Frederick Grey, seems to have been a
stupid and idle man,and his naval colleagues not much better.
The papers of the time give the impression that Robinson was
accustomed to persuade Somerset directly,and more or less ignore
his nominal superior.
Reed submitted his design of the Inconstant on 24th April
1866. She was to be f a ship of war to carry a few heavy guns at
high speed without armour plating 1 . An armament of ten 12jr ton
4
guns was suggested,and a speed of fifteen knots was hoped for.
5
The following day Robinson presented the design to the Board.
Admiral G.A.Ballard,'The Three British Armoured Corvettes',
Mariner's Mirror (London,1911 et secj.)Vol.XXI (I935)p.l2.
Oscar Parkes,British Battleships (London,2nd.ed.1966)pp.85-1172
Edward Adolphus Seymour,12th Duke of Somerset,1804-1885:
1859-66 1st.Lord.
Rear-Admiral the Hon.Sir Frederick Grey,1st.Sea Lord 1862-6.
4 Report of the Committee to examine the Designs upon which Ships
of War have recently been construct el, v/ith Analysis of Evidence
(un-numbered Command paper,cited as Committee on Designs),
Appendix A,Sect.IV (PPT1872 XIV p.291/889).
5 Idem,p. 290/888.PRO: Adm. 1/5980, 25th April 1866.NMM: ML1J/P/B/3(D)
(draft copy).
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The new vessel was 'to meet the large and swift ships that may be
built by other powers,on equal terms as to speed and armament'.
In Robinson's draft copy the 'large and swift American ships of
the Pampanoosuc [Wampanoagl Class 1 are specifically referred to.
The final version is slightly more diplomatic on this point,
but makes no real secret of the Inconstant's projected opponents.
A detailed comparison of her armament with the American ships'
concludes in her favour,especially in that her rifled guns could
outrange the smooth-bore American weapons.
The design was approved by the Board the following day.
The unusual speed with which the design passed through these
stages,and the relative brevity of the arguments presented,
suggest that the question had already been thoroughly discussed.
The problems faced by Reed in designing the Inconstant were
considerable.He had to combine a higher speed than any British
warship had ever attained,with good sailing qualities (seldom
achieved in warships of large size),heavy armament,and comfortable
berthing for a large crew. The strains imposed by large and
powerful engines,and the long,fine hull required to maintain
speed in a seaway,suggested,if they did not require,iron construction,
but this involved further problems. From the constructional
point of view,iron was ideal,but from the military point of
2
view it had serious disadvantages. The Simoom Trials at Portsmouth
in 1846 and 1850 had shown that iron offered a poor resistance
to shot. Wooden scantlings,struck by shot,either resisted the
blow,or sustained a clean hole,which could fairly easily be
plugged,and if below the waterline,would partly close itself.
Iron shattered when struck,leaving a jagged hole which could not
Committee on Designs,loc.cit.p.292/890.
^
Chief Constructor's report to the Controller,lyth November 1866,
(PRO: Adm.1/5982).

be stopped,and sending clouds of langridge across the catterydecks. Furthermore,a shot which penetrated the engaged side
might pass across the ship and drive out the plating on the
disengaged side. Iron offered greater security against fire
when struck "by shells,"but shell guns formed only a part of the
armament of most warships. It was therefore held that only
armoured warships could safely "be built of iron,and then only if
the armour were impenetrable,since armour shattered by shot
produced much worse effects even than simple shell plating.
It was out of the question for the Inconstant to carry armour,
yet it was virtually essential that she have an iron hull,which
alone could absorb

the stresses involved. Reed f s solution was

to sheathe the entire hull with a double skin of oak planking
nine inches thick. This,it was hoped,would allow the iron hull
to be penetrated cleanly,if at all. At the cost of increased
weight,and hence size and expense,it secured a measure of protection
to the hull,and,more important,the crew. It must always be
remembered that throughout the era of wooden warships,ships
were very seldom sunk in action,unless by fire. Almost all actions
were decided by casualties among the crew,and armour was
introduced into warships primarily to protect the crews from
shell-fire. The sheathing of the Inconstant,being watertight,
had the additional advantage of permitting her to be coppered.
She was thus the first iron warship able to operate for long
periods without docking,which was a significant gain,as a ship
of her size could dock in very few places outside Britain,and
iron hulls foul very rapidly.
Reed did not consider the sheathing more than a useful
expedient to improve protection.
'When the utmost has been done in this way,it
cannot be doubted that they will still remain unsuited
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for close action,& should chiefly fight at long"range....
they are not by any means well adapted for closing with
slow and stoutly built ships,and withstanding the blows
of shot and shell,but will best fulfil their legitimate
functions and find their greatest security in fighting
from a distance with their long range guns*.
These long-range guns were crucial to the whole design of the
Inconstant,and they were to prove one of the principal points
of controversy in it. Very few cruisers,indeed,very few warships,
were armed with long-range guns as such. I-'ost guns were of short
range and large calibre,and the accepted tactic was to close one's
enemy and pound him at close range. Superior speed enabled one
to force action,rather than choose one's range. Guns of the
period were generally divided into shell guns and armour piercing
guns. Shell guns fired large common shell at short range.
Armour-piercing guns fired solid or hollow shot,and the larger
sizes had a longer range. There were no armour-piercing shell in
general use,although the large armour-piercing guns could fire
common shell. Naval men thought in terras of shell guns or armourpiercing, not of long or short range. The Inconstant had to have
guns of long range,which meant large armour-piercing guns. These
were normally mounted only in ironclads,yet the Inconstant could
never engage a regular ironclad. Many critics of the design
asked why,if she could not fight ironclads,she were not given
a normal cruiser armament of a large number of shell guns,with a
high rate of fire,which would be much more effective against
the unarmoured wooden cruisers she was expected to oppose ? 2

Somerset's Board,however,approved Robinson's conception,
and Sir John Pakington,who succeeded him in June,endorsed the
''PRO: Adm. 1/5982,loc.crt..
2 For a typical specimen of this view,see written
evidence of Capt.
Henry Boys of HMS Excellent to the Committee on Designs,dated
13th June 1871,unpublished printed paper No.104 (NMM: PHI/110).
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decision. The Inconstant mounted ten 9-±nch,'L2{ ton,armourpiercing r^uns,and four "J-inch^i: ton. Only two ironclads in the
Navy were "better armed. As completed in October 1869 she fulfilled
the best hopes of her designer. She proved to be able to steam
at the unexampled speed of sixteen knots,and was furthermore
very fast under sail. Ho warship in Europe could equal her speed
under steam,and only the steam frigate Immortalite,of all the
ships in the Navy,could match her on any point of sailing. She
once made thirteen and a half knots under plain sail,and was
extremely weatherly,though her great length made her slack in
stays.

Reed achieved the very difficult feat of combining

sufficient stiffness to carry canvas (especially difficult since
the Inconstant was taunt-rigged in the old fashion) with sufficient
tenderness to make a steady gun-platform. Her sailing qualities
were important because her range,though good for her day,was
still very small. At her full speed of 16.2 knots she could
cover 1,170 miles,at ten knots 2,700 miles,and at her most
economical speed of 6.4 knots,3,020 miles. 2 She was thus unable
to mo,ke a steam crossing of the Atlantic without coaling.
For her day the Inconstant was a superb specimen of cruiser
design. There is little doubt that she would have been able to
catch and sink her projected opponents of the Wampanoag Class,
and a fortiori,any other cruiser afloat. Robinson considered
that a threat to trade would come from two sorts of vessel,the
1 national war-ship 1 ,whose speed and armament would allow her to
drive off all opposition,and the 'armed privateer',which,'when the
road had been cleared for them by the national war-ship would
For a general description see Admiral Cf. A.Ballard, 'British
Frigates of 1875: The Inconstant and Raleigh' (Mariner' r- Kirror
Vol.XXII (I936)p.42.
2 Admiralty Library (cited as AL),Foreign Intelligence Committee
Report No.73 (May 1885)'The Protection of Commerce by Patrolling
the Ocean Highways and by Convoy 1 ,Appendix E,p.l7»
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pick up everything that came in its way (sicj '. The function of
the Inconstant was to encounter the former,to drive them off,
and thus to permit the smaller classes of cruiser to deal with
the 'privateers 1 . In other words-,the Inconstant was to be the
1 capital ship 1 of cruiser warfare,which should secure command
of the sea,and permit lesser cruisers to exercise that command
in the protection of trade. In order to combine the qualities
required of her,she was bound to be large and costly.
This was Robinson's conception of the design,and it was a
sound one,as far as it went. So long as the word of colonial
cruiser warfare was one of unarmoured warships,the Inconstant
could dominate it. When once armoured warships began to be found
in colonial squadrons,her absolute supremacy was gone,because
she could not safely engage them.Her high speed and heavy armament
would always have been of thd greatest utility,but she would have
become a second-rank ship,when it became a question whether her
great size and cost could be justified. Robinson specifically
intended the Inconstant to counter American ships,and the U.S.
Navy had no sea going ironclads,so one must approve the original
conception. By the time she was completed in October 1869,the
seven French second-class ironclads of the Alma Class were in
service,and the Russian armoured cruiser Kniaz Pozharskii was
afloat. It was in these circumstances that the continuation of
the type was discussed.
If one asks exactly how the Inconstant was to be operated,
it does not appear that any serious thought was given to the
question. She was to pursue and sink a certain type of American
ship; but whether she was to seek her enemy by patrol or convoy,
whether she might find him singly or in squadrons,were matters
Memorandum by Robinson; Committee on Designs,Appendix A,Sect.IV,
Paper B,April 1870 (PP: 1872 XIV p.9l8/934,& PRO: Adn.1/6177)-
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scarcely considered. Strategy was an almost forgotten subject
in the i860 1 s,especially the strategy of cruiser operations.
Throughout the decade,only one paper on the question was given
at the Royal United Service Institution. Captain W.Hortom presented
a study

of unusual perception for its time,but even he,though

briefly noticing the difficulty of finding raiding cruisers,
offered no thoughts on how it was to be done. Robinson does not
seem to have worked out the strategy to be employed - though,
indeed,it was no part of his job to do so.
'The question is: 1 ,as he wrote,'How will this
country wage war with one or more maritime Powers ?
According as our ideas are clear and definite on this
point,so will be our proceedings in time of peace; for
the manner in which our naval force will be used in
time of war,must govern our decisionfon ships to be
1
built],and
how they should be used in time of peace*. 2
There is no evidence that Robinson or anyone else ever interpreted
this as a requirement for a developed strategy of cruiser
employment. The evidence of witnesses before the Committee on
Designs clearly reveals the standard of contemporary opinion.
Staff-Commander Kiddle

of the Minotaur knew of no purpose the

Inconstant could fulfil,as she was certainly too large for
commerce-protection. Captain Sherard Osborn ,(a well-known
partisan of Captain Coles) considered commerce protection so
subsidiary and indecisive a form of warfare that such a large
ship could only be justified by her usefulness in peacetime.
Both witnesses appeared never to have thought of the problems
before,were very confused,and frequently contradicted themselves.
'The Necessity for Building Unarmoured Ships of -War*,JRUSI X p.l
2

'Letter from Admiral Hornby...to the Rt.Hon.G.Ward Hunt,&c.',p.l3
(NI4M: MLN/P/B/1(C)).

Committee on Designs,Minutes of Evidence,(PP: 1872 XIV p.128/692),
4Ibid.p.86/650.
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Mr.Edward Reed defended the Inconstant's high speed,"by which
'The moral power of the country would "be best

sustained 1 .

Reed often appeared to attach a high value to the psychological
effect of a ship,and was apt to be carried away by his own
rhetoric. He once claimed that the Inconstant could 'dertroy
two-thirds of the ironclads of the world 1 ,and f sweep down on them
p
with terrible and glorious effect 1 .
The most revealing witness was Captain Charles Waddilove
of the Inconstant herself.

Questioned on her function,he could

only suggest that she was 'built for speed 1 ,and to test the idea
of sheathing. The chairman having explained her purpose,Waddilove
thought an ironclad would do the job better. The existence and
nature of the Wampanoag Class having been explained to him,he
agreed that his ship was a match for them,and that the smaller
cruiser Volage was not,yet still preferred the latter. Waddilove*s
evidence is throughout a tissue of confusion and contradiction,
which throws an unfavourable light on the mental training of the
mid-Victorian naval officer. He had just been appointed to one
of the best commands in the Navy,and subsequently rose to flagrank, so he was presumably well thought-of. There is no evidence
that he was stupid or incompetent,and yet to the modern observer
he seems astonishingly innocent of professional knowledge or
intellectual capacity. Perhaps the most startling revelation was
that he had apparently never heard that his ship was intended to
fight at long range,and proposed to engage at close range a slower
American ship with a much heavier armament of short-range guns,
even though he correctly judged that the American ship would
then have a great advantage.
1 Ibid.p.152/716,Q.3061.
P
Frederick Manning,The Life of Sir William White (London,1923),p.164,
Committee on Designs,loc.cit.pp.121/685-125/689,especially
QQ. 2308,2313-6,2324-6,2338-54,2387-9,2417-8,2421 & 2425-
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It is against the "background of such a level of comprehension
in the Service as a whole that Robinson's thinking must be judged.
He was not in a position to supply what he saw as the principal
want in naval policy-making.
'I am confident that there ought to "be,in the
Records of the Admiralty,a well-considered general
outline of how a maritime war should be carried on.
This would require a thorough study of the nature and
number of the ships we ought to have,and the disposition
of the fleet with reference to hostilities'.
This was a want not to be supplied for many years. In the absence
of any plan of strategy,Robinson conceived his ship largely
in terms of matching potential opponents,and only partly in
terms of a projected strategic function. Ideally the latter
should be a primary,and the former a secondary influence on any
*

design. Robinson could not place the Inconstant in her proper
position in a strategic plan,because none such existed,but at
least her conception in reply to foreign building ensured her
a real,if limited role. In subsequent years even so relevant a
criterion as this was often ignored in favour of considerations
of cost,or similarity to former types.
The Inconstant' s design marked a new epoch,not only in its
striking departure from previous types,but also in the new way
in which it was conceived. Just as the one can be traced to Reed's
scientific rather than traditionalist approach to naval architecture,
so the other sprang from Robinson's logical approach to the
problems of design.Within his field,Reed was more successful in
imposing his interpretation,because he was supreme in his
department,whereas Robinson's influence on the central decisions
of warsfrip design and strategy was slight in theory,and circumscribed
'Letter from Admiral Hornby....to the Rt.Hon.G.Ward Hunt,&c.',
p.18 (original italics) (NIJJI: MLN/P/B/l(C)).

even in practice.
The Inconstant' G design was proposed "by these two strong
men in alliance,and approved by a Board content to follow their
advice. The progress of the idea under Boards more accustomed
to think for themselves was to "be lers easy.

C. The Progress of the Idea
On 13th July 1866 Sir John Pakington and his new roard
of Admiralty officially took office. They were to bring to the
problems of cruiser design more attention and gre^t^r int ell T
"both individual and collective,than these had previously attracted.
Perhaps in consequence,the new Board also found itself in
disagreement more often than its predecessor.
Sir John Pakington

was an old aid experienced politician;

he had already "been First Lord for two years,he knew the Admiralty
and he knew naval affairs. In all these qualities he was
uncommon among First Lords,and he was much less under the tutelage
of his civil servants and naval advisers on one hand,and his
Cabinet colleagues on the other,than some of his predecessors
and successors.
Such a man might have dominated Somerset's Board to an
unhealthy extent,but his own was of higher calibre. The new
p
First Sea Lord was Sir Alexander Milne, whose authority was
unequalled in his generation. As an administrator,Milne had
won deserved praise for his organization of the Transport Service
during the Crimean War. As a diplomat,in his command of the North
American Station during the American Civil V,Tar,he had greatly
contributed to avoiding British involvement,which had at times
seemed imminent,and had won the respect of both sides in America.
As a naval thinker,Milne was a man whose influence,especially
through his later membership of the Carnarvon Commission,was
"''John Somerset Pakington (ne Russell) ,1799-1880: Dton & Oriel;
1837-74 Conservative LIP for Droitwich (1852 Sec.for War & Colonies,
1858-9 & 1866-7 1st.Lord of the Admiralty,1867-8 Sec.for War);
Bart.1846,GCB 1859,1st.Baron Hampton 1874,President of the INA
for 21 years.
2Alexander Kilne,l8o6-l896: 1817 entered IIavy,l827 Lieutenant,
1830 Commander,1839 Captain (1847-59 4th,later 3rd Sea Lord,
1858 KCB),1858 Rear-Admiral of the Blue (1860-4 C-in-C :iorth
America & West Indies),1861 Rear-Admiral of the White <x local
Vice-Admiral,1865 Vice-Admiral (1866-8 1st. Sea Lord,1869-70
C-in-C Mediterranean),1870 Admiral (1871 GCB,1872-6 1st.Sea Lord),
1881 Admiral of the Fleet.
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unobtrusive,but not unimportant.

As an officer,he was ii>ed

and respected for his integrity,ability,and strength of character.
Milne was a man of shrewd common-sense rather than profundity
or brilliance,whose mind ranged widely,but worked best in the
synthesis of others 1 ideas,rather than in the creation of his own.
He was the most prominent of a number of officers who considered
that the ironclad revolution had concentrated overmuch attention
2
on battleships,to the detriment of other types of warship. His
essentially conservative nature reinforced his conviction of the
importance of cruisers,which were still 'real 1 w^r-hiT,rather
than mast1 eon turret ships like the Devastation. He was arong the
first Victorian officers to devote serious attention to colonial
problems and the defence of trade. As early as 1858 he had written
that 'our present force is....not adec-uate to the wants of a great
maritime nation with colonies to protect. 1
Milne and some of his colleagues brought to the Admiralty
the first intelligent concept of cruir.er warfare to oppose to
Robinson's,which had hitherto held the field unchallenged. They
assigned to armour a much higher value in cruiser warfare than
he did. In the early years of Somerset's Board,when the ironclad
era was in its infancy,it had seemed to many that armour would
be extended to all classes of fighting ships. In pursuance of this
idea Somerset's Board,with Robinson as Surveyor,had built the
ironclad corvettes Favo rit e, P al 1 as,and Penelope,and the ironclad
sloops Enterprise and Research,

4

the design of which first brought

B.McL.Ranft,The Naval Defence of British Sea-borne Trade,1860-1905
(Oxford !.;s D.Phil.tnTsis7l9>57')PP 145-150.
2D.M.Schurman,Imperial Defence,1868-87 (Cambridge KS Ph.D.thesis,
1955)pp.33-52. Schurrnan rather r.iakes Milne the 'apostle' of coal,
which both exaggerates his concentration on that fuel,and belittles
the scope of his thinking.
Printed Paper of 22nd May 1858,'Reply to Ouoirtions submitted by
Her Majesty thro 1 the prime Minister to each member of the Board
of Admiralty', p. 9 (lIMM : JlLN/141/2) .
Ballard,Mariner's Mirror XXI (1935)P« 12.Parkes,Britisli Battleship3,
pp.35-117.

Reed to the Admiralty. The intended function of these chips
remains a matter of puzzlement.

The sloops could not sieam

more than ten knots,had derisory bunkerage,and the Research,
especially,was not seaworthy.The Pallas was "built more as a fleet
2
ram than a cruising ironclad. The Penelope had very shallow
draught,presumably to fit her for the coastal operations of the
Crimean War. Hone of these ships were suitable for colonial
commissions,whether or not that had been the original intentions
of the designs. Only the Favorite was capable of this service,
though she was a poor sea-boat,and very slow under steam and sail.
She was always regarded as a temporary expedient,and served only
one sea going commission.
The Navy's first essay in colonial ironclads,if any of these
ships can be so regarded,had not been a great success,but by the
/

time the Inconstant was launched in November 1868 a new generation
of ironclads had reached colonial waters. These were all secondclass battleships. As a group they were slow and short-winded,
but superior in armament and protection to any other warship
beyond European waters. H.M.S.Zealous and Royal Alfred were
flagships respectively on the Pacific and North American stations,
and the French had completed the Belliqueuse,Armide,Thetis,and
Jeanne d 1 Arc,with four more sisters following. It was necessary
and sensible for Robinson and the Admiralty to provide ironclad
flagships on foreign stations to oppose,if necessary,these French
ships. V/hen the Belliqueuse arrived in the East Indies early in
l867>the Royal Navy was still represented in those waters by the
Princess Royal,74,one of the last sea-going ships of the line to
A reference in Colin Frank Baxter,Admiralty Problems during the
Second Palmerston Administration, lQ^-1'66^ (Georgia MS Ph.D.thesis,
1965),p.27,implies they may have been built for Channel defence.
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carry a flag. The French ship could have sunk her with impunity,
and this was a state of affairs which could hardly have been
allowed to last. In fact the French had no aggressive plans.
They did not distinguish,as British officers generally did,between
the battle-fleet in home waters,and colonial squadrons abroad.
Their second-class ironclads were intended to work with the
battlefleet in case of need,and their draught was calculated to
permit them to operate in the Baltic against Prussia. Equally,
the first-class ironclads could be,and were,concentrated in
support of purely colonial objectives,as in I-Iexico in 1866,
and Tunisia in i860.
'Chez nous,la premiere flotte cuirassee de Dupuy
de Lome etait veritablement con9ue en vue de se suffice
a elle-meme et de repondre a tous les besoins; ses
corvettes cuirassees.....plus lentes que les fregates
cuirassees,furent des batiments de combat de second
rang et non des croiseurs 1 .
The French navy of the period aimed at a superiority obtained
more by technical advance than strategical combination,

2 and

they had no serious expectation of challenging Britain at sea.
Thus Jurien de la Graviere wrote to an English friend in i860:

'Vous voulez etre les maitres incontestes des mers
et ne craindre personne ni aucune coalition maritime,
jusqu'a un certain point nous nous inclinons devant
/
cette pretention; mais nous ne voulons pas que votre
/
/
securite soit telle que vous vous imaginiez pouvoir
nous traiter comme bon vous semble*.
When France deployed her second-class ironclads otf foreign stations,
which were by no means their only,or even primary destination,
Louis-Emile Bertin,La Karine Koderne (Paris,1910)p.98.
2

Aopp,Development of a Modern Navy,p.13*

Pierre Le Masson,'La Politique Navale Fran9aise de 1850 a 1914',
llevue Maritime (Paris, 1859-1972) ,1968,p. 186.
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she intended them to fight local,rather than European enemies.

1

Prance was beginning to enter the phase of feverish colonial
expansion which reached its climax in the l880's and 1890's.
The colonies were under naval control,not only at ministerial
level,but throughout the service. Many naval officers spent their
entire careers ashore as colonial administrators. A large part
of the naval estimates,and a larger part of naval attention,
were devoted to colonial affairs. By the late l860's small powers
outside Europe were already beginning to acquire coastal ironclads
Insofar as the French built their second-class ironclads with
any distinctly colonial enemy in mind,it was their rivals and
victims in the struggle for colonies,rather than Britain,whose
overseas squadrons were almost everywhere greatly superior,
and whom they did not seriously propose to fight.
Nevertheless,it was this French force of second-class
ironclads which caused Milne and his colleagues to question
the utility of large unarmoured cruisers. Escentially they
were involved with a problem to which no complete answer has
ever been found,even in easier circumstances; the proper elements
of force to be employed in a subordinate theatre of war,and the
true distinction,if any,between cruisers and battleships. As we
have seen,it was technically difficult to endow any 'cruisers',
and impossible to endow all,with the qualities of speed and
range which should have been their generic characteristics.
It was hard to assign the proper value to these qualities when
the most powerful vessels,indeed,almost all the vessels,in a
colonial squadron,were really too slow for cruiser duties.
Likewise it was hard to distinguish between colonial secondclass ironclads and their bigger sisters,when the former were

itopp,op.cit.p.67»
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only small er, slower and weaker versions of the latter, with no
distinctive advantages.
Soon after taking office on 13th July 1866, fir John
Pakiivjbon requested from the Controller h. in opinion of the
needs of the Navy, and the programme which should satisfy them.
On 23rd August Robinnon submitted his reply.

He on visaed

threats from invasion, local attack on a colony or cooling station,
and general attack on trade. This last was most seriously posed
by the new American cruisers, against which the Inconstant was
intended to fight. 'Both in speed and armament she will prove
a fair match for any unarmoured ship afloat 1 . He proposed to
build five more of the type by 1870, with the aim of eventually
bringing the Navy's strength to twelve. In the same period, three
of the Juno type, 2 and twelve first and twelve second-class
sloops were to be built. Robinson's proposals involved a total
expenditure on shipbuilding of £1,300,000 annually for three
years, and he produced figures to show that, although this would
be above the most recent votes, it was less than had formerly been
considered necessary.
Even before Robinson sent in his proposals,Pakington had
already received, on 8th August, a memorandum from his department
4
explaining the programme of the previous Board. They had kept
many old wooden cruisers in repair;
'The Board's object was to avoid coning to a decision
on the difficult quest ion, as to what kind of ships were
1N1IM: KLN/P/B/1(C).
2
The Juno (launched November 1867) was a large screw corvette,
of a type intended to full the gap between old sloops and new
frigates.
\he votes had fallen from £1,662,892 in 1861-2, to £316,000 in
the previous year, 1866-7 , although the former year was admittedly
that of the greatest expenditure on new ironclads.
4 'State of Work in the Yards in August 1866' (PRO: Adm. 1/5981).
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required for naval warfare,until a sufficient experience
had been obtained as to armour-plated ships,and heavyrifled artillery 1 .
The former Board had intended to decide this question,and had
the choice of replacing the old and slow cruisers of a former
age with ships of very similar type,or with a smaller number of
faster and more efficient cruisers. The paper is imbued with
Robinson's ideras,if not actually written by him,and leaves no
doubt of its opinion that the latter was the only sensible course.
This decision was one of great importance for the Navy.
The two alternatives represented the two main schools of thought
on the employment of cruisers. Those who saw their function
largely in terms of peace-time colonial work,of what was often
called police work,naturally advocated large numbers of small,
cheap ships,which should normally be of shallow draught,full
rig,and heavy armament,but need not be fast or of long range.
Those who thought of cruisers primarily as warships insisted
that their military qualities should be paramount,and among these
counted speed and range as highly important. They were prepared
to accept that such ships must be larger,costlier,and less
-/

numerous than existing ones,and that,in consequence,the composition
and duties of colonial squadrons would have to be modified.
These two essentially divergent schools embraced most thinking
naval officers during the l860 f s and 1870 f s. Few would have
accepted the opinions of either in this starkly simple form,
but nearly all compounded their opinions from one side or the
other.
Robinson was of course an ardent apostle of the f military f
school of thought,which strongly coloured his submission to
Pakington. The new Board,however,though not exactly innical to

it,held generally to a more moderate view. Evidently they did
t

not accept Robinson's proposals,"because on 13th September he
again submitted a strong defence of them.

The thirty-three new

cruisers,though expensive,would be infinitely more valuable than
their predecessors. In the long run,they would prove an economy,
since they would replace old wooden ships whose maintenance was
extremely expensive. When the programme was complete in 1870 it
would be possible to cease repairing the older vessels.
'The expenditure upon them does not even ensure
the possession of a force on which we could satisfactorily
rely in the event of VJar with a maritime power. Our small
classes of ships must,sooner or later,be replaced by
ships that can meet the smaller ships of France,America
or Russia upon equal terms'.
On his own copy Sir Alexander Milne noted,'! don't think so 1 .
The objections of the new Board were partly on financial
grounds.Pakington was being pressed to .~eop the Estimates down,
and the way in which the burden of Robinson's argument shifted
from naval grounds in August,to financial ones in September,is
probably indicative of the nature of the objections he was trying
to meet. The Board nonetheless took the view that,whatever the
f inanci <"<] rtringency,tho nurrbor of smaller cruisers could not
be reduced. When Robinson presented his report on the designs of
the new ships on 20th November,

2 he had admitted defeat on most

of his previous proposals. In a 'sacrifice of the highest speed
obtainable in ships of unrestricted dimensions...... it appeared
to me that I strictly fulfilled the wishes of their Lordships
as expressed to me in several discussions on these subjects.'
1 PRO: Adm. 1/5981,& N1-IM: MLN/P/B/1 (C) - the latter ic Milne's copy.
RO: Adm.1/5982.
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Only one Inconstant type had survived,but this 'I recommend for
adoption to meet the large class American corvettes'.
Financial stringency played some part in the Board's refusal
to accept Robinson's nronor,air;,but there vs.r; clocrrl.-f a fundamental
difference of opinion on strategic policy. On 30th November
Milne circulated to his colleagues a paper 'On Shipbuilding
Policy'.

In it he expressed his view,which lay somewhat between

the extremes of the two schools. Of the Inconstant he wrote:
'This ship is built especially for a 15 knot
speed. I doubt the policy of so large and expensive
a ship,I would prefer a limit of 14 knots and a smaller
ship,but the Controller urges that others should be
built,and I do not therefore object to another being
laid down'.
It is interesting to observe how Milne,who certainly knew his
own mind,and disliked Robinson,was forced by reluctant admiration
for the Controller's abilities to defer to his judgement. The rest
of the Board were more forthright. Sir Sydney Dacres, 2 the Second
Sea Lord,was firmly in favour of Robinson's ideas:
'I do not hesitate to say that I should wish jthatj
the scheme,as introduced to the board by Admiral Robinson
in August & September should be carried out in its
integrity,as I consider the necessity for building the
number of ships proposed is of paramount necessity jsicj
to meet the needs of the country,not only for a time of
war,but also as the best and cheapest means of preserving
the blessings of peace'.
Unlike Milne,he was in favour of building more Inconstant's:
We must not be neglectful of the future,or forget,
with the Alabama's ravages before us,what would be the
^MM: MLN/P/B/1(C).

2Sydney Colpoys Dacres,1805-1884: 1817 entered Navy,1824 Mate,
1827 Lieutenant,1834 Commander,!840 Captain,1858 Hear-Admiral of
the Blue, 1862 Rear-Adrniral of the White, 1863 Rear-Adrniral of the
Red (1863-5 C-in-C Channel),1865 Vice-Admiral (1865 KCB,1866-8
2nd.Sea Lord,1868-71 1st. Sea Lord),1870 Admiral (1871 GCB,
1873-84 Governor of Greenwich Hospital).

effect on our own trade if war overtook us unprepared
to meet the destruction that would follow on the cruising
of such powerful corvettes as are now ccmpletiiio in
America and found England,with nothing to overtake
1
*
them "but one Inconstant Class. T
Dacres,however,was alone in this opinion. At least two of
his colleagues would have been happy to find 7&1 gland with no
2
Inconstant 1 s at all. Rear-Admiral Seymour, the Third Sea
Lord,disliked the class;
'...and would lay down no more ships of that
description. They are more expensive than the 2nd.
class Iron Clads of 3,082 tons and much less efficient
in action. Speed is their best point,but the greatest
4
speed may fail when most required.'
The Junior Naval Lord-^ was of the same mind:
'Speed and seagoing qualities are there,- but I
cannot reconcile myself to a class of ship in which
the Captain is to be cautioned to fight at long range.
If it be true (and I do not doubt it) that a ship of
this class cannot be built without this enormous
disadvantage,! think there are moral as well as physical
reasons for abstaining from commencing them.'
Two more second-class ironclads would be preferable. Hay also
"SlMM: KLN/P/B/1(C),1st.December 1866 (original italics).
2George Henry Seymour,1818-1869: 1831 entered Navy,1837 Hate,
1838 Lieutenant,1842 Commander,1844 Captain,1863 Hear-Admiral of
the Blue (1866-8 3rd.Sea Lord).
Possibly he was referring to the Zealous or Penelope,both of
approximately this tonnage B.O.M..
Loc. cj/t. supra, undated.
^John Charles Dalrymple Hay,1821-1912: 1834 entered Kavy,l839
1st.Cl.Volunteer (served in Kaffir War),1840 Midshipman,1841 Mate
(at bombardment of Acre),1844 Lieutenant,1846 Commander,1850
Captain (1861 3rd.Bart.,1862-5 Conservative KP for Wakefield),
1866 Rear-Admiral (1866-8 4th Sea Lord,1866-80 KP for Stamford),
1870 retired,1873 Vice-Admiral,l878 Admiral (1880-5 MP for
Wigtown Burghs,1885 KCB,1902 GCB).
Loc.cit.,undated (original italics).
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propounded a remarkable theory of cruiser warfare,which is at
once percipient and fundamentally unsound. The fastest warships
afloat,he argued,were the new first-class ironclads.

They were

the "best ships to run down any raiding cruisers,and money would
be better spent on these powerful ships than on weak frigates.
In arguing thus

Hay ignored,or forgot,the one strategic doctrine

which the Victorian Navy generally preserved amidst the abandonment
of so many others; the distinction between the battleship,which
obtained general command of the seas,and the cruiser,which
exercised it. If the most powerful ironclads in the Navy were
scattered in pursuit of raiding cruisers,there was no battlefleet
to hold the general command of the sea upon which the country's
overall security depended. On the other hand,Hay was not the
last to notice the suitability of the early ironclads for service
as armoured cruisers (which,indeed,some of them became in later
life). The Warrior could steam fourteen knots: no British battleship
attained fifteen until the Alexandra (launched 1875),nor any
armoured cruiser before the Imperieuse (launched 1883). In the
early ironclad era the most powerful ships were also the fastest.
This posed a fundamental problem in the design of cruisers,
whose function requires them to be both numerous and relatively
fasti. The only way of increasing the efficiency of simpleexpansion engines was to increase their size,so that the only
really fast cruisers were very large and costly. In fact,cruisers
could be either fast,or numerous,but not both. Throughout the
first ten years of this study,it was generally impossible for
technical reasons to design a satisfactory cruiser,and it was
especially difficult to evolve a satisfactory 'cruiser capital
ship 1 that was not merely an inferior battleship,too weak to
The Vfarrior and her early consorts wore the fastest warships
afloat before the completion of the Ucunpanoag and Inconstant.

4?'

stand in the line of battle,and too slow properly to dominate
colonial waters. Sir John Hay's suggestion rested on ignorance
of the most basic strategic principles,but it correctly pointed
to the real difficulty of cruiser desi ;~n in the period,that
ships designed for different functions could still do cruisers*
work better than they. Rather than being a specialized type of
warship,unequalled in the performance of their own tasks,cruisers
had declined to the status of a generally inferior species,
whose only merit lay in cheapness ?.nd numbers. If the Inconstant
had really cost as

much as a first-class ironclad,which she

did not,there would have been a dangerous logic in-Hay's proposals.
It isv worth examining the quality of thought among Llilne's
Board. We have seen how Sir John Hay was able to ignore a basic
strategic doctrine. Hay was one of the l^.st of the old school
of political admiral,whose service in the House of Commons was
as important to them,and counted as much towards their advancement,
as their service afloat; perhaps he was not representative of
the best naval thinkers. All the other members of the Board
presented arguments that were justifiable. They appear to rest
on a coherent strategic doctrine; one in \vhich the ironclad
flag of a slow colonial squadron was of more significance in
any form of war than fast unarmoured cruisers. Presumably they
adhered to the standard doctrine of squadronal engagements and
blockades. We are left to presume this,however,because none of
them justified their position by specific reference to this,or
any other doctrine. Their memoranda consist solely of statements
of opinion,unsupported by argument or evidence. In this they
were entirely typical of their times. It is very difficult to
find a naval officer or naval thinker of the period who was
accustomed to advance any support for his opinions,other than
what his own experience might be presumed to afford. The only
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form of reinforcement which any case usually received was the
support of other authorities, and their standing tvas normally
derived from long service and great age, rather than proven
ability.
In this case Pakington seems to have accepted Robinson's
arguments for at least one more Inconstant type to "be "built,
"because on 31st January 1867 "both Seymour and Hay, the chief
opponents of the idea, entered renewed protests. They did so
at a time of stringency in the Estimates, but ,it seems, without
result.
The Estimates had been a subject of disagreement throughout
Pakington 1 s period of office. His general attittude to the
question is well expressed in a letter to Milne of 25th October 1866:
'Some statement should be drawn up for early
circulation to the Cabinet , stating, irrespective of money,
our actual position with respect to ships (iron & wood)
as compared;
1- With the navies of other powers, and
2 With our own requirements at home and abroad 1 .
Derby had apparently suggested that the Estimates be kept the same, but,
'My impression is that it will be impossible to
keep down the Navy estimates to the amount of the
current year, without a dereliction of duty which would
give just offence to Parliament & the nation. ' 2
Prom Robinson's revised programme of 20th November,

it is

evident that Pakington failed to get much of what had been
requested, in spite of Dacree's support. Early in the new year
Derby proposed a further reduction in the Estimates, to which
'Sir S.Dacres,the Controller, and myself JKilnej most strongly
s memorandum NMM: MLN/P/B/l(D) ; Seymour's NMIi: MLN/P/B/l(C) .
HMM: MLN/P/A/l(A)£V.Pakington (original italics.)
Ante p. 43.

objected, I may say, remonstrated, and urged reconsideration of this
vital question, but v/ithout avail, 1

On 15th January reming

held a conference in his room on the matter, and on the following
day Milne, having consulted Robinson and Dacres, wrote to the First
Lord giving their considered opinion that the safety of the country
2
the Estimates be reduced no further.
urgently required that

This view was supported 'by extensive evidence and argument (itself
an eloquent testimony to the gravity of the subject) .Pakington
forwarded this letter to Lord Derby. The protest was without
effect.
On 8th March 1867, however, Sir John Pakington was succeeded
as First Lord by Henry Corry, who left the Board intact. Like
his predecessor, Corry had experience at the Admiralty, but his
political standing was slighter, and his letters suggest that he
had less of the strength of character required to secure Cabinet
approval against opposition. In view of Pakington 1 s protests,
one may suspect that this quality had its attractions for Lord
Derby. Milne prepared for Corry a memorandum on his predecessor's
policy.

4

In it he urged an increase in the ironclad fleet, which

was inferior to that of France, and the maintenance of the overseas
squadrons. He explained the difficulty the Board had already
experienced , over expenditure. Pakington' s programme for 1867-8
included a further ship of the Inconstant type. In view of the
financial situation, however, Corry discussed with his Board whether
Unsigned & undated draft memorandum in kilne's hand .probably
intended for Corry [h arch- April 1867] (llia-i: ilLN/P/E/l(C) ) .
Milne to Pakington, 16th January 1867 (holograph copy, noted
below in Milne's hand, 'Thin letter was sent to Lord Derby by
Sir J. Pakington «)(1JKM: 1 XlI/P/A/l( A) ,sv. Pakington) .The protest
is also referred to in kilne to Northbrook,9th October 1881
(holograph draft copy) (ibid. , sv.Northbrook) .
Thomas Lowry Corry, 1803-1 8?3 : Christ Church,-13 25-73
Conservative HP for Tyrone (1841-5 Civil Lord, 1845-6 & 1858-9
Parliamentary Secretary, 1867-8 1st. Lord of the Admiralty).
4
Cited n.l rsu
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to replace her with a smaller corvette,thus allowing another
second-class ironclad to "be built.

In this 2obinron r.crruiesced,

for the sake of an increase in ironclad strength. The corvette
design,to which H.M.S.Active and Volage were built,was essentially
a reduced copy of the Inconstant,to be capable of fourteen and a
half knots. Robinson and Reed envisaged her as filling the place
next below the Inconstant in the strategic plan. The type was
generally approved of by all,but there was disagreement between
those who considered it complementary to,and those who considered
it a replacement for,that of the large frigate.
On 9"th April 1867?when Reed sent Robinson an analysis of
the advantages and disadvantages of building one Inconstant or
two Volage' s, 2 the question was evidently still undecided. By
22nd July,when Robinson submitted the Volage's design,

it must

have been settled. There remained,however,the perennial argument
over armament,and the range at which she should fight. The Controller
recommended a broadside of 6ix 67 ton guns (the smallest armourpiercing size),but with the hostility of Seymour and Hay to
fighting at long range,and Milne's doubtful neutrality,the issue
was bound to be re-fought. Milne himself wrote of the Inconstant,
'There is some doubt whether she should carry twelve-ton guns,
or a somewhat larger number of nine-ton - I incline to the latter'.

4

The Director-General of Naval Ordnance,Admiral Key,^ was strongly
against mounting armour-piercing guns in an unarmoured ship.
Hlemorandum by Robinson,9th April l8?0 (PRO: Adm.1/6177)
rlHM: 'Ships' Covers'. This class of material,originally in the
PRO,still bear PRO numbers in the series Adm.133. They will be
cited thus: NMM: Adm.138/16,Cover of Active & Volage,p.5.
3PRO: Adm.1/6018.
Undated 'Memorandum for my successor 1 [late 1868] (NMM:KLN/P/C/2(A)).
5Astley Cooper Key,1821-1888: 1833 entered Navy,1840 Kate,1842
Lieutenant,1845 Commander,1850 Captain (1858-60 member of Royal
Commission on National Defence),1866 Rear-Admiral (1867-9 DGNO),
1873 Vice-Admiral (1873 KCB,1875-7 C-in-C N.America & W.Indies),
1878 Admiral (1878 FO Particular Service Squadron,1879-85 1st.
Sea Lord,1882 GCB),l888 retired.

In October Reed was writing energetically to refute him.
'I have taken pains to point out that this dace of ship has
not been designed for fighting at close quarters; that they are
essentially ships for distant fighting and for chasing.' Hie
pains were wasted on Key,who still considered that against a
ship of equal force,her captain,'will certainly engage her at
close quarters partly,if not entirely 1 . 2 On this occasion
Pakington ! s decision went against him,and the Active and Volage
were completed with their designed armament.
In the prevailing financial stringency Robinson's programme
of shipbuilding for 1868-9

concentrated on keeping up the Navy's

numerical strength. Over £2,000,000 a year for three years would
be required to build up to the Board's proposed establishment,
and as frigates were the only type whose numbers were adequate,
more Inconstant's naturally took a low priority. When the Board's
establishment was rejected as too expensive,Robinson was too
busy fighting for the Navy as a whole to propose another Inconstant
with much vigour.
Sir Spencer Robinson was naturally left at the Admiralty
when Milne's Board left office with the departing government,and
once more he found himself in the powerful position so often held
by the permament administrator over his new and inexperienced
superiors. Gladstone's Liberal government took office on 18th
December 1868,and Mr.Childers was appointed First Lord.

On 14th

Submission for the Controller,24th October 186? (original italics)
(NM:IO,K/P/B/3(D)).
2 Idem,original italics.
Submission in reply to Board Memorandum of 3rd December 1867
(PRO: Adm.1/6020).

Submission on the Estimates l868-Q.6th January 1368 (PRO:Adm.1/6079)
Submiscion of 9th February 1868 (holograph draft copy) (Uia<I:I.iLl!/P/A/l(A) ,
sv.Corry).
5 Hugh Culling Eardley Childers, 1827-96: educated at Chem, 1,;adham &
Trinity Camb.; 1852-5 Auditor-General of S.Australia,1860-85
Liberal MP for Pontefract (1864-5 Civil Lord of the Admiralty,
1865-6 1st.Sec.of the Treasury, 1868-71 1st .Lord,1872-3 Sec. for r.'ar,
1882-5 Chancellor of the Exchequer) ,!6i3o-9 kP for Edinburgh South
Home Secretary).

January 1869 a new Patent for the Board was issued,giving the
Controller a seat at the Board,and with it a practical power
enjoyed "by no other naval lord. Prom this position of strength
Robinson fought his last battle against his professional
opponents and the forces of government parsimony.
On llth January 1870 Robinson noted on a report from the
naval attache in Washington

that Britain still needed six

Inconstant*s and twelve Volage 1 s to be safe in any war against
the United States. On 22nd he again emphasized the formidable
nature of the American threat. 2 Evidently these arguments were
intended to buttress his application for another Inconstant and
Volage,rather than two of the intermediate Raleigh type. On 9±h
February he submitted a large dossier

in support of his protest

against the decision to build only reduced copies of the Inconstant.
She was incontestably superior to all other cruisers,but the
proposed Raleigh type was not powerful enough to sink the Wampanoag,
yet too large and costly to fulfil a corvette's duties. For a
negligible saving in initial cost and manpower a ship was to be
built without any strategic purpose,which usurped the name of
frigate,but could not do a frigate's work.
In reply the new First Sea Lord,Sir Sydney Dacres,

4

disputed

whether the Raleigh would be unable to engage the American ships.
Her proposed armament of light but numerous guns with a high rate
of fire would be just as formidable as her opponents 1 ,and an
extra knot of speed did not justify the greater cost of the larger
ship.The Navy's great want was numbers of ships,and more Inconstant's
Report from Captain Ward,with various memoranda,10th January
1870 (PRO: AdnT. 1/6168).
p
'Remarks by Mr Reed on the Report of the Secretary of the United
States' Navy,with observations of Jjir R.Opencer Robinson thereon'
(PRO: Adm.1/6177).
'Submission of the SurveyorfsifiQ concerning Unarrnoured frigates,
with minutes thereon 1 (idem).
4 Ante,p.44,n.2.

could not be afforded if it was to be supplied. It is interesting
to see how Dacres had forgotten all the arguments which had so
impressed him three years earlier.

Even more interestingly,

Reed himself seems to have become less convinced of the necessity
of iron-hulled warships fighting at long range. His proposed
armament for the Raleigh,submitted on 14th February,included
2
only two 9-in°h chasers,and sixteen 70 cwt.shell guns. It looks

as though he was led astray by his idea of actions fought entirely
as chases,but the proposal still represents a considerable,and
apparently inexplicable,volte face.
Childers decided on llth to build one Inconstant and one
Raleigh type.

The compromise was made without the Controller,
4.

Chief Constructor or Director of Naval Ordnance being informed,"
and was communicated to them in x^riting as a fait accompli.
On 9"th April Robinson again protested at the completed design
of the Raleigh,pre sent ing the very long memorandum which has
often been quoted above,and which may justly be regarded as his
professional testament.

He was informed that the First Lord

'Did not consider it necessary that Sir Sydney Dacres and I should
be in his presence together to discuss the subject 1 .

It was the

last shot in the long campaign over the design of unannoured cruisers.
Within a few months Reed and Robinson had left the Admiralty,
and the subject was dead.
Ant e,p.44.
^iood to Milne, 25th October 1874 (Nl-IM: MLN/P/A/1 (B) ).
^'Submission of the Surveyor,&c. ,9th February 1870 (PRO: Adn.1/6177).
4
Report from the Select Committee of the House of Lords on the
Board of Admiralty,together with the Proceedings of the Permittee,
Minutes of Evidence,and Appendix, (Lords' Committee) ,LIinutes of
Evidence (PP: 1871 VII p.50/64,Q.455).
c
^Committee on Designs, Appendix A,Sect .IV. (PP : 1872 XIV p. 291/889);
(PRO: Adm.l/bl77).
Lords' Committee,loc.cit.supra n.4. Robinson is a suspect source
of evidence,even so soon after the event,but the fact is very
probable.

The story of the design of the Inconstant,and her derivatives
2
the Shah, 1 Raleigh,Act i ve,Vp 1age and Rover, distinctly reveals
the methods and thinking of the Admiralty in the late 1860*5.
It makes clear how far the practical working of the Admiralty
differed from its theoretical constitution. Robinson was supposed
to "be an administrator, executing the decisions of the Board.
In fact,as we have seen,he initiated all the proposals for cruiser
designs in this period. His position,though nominally subordinate,
gave him great power; his forceful personality was not averse to
exploiting it; and his potent mind was able to put it to good
use. He produced a limited but coherent strategic plan which at
least partly convinced the more intelligent of his superiors,
Milne and Pakington,and had influence even on Childers. At times,
it is clear,Robinson,Milne and Pakington were alone involved in
important decisions,with the rest of the Board preferring advice,
but having little real influence.
The progress of the Inconstant also reveals the strategic
concepts of the Boards of the period. She was proposed by Robinson,
and accepted,as a counter to the American ships of the Wampanoag
Class. She was therefore conceived in the limited sense of an
antidote to an anticipated threat. This at least ensured that
she had a real function,and it was a great advance on the method
obtaining with the smaller cruisers,which was indefinitely to
repeat former designs with minor improvements. Nevertheless,the
Inconstant was conceived in an essentially negative way,as a
response to a particular threat. We shall see that for some years
to come many,if not all cruisers,originated in similar thinking.
It is vain to look for a positive approach,for the building of
The second Inconstant type.
2

An improved Volage,launched
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ships to fill places in a general strategic scheme,or to do
more than merely to frustrate

the designs of the enony. A>r most

decision-makers at the Admiralty,the question was simply whether
the Inconctant could cink the American cruisers,not whether she
occupied a necessary position in a "balanced oruirer fleet,and
answered to needs which no other ship could neet. Robinson,
however,did evolve some idea of such a balanced cruiser fleet.
He thought of the Inconstant as filling the 'cruiser capital
ship's 1 role against swift enemies.

At the same time each

station required f a second-class ironclad,which should take the
place of the old wooden screw frigates 1 , 2 so that,'there should
be one ship on the spot,which would not be driven off,and could
maintain the honour of the Flag*.

The one element would supply

a centre of power,the other the high speed associated vith a large
armament required in cruiser work. This was a sophisticated
answer to a problem poced by technical advance. Vie have seen
how the large frigates of earlier days had successfully combined
the greatest power and the highest speed in colonial waters.
They were therefore able satisfactorily to associate the elements
of power and speed required of the true 'cruiser capital ship 1 ,
which should be the most powerful unit on a colonial station,
yet still possess the speed and range required of a true cruiser.
The technical advances of the l860's made it impossible any longer
to reconcile these qualities in a single ship. The most powerful
ship on a colonial station had to be armoured,and the true cruiser
had to be much faster than before. The qualities could no longer
be combined,except at the size and cost of a first-class ironclad.
Ante,p.31.
^Memorandum by Robinson to Committee on Designs, 25th Jr.nv.r-.rv 1871
(NMM: PHI/110).
Robinson's 'General Remarks on the damnification,Dir.tribution,
and Construction of Armour Plated Ships',13th December 1864
(KL1K : ML1I/P/B/3(D) ,& PHI/110/4( A) ) .

It was therefore necessary to split the functions and produce
two types; one fast,the other powerful,and both ecrentially
unsatisfactory. The large,fast,unarmoured cruiser could no longer
be the centre of power which frigates had formerly been,and
which ships of her size and cost might be expected to be. The
second-class ironclaxl was too slow and short-winded for a true
cruiser,and fitted very ill into practical operations,imposing
severe constraints on the strategic flexibility of a squadron.
At the same time che was not the match of any first-class ironclad,
and could not safely be used against them.
This dilemma lay at the heart of all strategic thinking on
cruisers. Any solution was bound to be unsatisfactory. Probably
Robinson's scheme of duplicating the major elements of a cruiser
force to provide both speed and power was the best available
solution. It had,however,the major disadvantage of being very
costly,and at a time of great financial stringency. It is hardly
surprising that it was never completed beyond a skeleton.
Between 1865 and 1870 the Admiralty was dominated by a small
group of men. Milne,Pakington,and above Robinson,gave to cruiser
design a direction which the confusion of the next decade failed
to supply. Of all the men of his age,Sir Spencer Robinson came
closest to an understanding of the fundamentals of cruiser work,
and made the most successful attempts to translate it into practice.
He did so at a difficult time,when vision and political courage
in high degree would have been required of the Board of Admiralty
and Cabinet which should accept his ideas,and when both were
lacking. It is not surprising that his achievement was so limited,
indeed it is remarkable that he achieved so much. Succeeding
generations at the Admiralty found the intractable problems of
his period much eased by the progress of engineering,yet the
confusion and mistakes of Robinson's successors throw into even
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clearer relief the fundamental soundness of his ideas,the
wisdom of what he strove for,and the value of what he achieved.

CHAPTER III:

CONFUSION WORSE COIIl^Ul^^J, 1870-187?

A. Childers reforms the Admiralty
The decade from i860 to 1870 was the first of a new era in
the naval world,one in which iron and steam began to supersede
wood and sail. VJe have seen how some men of ability and foresight
had tried to meet the problems of the new order. However advanced
their views,however,they were all content to work within the
system they had inherited. Any organized society is inherently
conservative,and the Navy was more so than most. Even the radical
spirits of the Service (and there were few of them in the l860 f s)
did not think in terms of remaking the administrative machinery
of the Navy.although they recognized some of its imperfections.
Men like Sir Spencer Robinson were doomed to frustration,if not
to failure,because they <|pfJtjied to apply novel ideas within a
traditional system which was inherently hostile to them. They
were swimming against a tide of conservatism,a tide which was
unlikely to turn until the Admiralty was forcibly shaken out of
its old ways. VJhat was wanted was an iconoclast from outside the
naval world,not only to make specific reforms,but even more to
establish a general climate in which reform might flourish.
Such a man came to the Admiralty in December 1868,when
Mr Gladstone appointed H.C.E.Childers as First Lord,giving him
a mandate to remake the Admiralty,and reduce the Navy Estimates.
On 7"th January 1869 "the new Board issued a circular letter to
all its subordinates,outlining its policy:
'The First Lord and the Board of Admiralty,in
accepting the charge of this Great Department,have
undertaken that its expenditure shall be carefully
examined and anxiously watched and controlled,with a
view to a wise and well-ordered reduction 1 .
Adm. 116/861.

It was,of course,axiomatic in the Gladstonian view that a reduction,
if not wise and well-ordered eo ipso,was at any rate fully
compatible with wisdom and good order.
Ghilders was entirely in sympathy with Glrrlr-tone's economical
aims,"but,unlike the Prime Minister,he did not see the Service
simply as a source of potential saving. Childers was convinced
of the need to reform the administration of the Admiralty and
the L"avy,to increase efficiency as i-jell as to save money. He came
determined to apply '"business principles' to an organization:
badly in need of them,but in doing so he was not uniformly
successful,
Kis first action was to reduce the overseas squadrons.In
the opinion of the Prime Minister,a system of cruisers spread
all over the world tended 'to multiply causes of quarrel and
dispute'.

It was thus undesirable in itself,as well as expensive.

The ensuing reductions had much to recommend them on military
grounds. Par too large a proportion of the l.avy's money and
manpower were devoted to vessels on colonial stations,many of them
without potential value in wartime. Unfortunately,Childers ! s
measures did not fall principally on the ineffective units of
2
colonial squadrons; rather the reverse if anything. They were
not designed to improve fighting efficiency,and the five thousand
men removed from colonial squadrons were not released to more
useful duties; they represented an absolute saving on the Navy
Estimates,definitely not to be expended elsewhere. What might
have been a real increase in overall effectiveness turned out to
be yet another reduction in the already inadequate numbers of
ships and men.
Buckinghamshire Record Office,Ramsden Collection: Gladstone to
Somerset,13th December 1864 (A.R.41/62 (L) Ho.66).
2 For examples of the actual reductions,see undated instructions
by Jacres to the DNO,and to the C-in-C China (PRO: Adm.116/861);
& uan^ard,3rd.series,cxciv,585.
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Of greater importance was Childerc's reform of the systems of
promotion and retirement. The flag-lists of the "avy v;ere overloaded
with officers few of whom could hope for more than very intermittent
employment,"but who co clogged the Navy Lir.t o.s to deny their
juniors much chance of promotion. The natural connoru^-nce was far
too many senior officers,and far too few junior ones. Lieutenants,
in particular,were in chronically short nuppi", c.nd were bound
to "be GO while their projects remained co ^oor.
Childerc received this situation with energy and success,
itor every rank he instituted a retirement age,and all ofEcers
then above it were dismissed. The impact of this drastic measure
was softened by a great increase in pensions.which for the first
time bore some relation to the pay of a serving officer,and the
cost of living. This

was an essential reform.of far-reaching

effect. It was an indispensable preliminary to any real change in
the Service. Its value was most clearly seen in the 1890 f s,when
a generation of able and intelligent officers whose early promotion
had been made possible by Ghilders's reforms,rose to high rank.
Nonetheless,it earned him the undying hatred of a large number
of senior officers who had unavoidably suffered by the measure.
Though its value was widely recognized,and the complaints against
it were not always as sincere as they seemed (Lord John Hay,for
example,while protesting bitterly in public,privately admitted
that he preferred his political career ),Childers was henceforward
disliked by a large proportion of the senior officers of the
Navy,and it was this necessary and beneficial reform,as much as
his disastrous essays in other directions,which made him unpopular.
Childers came to the Admiralty,like many another ?irst Lord
before and since,knowing little about naval affairs.In itself this
Nacres to Milne,dated » 21st' Pea. 1869] (Kl-iM: KLN/P/A/l(A) ,_sv.Dacres) .
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need not have been a serious disadvantage; it could even have
been helpful. Childers,however,neither recognized his own ignorance,
nor attempted to remedy it. He regarded it as his prerogative
personally to interfere in naval matters,rather than leave to his
subordinates the jobs they had been appointed to do; but he never
acquired the knowledge which would have enabled

him to intervene

successfully. In 1869 when the new Board went to sea with the
Reserve Squadron,Childers took the unprecedented step of assuming
personal command of the fleet,ignoring the Commander-in-Chief and
issuing orders on his own authority; a proceeding of very doubtful
legality,and obvious unwisdom.

Ke thought himself perfectly-

capable of designing warships,or,at any rate,of dictating the
main features of their designs,and he did so upon avowedly political
. ,
2
principles.
This was the man who determined completely to reform the
antiquated machinery of the Admiralty,and he was not without
excuse,for the Admiralty in 1869 suffered from several chronic
administrative weaknesses. To explain these it is necessary to
go back to the beginning of the century.
During the Napoleonic Wars the Navy was controlled by an
Admiralty whose organization was divided into two tiers. The
Board of Admiralty was composed largely of naval officers,with a
civilian politician at its head who was normally a member of the
Cabinet,and was responsible to it. This Board was collectively
charged with the overall policy of the Navy,including grand
strategy and warship design. Its decisions were in part executed
by a subordinate but independent body,the Navy Board,composed of
the heads of the various administrative departments. In theory
P.H.Colomb,Memoirs of Sir Astley Cooper Key (London,1898),p.385.
parkes,British Battleships,p. 16'cT. Hansard,3rd series,cxciv,969-

Memorandum of itobinson to Committee on Designs,25th January
18?1,p.2 (WKM: PHI/110).
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this division of responsibility was a viable one,but in practice
it was productive of endless friction. The Navy Board and its
subordinates were generally inefficient and often corrupt. The
efforts of the Admiralty Board to effect reforms were frustrated
not only by the usual difficulty of transient superiors trying to
reform a permanent civil service,but also by the independence of
the Ilavy Board,and relations between the two were often very poor.
It was to improve this notoriously unsatisfactory state of
affairs that Grey in 1832 appointed Sir James Graham First Lord.
Graham was an intelligent and capable man,and he had for his Senior
Naval Lord the finest sea officer of his day,and perhaps of the
century,Sir Thomas Masterman Hardy.

3y his reforms Graham improved

the practical efficiency of the Admiralty,but in doing so he
planted the seeds of future trouble. He abolished the Navy Loard
altogether,and placed the five Principal Officers of his revised
scheme (Surveyor,Accountant-General,Storekeeper-General,Controller
of Victualling,and Medical Director-General) under the direct
supervision of members of the Board. Each Board member was thus
responsible to the First Lord for the affairs of the department he
represented.

p

This arrangement greatly improved +he -practical vrorlcing of
the Admiralty,but it had serious latent disadvantages. Each Board
member now had two potentially incompatible functions. As head of
a department,he was directly responsible to the First Lord,and
through him to the Cabinet and the country. On his own authority
he administered his department,without the intervention of his
Bartlett,Great Britain & Sea Pc;.ver,p.8. A.M.Broadley & :1.G.
Barte 1 ot,Nelson's Kardy,]Iis Lifo,^ct;berc c-ncl Friends (London, 19 C 9)
2 For Graham's reforms and their consequence, see sir Oswyn kurray,
'The Admiralty; Pt.VII: Naval Administration from 1332 onv:ardc f ,
Mariner's Mirror XXIV (1938)p.458. Bardlett,op.cit.pp.9-11.
Arvel' B.Erick£on,Sir James Graham (Oxford,1952).pp.95-109' /. C. B.Tunstall, Imperial i)_ef ence,1815-1870 , pp. 810-811, in Vol.11 of
Cambridge Hintory of the British Empire (Cambridge,1929-63).
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colleagues. As a Board member,however,he met /.is coilervjuec every
day to take collective decisions on natter?, of general policy.
It was not necessary,either in theory or in practice,for all
members of the Board to "be present and to acquiesce in a Board
decision. Two members constituted a quorum,whose decisions could
receive the Board stamp,and "be carried out in orders signed by the
Secretary 'by Command of their Lordships'. Furthermore neither
theory nor practice drew any clear boundary between the individual
responsibility of the heads of departments,and the collective
responsibility of the Board* The Second or Permanent Secretary
was the mouthpiece of the lords whether acting singly or together.
This had two equal and opposite dangers. In the first place
it was almost impossible to assign responsibility for anything
to any individual. Secondly,naval officers were involved in
administrative work for which they had neither time nor training.
There existed no naval staff in the Admiralty.

Apart from the

members of the Board the only naval officers in Whitehall

were

such officials as the Surveyor,Director-General of Naval Ordnance,
and Hydrographer,together with the First Lord's Private Secretary,
who was generally a post-captain. The Surveyor,D.G.K.0.,and
Hydrographer themselves had some naval assistance,the last-named
being especially favoured,with nine officers under him in 1865.
The D.G.N.O.was able to use the captain and officers of H.M.S.
Excellent,gunnery training ship at Portsmouth,as an unofficial
staff. The naval lords,however,had no professional assistance
whatever,except such as might occasionally be obtained by employing
officers of the Hydrographer's department on unofficial staffwork. The consequence was that each naval lord was the only
naval officer in his department,and to him came all matters,
Until 1869 the officers named actually worked in Somerset House,
and were thus physically as well as administratively cut off
from the naval lords.
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however trivial,which were held to require professional knowledge
"beyond the competence of a civilian clerk. Naturally the naval
lords were engulfed in questions of detail which left them little
time to run their departments efficiently,lot alone attend to the
matters of policy for which,as a Board,they were supposed to be
responsible. One naval lord claimed that his first nine months
in office were almost entirely occupied with the question of
whether boy-seamen in training ships should be issued with pewter
spoons in consequence of their Lordships 1 decision to allow them
a ration of treacle with their plum duff.
The result of this sort of thing was that by 1869,after thirtyseven years of substantial peace and gentle progress in the naval
worid,in which general policy rarely thrust itself forward as a
topic of importance,the naval lords had become mere administrators,
almost entirely divorced from large considerations. The Board
mechanism now existed only as an engine for dissipating responsibility.
It did,however,still serve one useful purpose,in ensuring that
on matters of general concern each member was aware of the facts,
and of his colleagues 1 opinions on them. This was especially ;
valuable to the First Lord,the only member of the Board with some
leisure to consider general questions,and the one who most commonly
took decisions on them. He alone represented the overall interests
of the Navy. His naval colleagues had grown accustomed to the
drudgery of detailed administration. By Childers's day it was a
commonplace in the Navy that the naval lords were grossly overworked,
and had ceased to be able to devote time or attention to questions
of policy. Sir James Graham had unintentionally abolished the
Navy's only mechanism for reviewing general policy,at a time
when the accelerating pace of technical advance made it nore
Murray,loc.cit.p.46lff.
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necessary than ever.
As the practical importance of the naval lords declined,
so that of some of their subordinates rose accordingly. The
Surveyor of the ITavy,later Controller,had a staff. He controlled
the whole constructors' department,and with it most of what
professional assistance on questions of materiel was available.
He,unlike his superiors,had leisure to ponder the general policy
which it was theoretically their duty to consider. He,the
administrative subordinate,was alone free of the administrative
burdens which so completely crippled his superiors. We have
seen how an intelligent and forceful officer like Robinson could
use these advantages to evolve an understanding

of policy which

was beyond the abilities.or the opportunities,of his seniors.
Another officer whose position was greatly strengthened
was the Private Secretary to the First Lord. He became the source
of professional advftice which the naval lords were not always
at leisure to give. As a private and confidential voice,unseen
and irresponsible,he operated outside the conventional chain of
command,and was capable of becoming a powerful influence,particularly
if the First Lord wished to circumvent some of the usual
obstructions of the system. It was usual for the post to go to
a young and promising post-captain,to whom any First Lord might
naturally turn if he were dissatisfied with the advice given by the
elderly admirals on the Board.
The weaknesses of Graham's system of Admiralty administration
were publicized by a series of unfortunate scandals,the most
important of which was the loss of H.M.S.I-iegaera.

2

This aged

See complaints on this subject by Dacres (infra,p.74) and liilne
(Kilne to Tarleton,4th Se^tenter 1^73 (Brown Library,Liverpool,
i'licrofilm Department; Tarleton papers,No.164,Reel 5/10)).
2llorman kcCord,'A Naval Scjindal of 1871: The Loss of H.K.S.Kegaera 1
Larinor'p Mirror L'/II (1971) p. 115.
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troopship was on passage to Australia with relief crews when she
was found to be literally falling apart. By great good fortune
her captain] was able to run her ashore on the Isle of St.Pauls,
and no lives were lost,but public indignation was naturally
aroused,not only because the ship had been sent to sea in an
unseaworthy condition,but because the responsibility for this was
lost in the byzantine intricacies of the Admiralty,where even a
Royal Commission failed to locate it completely. The ile^aera was
lost in June 1371,and thus carae in the public eye as a justification
ex post facto for Childers 1 s reforms,which were l;ir~iy intended
to fix just this question of responsibility.
Childers's scheme was embodied in the Order in Council of
14th January 1869,which altered the composition of the Board.
As before,the civilian members,apart from the First Lord himself,
were three; the Civil Lord and the First,or Parliamentary Secretary,
both members of Parliament,and the Second or Permanent Secretary,
the head of the Admiralty civil service. In place of the four
sea lords there were now three; the First 11 aval Lord,the 'Third
Lord and Controller 1 ,and the Junior Naval Lord. The whole running
of the Navy rested on the first two. The First Sea Lord was
responsible to the First Lord for personnel,and the Controller
^or materiel ? "the Junior Naval Lord being merely an assistant to
the First Sea Lord. Childers had established a rigid chain of
command. He gave his instructions to,and received his advice from,
his two principal naval advisers,and they in turn to and from
their subordinates. The Controller had under him the D.N.O.and
the Chief Constructor,and the latter in turn the constructors'
department and the Director of Dockyards. In such a system,
Childers considered,there could no longer be any doubt about
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who was responsible for any decision.
r

Under the new regime,the Board as such almost ceased to
exist,e;:cept as a collective name for the senior officers of
the Admiralty, As a Board,it was reduced,almost literally,to a
'rubber stamp 1 . It met "briefly once a week to give formal approval
to those orders which were legally required to receive the Board
stamp. No mechanism for collective discussion now existed,and
no incentive remained for any attention to be paid to matters
of general policy. The First Lord decided all important matters,
upon what advice he chose,and he decided also what was to be
decided. If he took opinions,he would invite the First Sea Lord,
or the Controller,or whoever he chose,into his room,usually
singly,and having heard his adviser,would dismiss him and execute
the decision forthwith. He was neither obliged in theory nor
accustomed in practice to encourage any private discussion among
his subordinates,or to inform them of his actions and intentions.
He took whatever counsel was congenial to him,and naval lords
were often left in ignorance of his decisions until his orders
were already executed,and the practical consequences began to
affect their departments. Within their departments they worked
in vacuo,each unaware of his colleagues 1 opinions and actions.
All official discussion was by memoranda circulated in writing.
In practice this proved highly unsatisfactory. The papers circulated
sloivly and erratically,they were often mislaid,and the overworked
naval lords had little time to write or read them. Ill-educated
naval men expressed themselves poorly,and frequently misunderstood
Keports of the Select Committee on the Kavy Estimates,with
Minutes of Evidence and Appendices (K': 1883 XII pp.491-707 &
1388 XIII pp.1-756).Evidence of Evan MacUregor,especially QQ.11-13,
19-21,31-36,319-322,403-404,410-413 & 444-466 (PP: 1588 XIII
pp.2/302-32/332).Lords' Committee Report (PP: 1871 VII pp.vii/7xi/ll).Murray,l£C.crt.pp.471-475-

one another. The system was designed to dircourage them from
looking beyond their departmental concerns, and it did ro very v:ell.
Although Childers had abolished the Board in all but name,
one significant vestige of its formerly collective character
was allowed to remain. All important orders, from whomsoever they
came, were still actually executed by the Permanent Secretary
'by Command of their Lordships'. A public fiction of collective
responsibility was thus maintained, and it was not immediately
obvious to the outsider that most such orders now issued directly
from the First Lord or another individual Board member.
The consequence of Childers 1 s adoption of 'business methods 1
and 'personal responsibility 1 were to be felt for the rest of
the century, and even later. He finally eliminated any prospect
that the existing Admiralty would take a large and general view
of the rapidly changing naval world. His work ensured that all
questions, however important , would be treated as administrative
details, generally in haste, and on individual judgement. By
separating the naval lords he created a pocribility of mutual
misunderstanding which was to be realized frequently in the
following years, as harrassed naval men glanced rabidly through
each other's turbid and illegible memoranda.
nevertheless, Childers 1 s character and methods, rather than
his measures, are the key to many of the troubles of the Uavy
during his stewardship.

Although hin re^orrr. have hitherto been

^ escribed, and were publicly presented, as administrative

improvements,

he himself saw them also in political terms. The quarrels of
fleed and Robinson were understood by him not as personal or
professional, "but political differences': the Controller and Chief
Constructor being Liberals serving a Board, r.r.d a Service, I r.r; jiy
Norman IvIcCord,loc.cit. , makes some useful observations on them.
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Conservative in opinion. He saw the-je two, and ec; ocir.iiy I.o^incon,
ac potential allies in his economical cchones. Zvan XacCiregor,
a well-informed observer, and favourable to Childers, has explained
how the latter disliked depending for advice on ci senior naval
lord who naturally favoured the interests of the Ilavy over those
of the Treasury, and who, through the Controller, had a monopoly of
the technical information required to form judgement .and could
p
not easily be contradicted. By raising the Controller to the
Board, Childers neatly created a powerful rival to the Firrt Sea
Lord; one, indeed, who was practically much more powerful. "because
he controlled all the materiel of the Navy, and, unlike hi?, nominal
superior, had. professional assistance. There were now tvo senior
naval lords, whom the I^irst Lord could play ofC against each
other, and as they need never meet in his presence, this vas very
easy. It seems likely that Childern had previously been in contact
with Robinson, itfhose long- standing ambition to get to the Board
was well known. Certainly the First Lord seons to have anticirrited
finding a willing ally. In this he was grievously disappointed.
After an initial period of relative harmony, during which ilobinoon
succeeded in getting the Shah ' 3 design approved,

relations rapidly

deteriorated, and Childers soon found that he could tolerate
neither the opinions nor the character of his intended ally.
All the tensions and contradictions of Childers 1 s Board
came to a head over the loss of H. M.S. Captain. This battleship
Evan MacGregor, 1842-1926 : i860 entered Admiralty as Temporary
Clerk, 1861-9 Private Sec. to various naval lords, 1830-4 Head of
'I-'; 1 Branch, 1884-1 907 Permament Secretary (1892 KCB,1902 GOB).
He was a withdrawn man; an efficient administrator, but no innovator.
Preliminary and Furt her Reports (with Appendices) of the ftoyal
Commission p.npointed to enquire into th^Civil and ProJe-:-ional
Administration of the Iv aval and Military Jep artments and the
delations of these D cp artments to er»ch other and to the Treasury .
- 5 97 9] (HartTnqton Commission) , Append i x IA,p.l (PP : 16 90 .'II A p . 1 ,
& II MK: KLII/P/B/l ( B) ) .

Ante, p. 53.
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had been laid down by the previous Board in response to political
pressure.

She was a rigged,sea-going turret chip,intended to

prove finally the principle of the Coles Turret. Captain Cowper
Coles,the inventor of the revolving gun turret,had campaigned
long and hard for its adoption into the Navy. Li':e his friend
and supporter Captain Sherard Osborn,he had won fame by his
exploits in the Sea of Azov during the Crimean War,and he had
many supporters in the Service. More useful,however,were his
numerous partisans in political life,especially in the Liberal
party,and

at Court,where Prince Albert had been,and consequently

the Queen was,an enthusiast. The turret ha-d been successfully
fitted in unmasted coast-defence ships,but Coles,like most officers
of his day,would not accept mastless ships as truly sea-going,
and did not regard his turret as fully vindicated until it had
proved successful in a fully-rigged ship. Reed objected to this
idea,not only because the masts and rigging would

mask the

turrets' arcs of fire,but because he thought it difficult,if
not impossible,to give ai turret ship enough stiffness to stand
up to canvas. Accordingly he refused to be responsible for such
a ship,and when the Admiralty bowed to political pressure and
ordered the Captain,Coles was given carte blanche to design the
ship himself in concert with whatever shipbuilder he chose. The
Admiralty merely inspected the quality -of the materials used,
and paid the bills. This unique arrangement was intended to give
Coles no chance to shuffle off responsibility onto the Admiralty
if the ship were to prove a failure.
Coles was no naval architect,but he sketched his design,
before falling ill and leaving Messrs.Laird to build the ship.
i

t
For a general account see D.Li. Schurman, "In Deference to Public
Opinion",the Loss of H.M.S.Captain*,Mariner's Mirror LIX (l?73)p.5?.
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As completed she floated two feet deeper than her designed draught,
"but Childers had no hesitation in sending her straight to sea.
At the same time he was in procesn of forcing further ships
of the type on a reluctant Board,a~n.in on explicitly political
grounds.

His admiration for the turret rhip Iznev,' no "bounds,

and on Reed's resignation in July,Childers tried unsuccessfully
2
to persuade Laird to accept his post. The credentials of one
who was both the Captain 1 s builder and a Liberal iY.P.were of
course impeccable.
This primacy of the political over the professions! outlook
might have gone on indefinitely,had not the Admiralty been rudely
shaken by a terrible disaster. On the night of Jth September 1S70
"t^ie Captain capsized and foundered off Ushant,taking with her
nearly five hundred men,including Captain Coler, himself,and
Childers 1 s son Leonard. Carelessness in design and construction
had allowed her to be sent to sea too crank to stand up to her
canvas. The immediate blame belonged to Lairds and Captain Colec,
but the ultimate cause was the employment by two Cabinets,and
their Admiralties' acceptance,of political pressure. Some
contributory negligence only might be attributed to Admiralty
officers. Reed had expressed general misgivings about the
stability of masted turret ships,but had failed to make specific
reference to the Captain. His subordinates were in process of
calculating her stability ( a thing not then often done) but had
scarcely finished,and Lairds had detected nothing amiss in the
same figures. Robinson thought her an unsatisfactory design,
but did not suppose her to be actually unsafe. Childers for his
memorandum by Robinson to Commitee on Designs,25th January 1871
(i-ILM: PHI/110). Dacres to 3>iilne,5th August 1670 (rH^I: MLi:/P/A/l(A) ,
jov.Dacres).
i3 arkes,British Battleships,p. 203.
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part suppressed Robinson's opinion,and published instead a
laudatory report from the Admiral commanding the Channel Squadron.
Childers and his Board held varying opinions of her military
and political merits,but none suspected that she was dangerous
at sea,and they were not primarily to blame that she was.
The cruestion of formal ,public responsibility,however,was
clear. Childers had introduced a system of personal accountability,
with himself at the head,taking all important decisions.including
that to send the Captain to sea. There could be no doubt that
he alone was publicly answerable for the Admiralty's actions.
It was obviously incumbent on him to resign,or to justify a
refusal to do so.
He did neither. Instead,on 30th November,he wrote a minute,
which neither the First nor Second Sea Lords saw until it was
published in the papers 'by Command of their Lordships 1 the
following day. This minute laid all the blame for the Captain's
loss on Heed and Robinson,and flatly exonerated Childers. The
paper offered no evidence to sppflort its view,and gave no hint
that it was not the considered opinion of the whole Board.

p

It is hardly necessary to comment on this remarkable episode.
Childers was ill,and distraught with the death of his son; if the
minute were not so eminently characteristic of his methods it
might be possible to overlook it. 'Almost as soon as it came out
the Admiralty was embroiled in a fierce political row. In the
course of this Robinson was personally dismissed by"Gladstone,
(he was replaced on 14th February 187! by Captain Robert Hall )

Hansard,3rd.series,cxiv,873Lords' Committee Report (PP: 1871 VII p.ix/9).Ibid.,I:inutes of
Evidence (??:1871 VII p.8/22,QQ.65-6).Schurman,loc.cit..
Sir John Briggs,Naval Administrations,1872-1892 (London,1897)i
p.!93-The correspondence is in Gladstone's papers,British Museum
(BK) Add.MSS Vol.44429,ff.125-285,Vol.44614,ff.95-113; partly
published in The Times (London,l?68fi),16th February 18*71,p.10;
7th March,p.10; 9th March,p.6; & llth March,p.4.
4 See overleaf.
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and on 13th karch Childers followed him,broken in hec.lth and
spirits,and unlamented by all who had worked with him.

The thankless task of restoring the Admiralty from its
demoralized and disorganized state v/ao entrusted to one of the
leading financial experts of Gladstone ? government,G.J.Goschen.
Of the former Board and officials of the :idmiralty,only Sir
Sydney Dacres and Lord John Hay 2 remained. '.I.G.Romaine, ^ for
many years Perraament Secretary,had resigned in disgust at Childers
4
5
the previous year, and his successor had not yet been nine
months in office. Goschen's conduct of the Admiralty was most
unlike his predecessor's. 'You will find it so very different
from what it was',wrote one of the clerks to Milne,'and such
a pleasant change

I should think there never was a better

Board as regards matter or manner - from the First Lord downwards
all the members and Captain Hall are so charming to have to deal
with - and Sir Spencer is now terrible only in the Times 1 .
4Robert Hall,l8l7-1882: 1833 entered i;avy,JL839 Kate,1843 Lieutenant,
1850 Acting Commander,1842 Commander,1855 Captain (1864-6 Private
Sec.to 1st.Lord,1871-2 Controller),1872 retired (1872-82 Naval
Sec.),1873 ^ear-Admiral,1878 Vice-Admiral (1882 Permament Sec.).
George Joachim Goschen,1831-1907: Ilugby & Oriel; 1858 Director
of the Bank of England (1861 published 'The Theory of Foreign I?xch?vi~ep')
1863-80 Liberal MP for the City (1865-6 FMG,1868-70 President of
the Poor Law Board,1871-4 let .Lord), 1880-5 MP for Ripon,1885-6 IIP
for Edinburgh E.(l886 a moving spirit in Lib.Unionists),1687-1900
I<I? for St.George's,Hanover Sc.(l887~92 Chancellor of the Exchequer,
1893 joined Conservatives,1895-1900 1st.Lord),1900 1st.Viscount.
^ord John Kay, 1827-1916 : 1839 entered IIavy,l846 Lieutenant ,1851
Commander,1854 Captain (1857-9 Liberal M? for Wick),1861-3 Commodore
(1866-7 & 1368-71 MP for Ripon,1868-71 3rd.Sea Lord),1872 RearAdmiral, 1877 Vice-Admiral (1877-80 C-in-C Mediterranean,1886 GCE,
1886 1st.Sea Lord,1887-8 C-in-C i)evonport) ,1888 Admiral of the
i'Ueet,l897 retired.An eccentric but capable officer.
/illiom Govett Romaine,lol5-l893: 1854-5 Deputy Judge-Advocate
General in Crimea, 1857-69 Permament Sec. ,1869-73 DJA'J of India,
1876-9 Controller-General of Finances of Egypt.
4itomaine to Milne, undated [late 1869 or early 1870] (mi: li^/l'/A/l^O}.
5 Vernon Lushington,QC,1832-1912: 1864-9 DJAG,1869-77 Permanent
Ucc. ,1877-1900 Count*) Court judge in 1,'iddlcrox & Surrey.
/aughan Miller to i:ilne,14th November 1872 (NkK: IJ^I/F/A/l( A) ,

All was not entirely sweetness and light,however. In particular,
Goschen did not get on with Sir Sydney Jacres,who considered
that he was Entirely in the hands of his Private Secretary who
crams him with his opinions on all subjects'.and complained
of the committees (soil.the Lords 1 Commitee and the Committee
on Designs) which he regarded as political devices to o"bscure
real issues,and of the new naval college at Greenwich,of which
he disapproved.
In spite of this friction,the cautious Goschen made no
major changes until March 1872,apart from replacing Childers's
Parliamentary and Private Secretaries,who had left with him,
and Lord John Hay,whose period of office ended that summer when
2
he was relieved "by Rear Admiral Tarleton. Having thoroughly
studied the Admiralty and pondered hov to imrove it,Goschen
obtained an Order in Council,dated 19th March,which re-organized
the Board.

The Controller was deprived of his seat,and the

Board made up to three naval members.There was no Fourth Sea
Lord,"but in Hay,when further changes were announced.a new post
of ii'aval Secretary was created,and Captain Hall appointed. He was
4
The Controller's
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former seat at the Board was apparently offered to Admiral Hornby,
c
but he refused,-' so Tarleton moved up and was succeeded by Rear-

1 jacres to I'lilne, undated [November 1872] (:i:ili: ML'.T/P/A/l (A) ,sv.De,cres)
2John Walter Tarleton,I8ll-l880: 1830 Kate,1835 Lieutenant,1846
Commr>jider,l852 Captain, 1866-8 Commodore, 1868 Rear-Admiral (1871-2
3rd.Sea Lord,1872-4 2nd.Sea Lord,1873 KC3),1873 Vice-Admiral,
1876 retired,1879 Admiral.
Printed in Appendix I of Committee on Navy J£stjLm?-tes (PP: 1888

-fl P . 179/679).

4

.Villiam Houston Stewart ,1822-1901: 1835 entered 1,'avy (nerved in
Carlirrt War & at Acre), 1841 I-iate,lC42 L i ^ut onant ,18<18 Comn;>ndor,
1854 Captain (promoted for recapturing a treasure-chip from
rebels at Sandy Point),1870 Rear-Admiral (1872-81 Controller),
1876 Vice-Admiral (1877 1CCB),1881 Admiral (lo8l-4 C-in-C
Devonport),l885 retired (1887 GCI3).
John Wisher to an unknown correspondent,31st I.;ay[lo71 or 1872J'I w-?.s so sorry to hear that Adl.Hornby had refused a seat at the
Admiralty'.This can only refer to Tarleton's seat in II:-.y 1872.
(i;i,M: PHI/132)
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Admiral Beauchamp Seymour.

At the same time Goschen instituted

'Daily Meetings',which v;ere specifically not to "be 3o^rd meetings,
but were to serve to improve communication among the members of
the Board.

2

Finally,at the end of l872,Dacres was succeeded by

Sir Alexander Milne. It is a tribute both to his own reputation
and to Gbschen's unpartisan spirit that Kilne was invited to
serve again under a Liberal administration. The Ilavy looked to
him to remedy the disasters of Childers's regime,and stand up to
Liberal parsimony.'The Navy has cause to rejoice at the return
of one who will,I am certain,not content himself with protesting
against a Policy which should be injurious to the best interests
of the service. '

Hie return to the Admiralty marked as great an

improvement over Dacres'c narrow mind and petulant spirit as
did Goschen over Childers.
Goschen 1 s alterations in procedure,and even more his humane
and considerate character,greatly bettered the working of the
Admiralty,but it continued to suffer from radical weaknesses.
In spite of the 'Daily Meetings 1 ,the naval lords still had insufficient
contact to understand the views,collect the information,or check
the decisions of one another. In the absence of a naval staff
they were grossly overworked,and they had neither incentive nor
opportunity to discuss matters of general importance unconnected
with particular administrative decisions. As a body,the Board of
/

Admiralty ran the Navy from day to day,but it supplied no overall
Frederick Beauchamp Paget Seymour,1821-1895: 1834 entered Navy,
1840 Kate, 1842 Lieutenant,1847 Commander (fought in Burmese 'Jar &
in White Sea during Crimean War),1854 Captain (i860-1 CO Naval
Brigade in Maori War),1861-2 Commodore (Australia)(1868-70 Private
Sec.to 1st.Lord),1870 Hear-Admiral (1870-2 FO Detached Squadron,
1872-4 3rd.Sea Lord),1876 Vice-Admiral (1876-7 C-in-C Channel,1877
KCB,1878-80 President of Torpedo Committee.1880-3 C-in-C Mediterranean,
1881 GCB),l882 Admiral (1882 1st.Baron Alcester,1883-5 2nd.Sea
Lord ),1886 retired.'The Ocean Swell' was a wealthy and aristocratic
officer,but able and active.
2ilinute of 15th May 1872 (NMM: i.:L:.r/P/B/l(B)).
\ord Henry Lennox to liilne,14th November [1872] (NMM: LIL1I/P/A/1 (A) ,
jiv.Lennox) (original italics). Jiilnc's decision was also approved
or encouraged by Corry,Fakington & Robinson,among others.
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direction,no unity of approach. The vacuum thus created was
filled partly "by the personal decisions of political heads,
partly "by the insidious influence of subordinate officials who
were neither responsible for policy nor competent to decide it,
and. partly by the aimless accretion of numberless petty admininistrative
acts.
Kany of these deficiencies were clearly pointed out by Ililne
within a year of accepting office again. His views are important
enough to be quoted at length:
'Thetre is no cohesion between the KT aval SIement
in the Board. Admiral Tarleton and Seymour are norr.inally
ignorant of what is done by the Senior 13 {aval] Lord,
great questions may be decided without their knowing
what is being done; unless the Senior IJjaval] Lord goes
to them & tells them - I often go to their Rooms,! as
often do not go,so there is no meeting to consider natters,
no mutual accord,in fact it is the reverse......
The Senior rljavail Lord is in his Room. ......with a
mass of papers of all descriptions to be read,considered,
and minuted. He takes one after another to get thro* them,
some paper of more importance than another turns up.
He makes a minute in the hurry jsicl ........ and it goes
away - He has no one to consult with and the minute
which has left his room may be executed without any
check and unknown to any other Naval member. Adjmiralj
Seymour also makes minutes in the same manner sometimes
very stiff ones; but he sends the papers to me....but
Adfmiral] Tarleton does not see them.
.......The question really is how to work the present
arrangement,how to relieve the Senior N£a,valj Lord, and
how to get work done to prevent a mistakes [sicl ; also
whether Naval Members of the Board should or should not
act in some manner together in naval matters that is
assist each other on the decision of purely Haval
questions,also how the Secretary,or Secretaries,are to
act in reference to the consideration of General Questions.'
I-'iilne to Go schen, 13th September 1873 (original italics)
il.'lll: KLN/P/A/1 ( A), sy. Go schen).
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'You and I ought to "be to a considerable extent
relieved,or aided,by competent and qualified persons....
This is not work,but it is incessant daily labour,vhich
cannot last,and everything thrown on rr.y head to think
of,and to keep in recollection. 1
These papers accurately describe many of the gravest weaknesses
of Admiralty organization. Kilne,v;ith his conrr.on-sense and long
experience of administration,perceived its fundamental fl^.v/s
more clearly than any other naval officer. There was f an invisible
silken thread which is bound round and round you and at last
2
subdues your efforts in spite of struggles', and 1'ilne was the
first senior officer to try to free himself of its toils.
Ke was thus a pioneer of ivhat was in time to become a regular
school of naval thinkers,in this study :*enorically referred to
as the 'reformers',one of whose pre occupations v^ the reform
of the Navy's central command as an essential part of any reform
of the Navy as a whole. We shall see Milne's complaints echoed
and amplified with greater force a.nd greater effect by subsequent
generations of senior officers.
Many of the greatest faults of the Admiralty about which
Ililne complained may be traced directly to Childers,without
whose misguided zeal they would not have existed. Yet,paradoxically,
it is hard to imagine the reformers' cause advocated,still less
accepted,as early as it was,without him. Disastrous as his
immediate influence undoubtedly was,his very failures cleared
the way for much of vital importance. The comfortable system
of the former Admiralty was in some ways better adapted to its
purpor,e,but it actively discouraged the idea of internal reform.
The theoretically collective organization of the Board involved
1Kilne to Tarleton,10th April l8?3 (Tarleton ::SS: :;o.l64.;ieel 5/10).
2P.II.Colomb to Phipps Hornby,26th October 1874 (lII'Jv'i: PHI/120(A) ,
r.a. Id'74) .
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all its members in the status cjuo,each with-the maximum incentive
to preserve the existing order,and the minimum opportunity to
take decisive action on his own responsibility. By sharoly
reducing the opportunity for collective discur-nion and decision,
Ghilders wrought abiding harm,but he also made it ponr.ible for
the first time for a determined reformer to have an effective
influence without having first to persuade a committee of orobably
hostile,and certainly indifferent beneficiaries of the existing
system. Childers intended,like so many other would-be reformers,
to replace the existing order with another,better,but quite as
permanent; and like them,he succeeded only in producing
'A godly-thorough-Heformation,
Which always must be carry'd on,
And still be doing,never done 1 .
In this he rendered his second,equally important,and equally
unintentional,service to the cause of reform. By subverting the
established order he demonstrated the possibility of reform;
by replacing it with one so manifestly unsatisfactory he
emphasized its necessity. It is a classic example of a revolution
of rising expectations. Childers ensured that,however much
Admiralty organization might be improved,there would always be
men able to point to its continuing failures,and willing to
attempt to remedy them. He provided the initial impetus required
to dislodge an intensely conservative institution from its
position of monolithic immobility. The period of the l8?0 f s has
been called the 'Dark Ages of the Victorian Navy 1 ,and Childers
was responsible for much of the darkness,but by an irony of
history,in the very actions which so darkened the decade,may bo
discerned the first glimmerings of subsequent enlightenment.
Parkes,British Battleships,p.230
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B. Strategic Theories
Strategic thought in the i860*s,inrofar as it existed at
all,was generated by isolated individuals,with little contact
among themselves. Most of it came from within the admiralty,
in response to the challenge of particular problems. Sir Spencer
Robinson was the most gifted thinker of the period,but even he
seldom thought in very general terms,and his strategic ideas
were firmly rooted in detail. In the 1870's two important
developments led to thinking of much greater power and effect.
Grand strategy and naval policy began to receive serious attention
from naval officers and other professionally interested men,
and there grew up outside the Admiralty a regular school of naval
thinkers. The existence of an institution where they could meet
and discuss one another's views removed one of the main impediments
to the marriage of like minds,and permitted the formation of a
body of opinion with coherent doctrines generally agreed. This
seminary of naval thinking was the Royal United Service Institution,
and its Journal gives a clear picture of the development of
professional studies.
The R.U.S. I.was not without its disadvantages. It vc.s a
service club as well as a forum for debase,and those members,
especially elderly retired flag-officers,who were attracted by
its former character,did not invariably improve it in its latter
capacity. Those who were able to attend at the presentation of
papers and their subsequent discussion naturally tended to be
retired or on half-pay,and the liberty they had for intellectual
reflection did not always compensate for a lack of practical
experience. As in any service gathering,senior officers were
much deferred to (they were more numerouc then than now,bec?.use
of the habit of promoting 'yellow admirals' after retirement)
and the experience of an era of rapid change was as yet GO novel
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that it was not always realized to what extent the practical
wisdom of pact ages had already been invalidated.
In spite of all its drawbacks,however,the £.U.S.I.was
invaluable as a platform from which the best thinkers of th«
day could spread their opinions. Among the first and most
important of these was John Colomb ,who in 1869 read at the
rLU.S. I. a paper (the substance of which he had fomerly published
as an anonymous pamphlet 2 ) on 'The Distribution of Our \'ar forces. 1 ^
Colomb was an officer in the Royal I-Iarine Artillery,vhore e^.rly
retirement and private m^ann l^ft him freo to devote his life
to the study of grand strategy. Like so rr.any reformers, 'He is a
clever fellow. But he is also I think,pushing: & I sur^ect
mischievous - I believe that he is perpetually striving on this
4
subject in magazines and newspapers.* ~ In later life he entered
politics in the cause of imperial federation. His influence was
r.;errinal,and he may justly be regarded as the author of a renaissance
in strategic thinking. At a time when all known tactics and
strategy were comprised in the geometrical rianoeuvreings of
battlefleets,Colomb treated the subject on the grand scale.
His early paper contains all the essentials of his thinking.
The Empire he conceived as an organic whole,to be defended by
Army and Navy acting in concert according to a unified plan.
The colonies and the mother-country were tied together by a
network of ocean 'roads' along which flowed the trade upon which
the whole system depended. The defence of these'great roads' was
John Charles Ready Colomb,1838-1909: 1854 2nd.Lieutenant RMA,
1855 1st.Lieutenant,1867 Captain,187! retired.1556-92 Conservative
l.;p for Bow & Bromley (1888 KCKG) ,1895-1906 * ,!' for Gt.Yarmouth.
p
The protect ion of Commercn and Distribution of our ^aval Forcer.
Considered (London,1867)
3 JRUSI XIII p.57.
4Hicks-r,each to Carnarvon,12th September 1879 (PRO: FRO 30/6/52,
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of paramount importa-nce,and it was to bo done by fortifying
chains of "bases around the world,from which the !;avy :;ould
operate to patrol and protect floating trade.
Here at once all the strengths and weaknesses of Colomb's
thinking are displayed. The unequalled sveop of his grand
conception compelled acceptance. Within a decade it was almoct
the common coin of seriourr, naval thinking. Where cruiser functions
had formerly been conceived in termr of the minutest detail or
the vaguest platitude ('the training of seamen....exhibiting
the British flag in foreign ports,and especially in the harbours
of semi-barbarous powers...».the repression of piracy and slavery,
and....the punishment of savage tribes 1 ) Colomb provided as a
foundation for proper strategic understanding a clear statement
of the importance of the protection of trade.
At the same time his grand strategy contained,or rather,
implied,certain dangerous misconception? whose influence was
to be at least as pervasive as any other parts of his thinking.
The strate.Ty wan expressed throughout in military metaphors.
Ho doubt they came easily to a Royal karine Officer,but they
represented more than simply a form of expression. Colomb really
did think of the sea-lanes as roads,running from one defended
fortress to another. 2 They came to have for him a tangible
existence almost as physical features,to bo attacked and defended
like roads on land. This was a very influential concept,and it
led generations of naval officers to think in military terms of
controlling,or even conquering the sea,rather than protecting
merchant ships. His phrases,and his ways of thinking,are clearly
discernible not only among his contemporaries,but among subsequent
T.Brassey,'Unarmourcd Ships',Transactions of the Institute of
IIaval Architects (London,i860 et r.cg.) XVII (1676) p. 13LjraGseyVi'hc British Navy (London,1662ff ,6 vols.) 11,263.
2

ilanft,Naval Defence of Trade,p. 10-

generations at least until the Great 'Jar.
Colomb's teaching was at first an isolated example of
intelligent consideration of grand strategy. Indeed,almost all
contributions at the R.U.S.I.during the early 1870*3 may be
called isolated,because they represented,for the most part,
individual ideas,conforming to no widely received opinion.
The reports of debates during this period are eloquent of the
inability of naval officers to think in general terms. A typical
example of the time was awarded the Institution's Gold Medal in
1876. Commander Noel wrote 'On the best Types of War-Vessels for
the British ilavy', 2 without discussing any general principles
whatever. The whole lengthy section on cruisers was a catalogue
raisonne of the existing ships,which were approved in decided
terms. Apart from matters of trivial detail,Noel f s conclusions
were no more than that the older cruisers were out of date.
By 1876,however,the rising quality and unanimity of opinion
at the R.U.S.I.already bespoke the beginnings of a school of
thought,in which a number of officers becajne prominent. None of
them had the seminal influence of John Colomb,but their collective
importance is at least as great as his,because they developed
his highly general and rather vague strategy into a comprehensive
doctrine of detailed application. There has been a tendency
among studies of the late Victorian period to speak of naval
thinking as solely the product of a few men,principally Sir
John Colomb and Sir Julian Corbett ,but this is a distortion.
Gerard Henry Uctred Noel,1845-1918: 1864 Acting Sub-Lieutenant,
1865 Sub-Lieutenant,1866 Lieutenant,!874 Commander (187S-31
Commander of the Victoria & Albert RY),l88l Captain (1893-7 4th.
Cea Lord),1896 Rear-Admiral (1898 KCMG),1901 Vice-Admiral (1902
KCI3,1904-6 C-in-C China),1905 Admiral (1907-8 C-in-C licrG; ,1908
Admiral of the Fleet (1913 GCB),1915 retired. He was a notorious
martinet and a famous seaman,the last man ever to tack an ironclad.
As a young officer he was counted a reformer,but the latter part
of hio professional life was largly devoted to a diehard advocacy
of masts and yards.
2JRUSI XX p. 253
eg.L).h.Schurman,The Education of a Navy (London,1965).
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The work of such men as Currie,H. A. 3. Scott ,F.K.Colo:rb,Long,Bridge,
/

Eardley-tfilmot, Gust ance,Fremantle, Pit cOerald ?.r.d Crutch!cy, built
the general structure of a developed strategy on the foundations
laid by J.C.R.Colomb. As one of them wrote,*He is- the spring from
which run numberless rivulete watering and irrigating all in
their path.'
Until the end of the l8yo f s it in hard to find a clear
and explicit statement of this generally received opinion,
but there is ample evidence among the sometimes ill organized
and obscure papers of the period that it was developing. In the
same year as Noel won his prize,Colomb 1 s principle that 'the
immediate duty of fighting cruisers would be the protection of
our commerce against the enemy's warships 1 , 2 was evidently so
wil understood that Captain Scott

felt it too obvious to

require much elaboration. In the same sentence,however,one of
the continuing weaknesses of naval thinking,its distance from
reality,was well exemplified: ' [cruisers] would be spread out
along the lines of traffic,keeping up communication with one
another by means of electric lights at night,fog horns of great
power,and other pre-arranged signals. 1 4 It is hard to realize that
the author of this fantasy had spent thirty years at sea.
Later in the same year I'r Brassey delivered a paper on
'The Mercantile Marine considered as an Auxiliary to the Royal
Ilavy'.

Both the speaker and his subject were important,and

Custance to Fhipps Hornby,undated,but received 12th Uovember
1836 (NKl.j: PHI/120 B,_sa.l886).
p
R.A.E.Scott,'The Maritime Defence of England,including Defensive
and Offensive Warfare; Part I,The Organisation of our Maritime
Forces',JRUSI XX p.455.
Robert Anthony Edward Scott,ca.l8l8-l903: 1830 entered :: avy,
1336 I.Iate,l342 Lieutenant,l34F"Comc-.nder,lP6C Captain (1867-70
Superintendant of Gun-Carriages),1870 retires,1385 Rear-AcL-niral.
4
Scott,loc.cit..
5JRUSI XX p.493.

deserve attention. Thomas Brassey

was a Liberal r..r'.,one of those

politicians who make it their business to cry-airn for good
causes. Brassey f s principal interests were the strength of the
Royal and merchant navies,and the welfare of their seamen. On
these subjects he was a tireless researcher and campaigner.
He was accustomed to make himself an expert by collecting every
available informed opinion,and he was one of the first to publish
2
technical and statistical compendia on warships and navies.
But. Brassey 1 s indefatigable enquiries supplied not only his
voluminous publications: his own opinions also were formed on
the prirnlple that 'in the multitude of counsellors there is
safety 1 . At any period,his ideas were invariably a distillation
of the currently received expert opinion,not unaffected by
preconception,but quite unsullied by original thought. Brassey
owned a yacht called the Sunbeam in which he and his wife made
lengthy voyages to very remote parts of the world,and he held
the first Board oi* Trade Yacht-Master's certificate ever issued.
Among politicians he was therefore unique in possessing considerable
sea going experience,and first-hand knowledge of colonial problems,
so that although he was in no way an original thinker,his opinion
always commanded respect.
Brassey had a receptive mind,but it was not without
prejudices,and among them was one so prevalent among men of his
party that it might almost be called the 'Liberal' doctrine.
It must be emphasized that this was not a political idea,but a
professional doctrine of interest only to those concerned in
Thomas Brassey,1836-1918: (son of the railway magnate)?.u.^by &
Univ; 1865 MP for Devonport,1868-85 iuP for Hastings (1881 KC3,
1880-4 Civil Lord & 1884-5 Secretary of the Admiralty),1886 1st.
Baron Brassey,1895-1900 Governor of Victoria (1906 GCB),l?Oo-13
Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports (1911 1st.Earl Brassey).
Q

Brassey,British Navy,& (ed,) The Naval Annual (Portsmouth,1886 et son.)

naval affairs. It found no place in the corpus of ',;hig or Gladstonian
beliefs. Consideration of the Navy was generally cuite alien

to such men,

and it is among professionally-interested men of

Liberal leanings,rather than the leaders of their party,that
it was chiefly to be found. Nevertheless it had a strong political
flavour which justifies its name. It was the sort of o-ninion to
which a Liberal in search of a ready-made armament would naturally
2
turn. It was neither invented by Liberals nor peculiar to them,
but it was especially attractive to men of their principles,
and it continued to find a home in their party long after nost
naval officers had abandoned it as untenable. In this viev; the
Navy could be considered as divided into two parts. The 'fighting
chips' were the ironclad battleships,maintained in hone waters
for defence against invasion. The cruising fleet was scattered
over the world for peace-time police work. The phrase 'fighting
ship 1 could sometimes be no more than a synonym for the modern
'battleship',for which no satisfactory contemporary equivalent
existed,but very often it clearly implied the underlying assumption
of the Liberal point of view; that there was no important form
of warfare apart from fleet action,and any warship unable to
lie in the line of battle was for purposes of real war virtually
worthless. In peace,however, small sjid cheap ships were admirably
adapted to find favour in Liberal eyes:
Chastising pirates,slavers and savages,the Navy
waged a relentless war on everyone who resisted the
sacred Liberal virtues of parliamentary government,
scientific progress,and free trade.'
It is instructive to note that in the seventy double-column index
pager of Morley's Life of Gladstone,thore in no entry under
'Navy 1 or 'Admiralty'.
2 For examples of 'Liberal'
views exprersed by Liberalr in I r.rlir inor.t,
ree Haneard,3rd. series,ccxxriix,633 ; ccxxxviii,l087-llCl ": 1437 »
cclxxxvii,r/38; ccxciv,503-4; & cccxxiii,1346.
3 A. Frost on & J. Major, Send a Gunboat ! A otudy of the Gunboat
c.nd
its ^ole in l;ritir.h Policy, lo^-X-'C/l (London, 1$ 6?) '^-12.
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These functions were very little compatible v:ith the 7-arroser,
of war.
By the late 1870 f s this view,once co:mon amon~ rvwal officer?:,
was becoming hard for even a layman to hoi-I unmodified. Color.b
and others had co well emphasized the importance of trade
protection that,had the thesis not received unexpected support
from a technical advance,even the most devoted economist could
hardly have claimed that;
'Unprotected vessels,therefore,are of subordinate
importance. They are required for the police of the
seas and the protection of commerce; but I should
consider it unwise on the part of the Admiralty to build
a greater number of vessels of this class than are
absolutely necessary in order to meet the demands of
the Foreign Offj.ce for protection to British interests
abroad......Costly as they are,we are told by high
authority that we may not reckon upon our unarmoured
ships as forming any essential part of our armed strength
for war. f
It was this technical advance which suggested the subject of
Brassey's paper. During the 1870's the surface-condensing
compound engine came into use in all large merchant steamers,
and dramatically increased their economic speed and range. By
the late 1870's new steamers could carry a full cargo to Australia
or China at a speed of twelve knots or more,without coaling on
the voyage. Some ships could steam at ten knots for over two
months on their bunkers alone,and by using their holds for
bunkerage could remain at sea almost indefinitely. In 1878
there were already ten British steo,mers with speeds of fourteen
knots or more,some of them faster than the Inconstant.
This naturally introduced a factor of some moment into
lfr.Brassey,'Unarmoured Ships' TINA XVII (l876)p.!3 (my italics).

strategic calculations. If large merchant cteanerr. were faster
and of greater range than warships,there was an obvious argument
for employing them in war-time. The debate over the proper use
of armed merchant cruisers continued throughout the rest of the
century,and it is an extremely complicated one,worthy of a study
in itself. Some thought they should be taken up,armed,and ured
exactly as regular cruisers; some visualized them as auxiliary
escorts on trade routes; some proposed to arm them for their own
defence and keep them in their regular trades,or use them as
colliers,troopships and transports; and some thought all trade
protection unnecessary,since such fast ships could never be
caught by an enemy. The Declaration of Paris,which had theoretically
abolished privateering among civilized

nations (Anerica was not

a signatory)- led some sanguine spirits to predict that the guerre
de course would never again be employed. Others pointed out how
suitable the new merchantmen were to repeat the Alabama*s exploits,
and how unsuitable British warships to prevent them. The detail
of the debate is beyond the scope of this study,but it had a
direct bearing on the 'Liberal* school,who now modified their
views to admit the importance of seaborne trade (not a difficult
admission for a Liberal),and advocated the extensive use of
armed merchantmen to protect it. Their crews and armaments would
be turned over from decommissioned gunboats and small cruisers
at the outbreak of war,so that the same forces which preserved
order around the world in peacetime,would be magically transformed
into a useful war fleet. The idea that the beneficent self-interest
of the ship-owner,and the unseen machinery of free traxle,would
create for itself an efficient defence at no cost to the taxpayer,
was one peculiarly delightful to the Liberal mind,and it is not
hard to see how such a scheme,with all the virtues of efficiency,
economy,autonomy,and philanthropy - everything,in fact,except

reality - so powerfully commended itself to its supporters.
In fact,of course,the armed merchantman was no panc.cea.
Unprotected boiler crowns,cylinder heads and steering ger,r,
with a bare minimum of watertight bulkheads,made most steamers
of the day very vulnerable. Admiralty encouragement did in time
considerably improve their designs,by having the tiller-flats
built below the waterline,coal bunkers in wake of the machinery
and sufficient bulkheads; and in time also arrangements were
devised to arm and commission merchantmen in time of war. In 1876,
however,all this was in the future. Merchant steamers could never
be more than valuable auxiliaries,there were never enough of them,
and,above all,they posed a greater threat as enemy raiders th?.n
they offered security as British auxiliaries.
In the late 1870' r. the proceedings of the H.U.S. I. and the
Institute of Naval Architects show the rapid growth of the school
of thought. The latter institution began to assume importance
during this period,after early years of doubtful standing. It was
primarily a professional body for naval architectr and shipbuilders,
but naval officers and other interested men were admitted as
Associates. The papers were generally of more detailed range
than those at the K.U.S.I.,and often narrowly technical.but this
had a special merit,since practical problems,scientifically
treated by acknowledged experts.nrovided a welcome contrast to
the airy generalities and unsubstantiated assertions that so
often bedevilled discussion at the il.U.S.I.. The same body of
naval officers was usually to be found at either

place.and the

growing intellectual assurance of speakers at the R.U.S.I.
probably owed something to the scientific arguments in which
they had participated at the other body.
Whatever the cause,a series of papers were delivered in
1877 and 1878 in which the practical working of ^rand strategy

was analysed in detail. In 1877 Donald Currie,o*.\r.er of the
principal line of mail steamers trading to th^ Cr.^e,discussed
the bases and coaling stations needed to sustain naval operations.
Next yeo,r the Prize Essay again returned to th? r.?.vy,oj:d a
comprehensive subject was set, 2 on which conn outstanding errryrwere submitted. The winner was P.II. Colomb. -' ' .'.ike all the otlier
finalists,he accepted his brother's strategy r,r. ?. foundc.tio:i,
and proceeded to elaborate on its nractical working. He emphasized
that the role of the fleet was essentially a defensive one,
and examined in detail the bases and router, to be protected.
Geographical conditions required,in hin opinion,that British
cruisers have a range under steam of r.t least 3,500 milos.
Since Britain had something like a monopoly of c^-il surlier
in most parts of the world, it was in our interests to abandon
sail altogether, as it was hard to imagine ste?~n cruirers being
seriously threatened by raiders forced to rely Ic-vrgely on s.°il.
Colomb's paper is of grent length,and throughout displays careful
and intelligent consideration. Other esr.ays 'honourably mentioned'
by Lieutenant J.B.Haye ,Lieutenant S.H.^ardley-'Jilmot, and
7
Commander Noel, were less outstanding,but all of them showed
'Maritime V,rarfare; The Importance to the British Empire of a
complete System of Telegraphs,Coaling Stations and Graving Docks'
JKUSI XXI p.228.
2
'Great Britain's Maritime Power; how best developed as regards:
Lighting Ships
2.Protection of Commerce
3.Naval Volunteer or Supplemental force
4.Colonial and Home Defence;
The Classes,Armament and Description of the Vessels needed:
and the Organisation required to secure a powerful and Economic
Imperial Naval Force 1 .
3 JitUSI XXII p.l.
4philip Howard Colomb. 1831-1899: 1846 entered N-.vy,l352 noting I'.ato,
1354 Late (promoted at capture of .Rangoon) ,1 :J55 i-i f --tcn~nt .^563
Commander (1865-7 introduced signalling by flashing light),^870
Captain (1870-4 edited Manual of Evolutions,1878-60 Signal Committee),
1886 retired,1887 Hear-Admiral (1887 chief begetter and organizer
of the Washington Laritime Conference),1892 Vice-Admiral.
5 JKUSI XXII p.399

6 Ibid.p.435

7Ibid.p.46l

how far naval thinking had progressed in the decade. Logical
argument closely substantiated

by empirical evidence was now a

commonplace where formerly it had hardly been known. All these
essays,and the discussion on them,

were replete with practical

suggestions and intelligent comments. Colomb's attack on sail
was echoed by Haye,Eardley-Wilmot,and many other commentators.
One officer went so far as to deride the 'sentimental notion 1
that sail evolutions alone produced good seamen:
'To my mind the seamanlike qualities are not
engendered so much by those wonderful extravagancies
which so many officers are so fond of.......which are
very pretty and useful in their way,but which are
better suited for the ship scene in the opera of
1 T Africaine,or as accompaniments to the gyrations
of Zazel at the Aquarium'. 2
Much attention was also devoted to the number and disposition
of the bases required; the utility of gunboats and gunvessels,
and the ideal type of cruiser; and the relative merits of patrols
at focal areas,patrols along trade routes,and convoys. The Shah * s
action with the Huascar was analysed,and various lessons
deduced from it.
Perhaps the most striking example of the sophistication of
naval thought outside the Admiralty was provided in the same
year,again by P.H.Colomb. 4 By voluminous calculations of the
wind-resistance,coal consumption,and weights of various warships
he demonstrated that their full rig was an actual diseconomy.
Far from saving coal,as the conventional wisdom laid down,it took
more in wind resistance than it provided in propulsion,so that
the weight of a full rig would be more effective if expended on coal,

1 Ibid.,p.763
2 Ibid.p.80Q
^Infra,p. 146.
'oteam Power versus Sail Power for Ken-of-i/ar 1 ,JRUSI XXII p.765-

The reception of this paper indicates how far the Admiralty,
under Robinson in the forefront of serious thinking on cruisers,
had "been left behind. Colomb's conclusions were of some relevance
to warship design, to put it no moro strongly. but there is no
evidence that they ever had the slightest influence on the
Admiralty. They were neither accepted nor refuted, they were
simply ignored.
The growth of an identifiable school of naval thinking,
independent of the Admiralty, is one of the most striking and
important developments of the 1870' s. The intellectual progresr
made during the latter part of the dec ado was astonishing. 'Ja
officers had almost all finished their re^-ular schooling at
twelve or thirteen. Those who devoted nice logic and careful
calculation to the problems of their profession wore no better
educated than previous generations to rhorn such
wore largely unknown, and it is something of a mystery v::y tkingr.
improved when they did.

Some f actors, hovever, can be iurntii'ied.

The unsettling effect of Childers's re r*i^o h"s already "been not^d,
Th^ re-oarcher. o^ t 1-^ committees into the Admiralty's working
obviously promoted reflection among those who made the enquiries,
those who offered the evidence, and those v:ho read the reports.
The Royal I»T aval College at Greenwich was founded in 1872, and
although its staff included nobody to teach tactics, strategy or
naval history, the example of professional studies officially
encouraged must have "bec-n stimulating. The il.U.S.I.alro enjoyed
a measure of sponsorship from the Admiralty, including an annual
subsidy, and the winner of its Gold Medal was npociali;; nentioned
in the llavy List. Among adventitious factors. the ruecess of V r.u v i .- ri
On the education and social rtandin'; of naval of Ticors, roe ;
\i . C . B . Tun r: t al 1 , Imperial J)_qf o nc o J. c'l^j^O , p . C 3 6 ; L art 1 e 1 1 , ^r.^at_
Britain & Sea ro\;cr , p p . 3 1 9 - 3^oT cf. 0 . L 1 o y d , The "at ion and ;J;c ;:_avy_
(London, 1954) , p. 203; Lichaol Lewi r, , >vrl and. ' _s.__r.oa Of f icerc (London,
1939) ,p.l03i Lewi s ,^a\^ in Tran sj/b_i^ji , pp S'9"

arms in 1870 concentrated attention on an efficiency vhich
pointed unfavourable comparisons with the ::?.vy f s (-~nd incidentally
encouraged the use of military metaphor) .-.11 d the rise of Social
Darwinism lent an urgency to efforts of reform which they might
otherwise have lacked.
/rnatever the causer; of this rr.nid growth in professional
thinking among naval officers,its effects were of the first
importance. Prom this time forth there existed in the Ilavy what
one might call a loyal opposition,out side the Admiralty,independent
of,and often disagreeing with,it. './here formerly the Admiralty
had had a near monopoly of serious considerations of naval
question?,,there was nov; a permanent alternative school of thought.
The Admiralty's decisions were henceforth constantly influenced,
modified,and critiacized by a "body of professional opinion with
at least as good an intellectual standing as its own. If political
leaders were dissatisfied with the opinions of their naval advisers,
they had another source of counsel. The weaknesses of Admiralty
thinking during the l870 ! s and l88c f s constantly elevr.ted the
status of the alternative body of thinking,the 'reformers 11
school as it may be generically named,until at last,as we shall
see,it took over the Admiralty,and itself became the accepted
orthodoxy of a new era.
Speakers at the rl.U.S. I. frequently called for the 'Prucsianization*
of the Navy,and commonly used the metaphors and arguments of
Social Darwinism.

So
C. The ,?ise_ of the Belted Cruir.er
George Goschen wan a very diff&MriMfc character from his
predecessor, and we have already seen with what care and caution
he set about remedying some of Chilclors's alpinist rat ive orrorr.
It was not until early 1873,nearly two years after he had taken
office,that Goschen and his Board made any striking departures
from the shipbuilding policies of their predecessors. Sir Alexander
Milne was now First Sea Lord,with Tarleton and Beauchamp Seymour
on the Board,Hall Naval Secretary,and Houston Stewart Controller,
so that there was an entirely new body of men at the head of the
Navy.
Besides these,one other important poet had to be filled.
After Reed's resignation,and Laird's refusal to take his place,
his work was initially put in commission,with his former assistant
(and brother-in-law) Nathaniel Barnaby

as President of the

Council of Construction. In the summer of 1872 Barnaby became
officially,as he already was in fact,Chief Naval Architect (later
Director of Naval Construction). His influence on the shipbuilding
policy of the Admiralty until his retirement in 1885 was probably
more powerful than any other,and his views require careful attention.
Barnaby was a competent naval architect,if hardly brilliant.
He held opinions,however,far beyond his professional concerns;
opinions both unique in themselves,and uniquely influential.
Like his predecessor,.Barnaby had an overly theoretical conception
of naval warfare; but whereas Reed had been firmly superintended
by Robinson,a man of determined and practical ideas,Barnaby was
responsible to Houston Stewart,an4. excellent administrator,but
Nathaniel Barnaby,1829-1915: of a family of Chatham shipwrights:
1843 shipwright apprentice, 1848-52 RNC Portsmouth, 18S2-4 drr.ughts-n?ji
at Woolwich,1854-63 at Admiralty,1863-71 Assistant to Chief
Constructor,1871-2 President of Council of Construction,1872-5
Chief Naval Architect,1875-85 DNC (1885 KC13) .Co-founder of INA J= RCiJC

cautious and unassertive. Thus Barnaby's views had full rein,
and even in an age of peace,when unrealistic notions of warfare
were frequently entertained,his were peculiarly fanciful.V lie vac
an extreme partisan of the 'Liberal' school,who held that no
type of ship could be of any use in war,exc^r>t ironclads and
merchantmen. He contemplated with equanimity tho prospect that
the unannoured ships of the iravy would infallibly be taken in
wartime,

and attributed to them no other virtue than cheapness

for peacetime service. At the same time he held an exaggerated
opinion of the value of merchant cruisers. As raiders they would
be so terrible that the protection of trade would be impossible:
'kany naval officers have written and spoken ar> if
convoy were as posrible under modern condition:: as under
those of seventy years ago. I therefore repcat, us a c'.:allen~e,
in the presence of this disting-airhe;1 Assembly, "th? anr.ertion
that the successful convoy of sailing rhips anJ. slo'.:
steam ships in numbers, in the face of tli<? attach of
fast armed steam ships....... is impossible....
And if successful navigation of railing ships and
slovj steam ships under convoy is impossible, still lees
vdll it be posr.ible to navigate rr.ch ships rafely
without convoy.' 2

In Barnaby's view, some trade might evade capture by high rpeed,
but it was idle to hope to defend it. As one might expect from
this,ho never recognized cruiser work as real warfare,and rated
all ironclads,of whatever type,by their fitness to lie in the
line of battle,which was the only true fighting. frJhe line of
battle',however,is a conventional phrase notably inappropriate
to Barnaby'r: case,because he envisaged all action? as r.elcos,
Sarnaby to Controller, 4th A^ril 18?4 (lIT-l-I: Adm. 133/16, Jovor
of ; ;ild__r;v;an Clasn et al.,p.!4l).
p71. iJarnaby, «0n the Fighting Power of the yorchant C-hip in Urv/al
Jarraro','Ji:iA XVIII (l877),p.6 (ori/'inal italics).

principally involving the ram. Since the battle of Lissa in
1866,

this weapon had dominated the minds of naval tacticians,

and Barnaby's more than most. All actions,even bet-./een merchant
ships,would consist of a series of charges,each chip r,"^ reaching
head-on,passing,turning,and charging again,like knights in a
tilt-yard,until one or the other succeeded in r.inming her opponent.
Guns night be useful which fired,and armour vhich protected
from ahead,and to a lescer extent astern,but as for the broadside
guns, 'their importance in a ship with v/ell-^laced bow and stem
p
gunr does not appear to be considerable'. If they were to be
mounted at all,Barnaby e?/cnected them to be loaded at leisure,
the crews withdrawn behind armour,and the broadside fired
automatically as the enemy careered past a few feet away. In
ramming tactics speed was unimportant,and handiness all,so his
ships were usually bluff and slow. This was carried so far as to
defeat even its own object,and some of his ironclads were so
full-buttoeked that they could not steer properly (the most
notorious example,the battleship Ajax,was so dangerous that she
was forbidden to steam in company with the fleet).Hone of them
could maintain speed in a seaway,and although no-one was more
insistent than Barnaby on the importance of sail,few of his
designs could be safely handled under canvas alone,and none
derived much benefit from it. As befitted one who attached little
value to oceanic warfare,he usually gave his ships derisory
cunkerage. Lut because there ships were generally deficient in
r,poed and range, it must not be thought that he v?.s unav-:ire cT
these rualitien; rather he consciously rejected th?Ti ar unimportant
In which confused neloo an .xuntrian fle^t under Te.-otho-ff defentod
an Italian couadron under i'oroano,v-'--o;.-e flagshio,'-.'hile lyinr
disabled,was rammed and r:un': by Tegothofi'n rhir.
2 ^;arnaby to DITO,2nd August 1877 (ittiM: Adn. 136/57, Cover of Iris «
L;ercury,p.l33b).
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'To justify it [low speedjwe have to accuse that 1st.The Jngiish thirteen-knot ships are more powerful
and better defended in an action than the foreign chips
of the same size and complement .and in an ero?*jencnt "the
more powerful broadside would tell at the lon~ent r-^iges
The English ships ought therefore to win. 2nd.That,the
LJnglish ships of this size not being able to force action
upon the foreign ships unless the fuel supply is better,
provision will "be made for attaching the fast long
>2
foreign cruisers by still longer & faster merchant chips.'
The principle is here applied to unarmoured cruisers,but if
valid at all,it logically required to be extended to all cruiser
classes,and called for British merchantmen capable of engr^ing
all forei;7n warships,even armoured cruisers,which were faster than
their British opposite numbers. No-one but Barnaby supposed
that any such vessels existed. This war typical of his entirely
theoretical,not to say fantastic conception of naval warfare.
The era was bedevilled by unrealistic thinking,and Barnaby could
justly claim that almost all his beliefs were held by some,often
by many,naval officers; but few of them contrived to touch the
real world so rarely as he. The misfortune of the Kavy was not
that the Chief Haval Architect held unreliable ideas on matters
which it was not his business to decide,but that the organisational
weaknesses of the Admiralty,and the personal failings of his
superiors,came to give him a dominant influence on questions
which he was incompetent to judge. Witnesses before successive
commissions and committees differed in dividing responsibility
within the Admiralty,but they were generally agreed that the
Chief Constructor's task was to execute,not to initiate designs.
In fact the fuel supply is nothing to the purpose; mutatis
mutandi s, s p c od alone enables one to force action.
hemorandum of 3rd January 1380,r/uoted by Brar.sey in pr.^cr ^of loOo,
'Lipcod C-. Endurance of llnarmoured Vensels 1 ,p.!9 (P^C: Adn.1/6626,
1st Jr.nur.ry 1882) .

Often though the principle was ignored- in pr.--.ctic 0. , he was
supposed to leave the conception of the types recuircd to his
naval superiors. It wan their functions in this rer-oct which
;>arnaby so frer;uently assumed.
oorne of the developments which had be^un to cast doubt on
the value of lar^e unarmoured cruisers by the early 1370 's have
already boon mentioned.

Early in 1873, one in particular was

brought to the attention of Goschen's Board by the arrival in
the Pacific of the Aussi^ ironel -.^ } :^ j P 7 ° o 7 h -< ^ - \- - j
his ship was the only sea-.'joinr; first-generation ironclad built
by Russia, and she represented the first tentative realisation
of a oolicy which the Russian Adniralty had been maturing for
over ten years. Thoir experiences during the Crimean War had
convinced them that the best their navy could hope to do ,in face
of a superior enemy, was to defond their coartal wate:?s. If ,
sea.join^ cruisers could bo .70 1 to sea before the inevitable
blockade, they ini^ht be able to emulate the exploits of the

Al^oa-ia. Thin had been their object in 1063,

2

"but at that tir.e

they had fev; ships suitable for oceanic warfare.
The Russian navy's first essay in deci,rrnin^ raiding cruisers
led to the type known to them as 'clippers'. The ^aj^oo_yni_k and
If ayesdnik, tyoical examples of the type as fully developed, vero
of 1,300 tons, steamed thirteen knots with coal for 1,730 miles
at full speed, and mounted three 6-inch £uns.

They could escape

most warships, and catch most merchantmen, but they vere vulnerable
to such fast cruisers as the Inconstant and Vpl age, they could
not safely en,^>v;e even an armed merchantman, and their ran{je was
inadequate for oceanic operations.
1

Ant e , p . 40 .

2

; >.te,p.l3.

:.:rar.r:ey, '^peerl & Coal Endurance, &c. ', p. 16 (}':IC: Adm. 1/6626,
1st. January 1882) . Comment s by Controller on ileforts o'i _ /" " ^o;?j-.- :
'* :JiZ2^li^» 2 3rd December 1879 (PRO: Adm. 1/6^-79/1791)

1-Iuch larger dimensions were required to reconcile the
conditions imposed by the strategic goo"ra^>hy of Rusri:?, f s
situation. Russia had only tv;o harbours giving onto the open
ocean,Vladivostok and Archangel. 3oth v;ere remote anchorages,
unable to refit,repair,or even coal a major warship,and both
were icebound for much of the year. Any raiding cruiser would
have to leave either port at or before the outbreak of war,and
thenceforth rely entirely on her own resources. This dictated
a type with long range and full rig, conserp.ieritly large,costly,
and hardly to be built in numbers. Such a ship could not simply
flee any little gunboat she met,but must,if nhe were to achieve
worthwhile results,be able to engage most,if not all varrhips
on colonial stations. Since she had nowhere to repair battle
damage,she had to secure by armour a degree of invulnerrbility,
even if she never meant to fight other ironclads, finally,if she
were to catch her victims and escape her pursuers,she had to be
fast. The Kniaz Pozharskii represented the first experimental
enbidoment of this concept, she displaced 4,506 tons,as designed,
carried eight 9~inch guns behind five-inch armour,with a waterline
belt of slightly less thic^zness,could steam eleven and threequarter knots,and with 600 tons of coal could cover 3,OOC miles
at economical speed.

She was in appearance a conventional rigged

belt-and-battery ironclad,but she was evidently far from
conventional in function,and by implication in conception,because
instead of wearing the flag of the Russian battlefleet in the
Baltic - of which she would have been much the most powerful
unit - she was sent to the distant Pacific,where she was almost
the only Russisjn warship. By comparison with the Audacious rnd
G.C...'right,'Cruisers of the Imperial Russian i:avy,p-.rt I«,
War shir? International (Radford, Virginia, later Toledo,Ohio,i;63
ot sor.; 1X^(1972) p. 28.
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ne, flagships on the China and Pacific stations, the smaller
Russian ship was slightly lens well-armed and armoured, and threequarters of a knot slower, but of much greater range. Unlike her
British opposite numbers, she was a fine sea-boat , dry and steady,
and handled well under sail.
Prom the Russian point of view,che was only a limited
success, her speed, especially, being inaderuate,but "both British
and Russian Admiralties were impressed by the potential of the
type. About the time the Captain was lost, the Russians laid down
two more, the General Admirajl (f"g.H D<3Aa. /IflKWpftA) ?ar.d the Gertsog
Edinburgskii ({^£fi^(7f ££>jH£y 0 rc.K.1 M)

The General Admiral was

launched in October 1873 7 and she is generally regarded as the
first true armoured cruiser.

With a full-load displacement of

five thousand tons, she carried six 8-inch guns behind six-inch
armour at a designed speed of thirteen and a half /mots. The
engines of both Russian ships proved notably unsuccessful ; the
General Admiral only made twelve and a quarter knots, and the
Gertsog ffdinburgskii, which was desirned for fifteen knots, never
made more than eleven and a half. Their range, however, was outstanding.
G eneral Admiral carried a thousand tons of coal, giving a

range of nearly six thousand miles at ten knots.

2

She was fully

rigged, sheathed and coppered, and in general arrangement a
conventional belt-and-battery design.
Even allowing for the poor performance of their engines,
these ships were extremely formidable raiders. In early 1873,
before either was launched, they may well have seemed more
formidable than they really were. To the financial constraint r.
rl o vg aar d , Modern History of T..r ar ships , r> . 20 3 .
2(
3"cf.Inconstant 2,700 miles at this speed
C.C. .-.'right ,loc. cit..
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which had already dictated the abandonment of ::;obinr:on f s former
scheme of duplicating the elements of power and range in cruiser
squadrons,was now added a compelling motive once r.ore to try to
combine them in a single chip. rJarlv i.i tli^ y» -.r Xilr.e diverted
the J.I.'.O.to do some ct:.ff vork for him. 'Th r> result was a general
survey of the strengths and v.'caknesrer of the Mavy,and its
probable strategy in war. Among other thi'rt cits, Loo d noted that:
'The two Russian fast iron corvettes protected
with armour at the waterline and over the rrm slides,
would be most destructive cruisers, -\nl every effort
should be made to effect their capture by fast iron-dads,
as soon as possible after the declaration of war.'.
Evidently this seed fell upon receptive rr^ur.^, for on llth Inarch
Gnoschen,otewart ,Barnaby, and probably Kilne,

p

deciderl on a

'Jesign for an Iron Clad......to be capable of competing with
the second class Iron Glads of Foreign Navies'.

barnaby prepared

the design on the twin principles which guided most of hir worl:;
namely that the ship should conform to the financial limits
previously laid down,and that she should,on paper at least,be
a match for her foreign opponents. In this case he informed the
Controller on 24th March that the new ship wa,s to cost half as
much as the Superb,and at least match the Alma Class. !Next day
Stewart told Hood that 'This is a design for a partially armoured
Corvette for protection of commerce and cruising duties'. Barnaby's
design was approved of by all the Board,Seymour noting that she
should be a match for the General Admiral.

4

Goschen's consent

was no doubt encouraged by opposition pressure for such a ship.-'
"""holograph paper by Hood, 5th February l8?3 (l.'IiM: KlI T/P/3/l(c)).
2 Larnaby does not specifically mention Milne,but it ir hrj?dly
likely that he vac absent from so ir.portvrrt a dircursion.

3.iLlri:
T
Adm. 138/43,Shannon* s Cover,p.l.
4 Ibid.,pp.9,13 & 20.
,Naval Defence of Trade,p. 103.
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The design of II. M.S. Shannon was approved on 27th Hay 1373, she
was launched on 11-th Jeccrnber 1875 ? and entered service in 1678.
Her armament of two 10-inch and seven 9-inch guns behind six to
nine-inch armour made her nominally superior to all other secondclass ironclads, though the superior performance of French ?.nd
Russian breech-loaders should not be for/rotten. All her battery
armour, how ever, and her two heaviest guns, were concentrated
forward, with most of the battery unprotected. She was short and
bluff, her maximum speed of twelve knots was seldom attained,
and never in a seaway, and hor legend bunkerage of 280 tons would
have been hopelessly inadequate, even if she had performed well
under sail, which was anything but the case.

A technical

comparison with her foreign rivals is highly instructive:
Shannon

General
Aclrr. i ral

4,648

/j armament :

5,390
6.5^

V armour:

21. 2v

11.3V*
14. 6v
19-75^

Displacement :

c/o armament+armour: 27-7V
/j machinery:
/j coal :
/<•> r.achinery-fcoal :
V hull :

13. 0^

5- 1'/-'
18. r/^
43. i>

1 ength : be am rat io : 4.8:1

3.3#

Alma

3,773
4.3v
23.4/J

Victorieuse
4,150

17. 2:

37. °<v

47.5^

6:1

5:1

S * ?c. •!
• J.
^

41.5/>

The Russian designer,Admiral Popov,

(tons)

7-5^

27. 7 v
10. 7cv
6.2V
I6.9lv
51 - 97^

21 . u/j

2

24. 7v
9-6v
6 . 3; -1
/
_1_ ^}

f~l J

sacrificed everything

for speed and range,giving over 41^ of displacement to them,
whereas Barnaby held them in very lov? esteem,and devoted only
l8v to them. It is impossible to doubt which design was better
adapted to its purpose. The Shannon's speed and range were
totally insufficient for a cruiser,and she served only one
1

»
Parkes,British Hattieships,p.237
See Appendix for sources and notes.

"Vopov commanded the racific Squadron in 1863 (ante.p.lS).
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commission on a foreign ctation. At the r-nc time her r.iins ar.d
armour v.rcre inadequate for first-lino service, and their
disposition, on the assumption that the energy would alrr.ys "be
dead ahead, was suspect, to r>ut it no more strongly.
The Shannon so completely embodied .Barnaby's ideas that
one nust infer that the design was his in conception as veil as
execution. The absence of any clear understanding of the
requirements of cruiser work within the Admiralty, or of any
determination to enforce it, alloyed a subordinate to impose
his vie-,: on matters which, he was incompetent to ^u/q ^e."ith t'i?
f. ^o.vit ''b] ° TO suits.
In ^obTnoTy l'°>74 Disraeli formed his second administration,
and appointed as I'irr.t Lord George, ',/ard Hunt.
predecessor, tried to persuc.de Fhippc Hornby

2

Hunt, I ike his
to take over

T^rleton's seat, and after an initial refusal, met with better
success.

Hornby tool: office at the end of 1874, and at the
4
same time Seymour was replaced by Lord Gilford. 'Jard Hunt's
first action wn,r; to review the needs of the Havy as a whole,
e Uc.rd Hunt ,1825-7?: .Jton & Christ Church; 1S46-57 Student
of Gh.Ch. ,1857-77 Conservative K>? for I;orthrj.r:.'ton£-::ire,l66o
Chancellor of the IZxcheruer, 1874-7 1st. Lord.
Geoffrey Thomas Phipps Hornby, 1825-1895 : 1337 entered ITavy,
18<11 Hate (at bombardment of Acre), 1844 Lieutenant ,1850 Jommander,
1852 Captain, 1865-7 Commodore ( ;.r . Africa) ,1869 iiear- Admiral
(i869~70 ?0 Particular Service Sr-un.dron, 1371-4 C-in-C Channel,
1874-7 2nd. Sea Lord), 1875 Vice-Admiral (1677-9 C-in-C hediterraneoji,
1^78 KCB),l879 Admiral (lool-2 President _^:C Greonvich.,l8o2-5
C-in-C Portsmouth, 1835 C-in-C Evolutionary Squadron, 1635 GC3) ,
1888 Admiral of the Fleet.
~'j irn i-'red 'L'^o-rton, Adniral of the Fleet Sir Geoffrey Phipps Hornby,
- . C . E . , a Bio /jr ap hy ( Jdinbur^h , 1896 ) , p . 1 Jo-4 .
/

'~i Richard James Heade, Vircount Gilford, 1832-1907* Io45 entered
Havy,l852 Lieutenant ,1858 Commander (scvci-siy wounded & proroted
for gallantry at Canton), 1859 Captain (l 374-80 3rd. Sea Lord) ,
1376 Hear- Admiral (1879 4th ]]arl of 'Jlr.nwiliiam,l880 2nd L'ea Lord,
icuO-2 FO .Jet.^ched oru:-dron) ,1 Jol /ice-/,dniral (loo2 KCMG. 1^-35-6
C-in-C H.America & M. Indie sj .1886 Admiral (1837 HCB. 1691-4 U-in-C
I'ortsmouth) ,1895 Admiral of the rleot (1^95 GCB) ,1902 retired.
A seaman of legendary exnloits, and a diehard defender of m-!r;ts
and yards,
.o»
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seeking the opinions

of the ijoard and otners.

.-JLthouirh the

documents have not survived to confirm the suooosition, it was
probably as a result of this review that two more armoured cruisers
v.-ere laid down late in the year. The 'I el son and Northampton were
launched in November 1876, and entered service in 1832, having been
eight years in building. Superficially, thoy narked a great
improvement over the Shannon. The' Kelson was the first armoured
ship in the Navy with compound engines, who r.e economical wording
considerably increased her range. Unlike her sister, moreover,
the II el son reached her designed speed of fourteen knots. She
stowed a maximum of 1,200 tons of coal - over twice the full
bunkerage of the Shannon - and with this could steam five thousand
miles at ten knots.

2

The 1 1 o r t h amjvton with her simple engines was

in every respect a much worse steamer. After only five years in
service she was unable to reach nine knots in calm water.
Even the N el ron, however, though her rpeed and range entitle
her to be called a cruiser, marked no real change of conception
from the Shannon. Her guns and armour were disposed with an
enemy in mind astern as well as ahead, but the broadside was still
largely unprotected. The new shi^s,like the old, were extremely
bluff , steered badly , trimmed by the head, and could not be steamed
4
into a head sea or sailed in any circumstances. A further
technical comparison with the Shannon shows how nearly identical
they were in conception:
^-Memorandum by Jard Hunt, 3rd April 1874 (?_10 :FRO 30/6/115).
2
Note that the Shannon's legend, not full load bunkerage is quoted
p. 101 r,u;-ra; see Appendix.
Report on the Haval Manoeuvres of 1388, p. 180 (AL: Naval Intelligence
Division (HID) lie DO rtr;, Vol. XIV Ho. 179 (October 1338).

1-hipps Nornby to Noel, 19th May 187? (:;;-.i:: Noel Papers (cited as
unc catalogued; Box.lA).
See Appendix.
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The v:hole improvement derived from t,io extra tvo thousand tons
of displacement, and the introduction of co"v)ourc. T^-ines.
jjarnaby's loiown opinions make it clear that his underr,taf/;.irA T
of the realities of naval operations had not changed rinco tiie
design of the \l h^annon. He was capable of the acto^irhin" rt'terront
that an armoured ship would kco-o up her speed in a ceavay better
than an unarmoured one of tho came speed - for v:hich idea there
is no technical justification what soever,except insofar as a
largo ship,mutatis mut_andis,keeps up her sr>eed better than a
small one. Employed to justify the low s^eed of the Nelson (which
lost speed rapidly in any sea) this argument is tho reverse of
the truth.

Barnaby still thought"of his new ships simply as

ironclads,and recognized no essential difference of function
n
between cruisers and capital shirr,.

The design of the three British armoured cruisers of tho
1870's re ve o.ls a confusion of purpose in ths Admiralty. There was
no clear conception of the function of an armoured cruiser,and
there was in practice no effective chain of com-nancl in the
preparation of designs. V.'e have spoken of the 'cruiser capital
ship' which technical factors had prevented Robinson from achieving.
The introduction of the compound engine and other advances in
Barnaby to Controller ? 15th Janu-v?;/ 1077,in 2nd. ..lo.-^rc of ^ tho
Carnarvon Commission, Apo^ndi:: VI, -^.200 (lUG: P-iO 30/6/122;.
2£amaby,'The Kelson Class',TINA XXI (l88o),p.60.
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engineering offered the men of the next decade a much greater
chance of building such a type,and the appearance of the ^ucsian
armoured cruisers offered them a much stronger incentive to try.
The Shannon. IT el son and Northampton were indeed intended for
cruising dutues,and not as diminutive battleships,

yet the

logical consequences of this were not realised. Instead of trying
to build ironclads with the distinctive rualities of 'cruiser
capital ships',the Admiralty only produced inferior battleships,
incapable of adequately fulfilling any function. It seems there
was nobody with the clarity of perception to realize that the
distinction between the functions of battleship and cruiser
implied a difference in design. These chips, as completed.were
in most respects the products of Barnaby's mind in conception
as well as execution,and he v;as evidently unable to .judge the
qualities required of an armoured cruiser. Te is not to be held
blameworthy for this.: he was neither trained nor employed to
decide such questions. There was a vacuum where the central
decisions on designs should have been made,and Barnaby was
naturally drawn into filling it. The underlying weakness was
once again the Admiralty organization which left no-one time or
incentive to decide these things except the I?irst Lord,v;ho,as a
layman,turned to his professional advisers,especially the Chief
Constructor. The faults of the organisation ware not redressed
by strong men. Milne was more clear-headed than most,but also more
over worked,. and he was temperamentally attracted to cruisers of
a different sort,and content to leave to the Chief Constructor
the building of belted cruisers. Milne wcr.s succeeded in the
Hansard,3rd series,ccxxix,252.
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summer of 1876 by Sir Hastings Yelverton , an amiable old
gentleman,"but of torpid mind,and almost completely deaf.
Under his regime the quality of thought and organization in the
Admiralty did not improve.
The early history of the armoured cruiser in British
service was not a happy one. Technical adv?jices v;hich offered
hope of realizing a type formerly thought impossible were
squandered by confusion of purpose and weakness of organisation,
and the attention which had been devoted to large cruisers was
turned to different objects.
^Hastings Reginald Yelverton (ne Henry) ,1808-1878: 1823 Ist.Cl.
Volunteer,1830 Lieutenant,1838 Commander,1843 Captain,1859-62
Commodore,1863 Hear-Admiral of the Blue (1863-5 2nd-in-C Mediterranean,
1865-6 2nd-in-C Channel,1866-7 C-in-C Channel),1869 Vice-Admiral
(1869 KCB,1870-4 C-in-C Mediterranean)-,1875 Admiral (1875
1876-7 1st.Sea Lord),1877 retired.
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D. Unarmoured Cruisers
For many reasons,the period between Ic70 and 1577 was one
in which Admiralty thinking on cruiser design and operation
tended to concentrate on the unarmoured classes. We have seen
how the Chief Constructor was largjLy left to his own devices in
designing the belted cruisers of the period,and that for this
faults of organization were largely responsible; but in addition,
such attention as the naval members of the Board were able to
devote to general considerations of cruiser work,went chiefly to
unarmoured,and especially to small cruisers. To a Liberal
administration such ships were ideologically palatable,and to
any government cheap ships were attractive. It was an age when
the numerical strength of the Navy was usually established by
reference to the needs for reliefs to keep up existing numbers,
rather than to fulfil any abstract strategical scheme,and the
resulting concentration on sheer numbers again tended to favour
smaller and cheaper ships. Milne was a leading proponent of greater
cruiser strength,but his essentially old-fashioned mind still
thought in terms of the traditional types,and his conservative
spirit was naturally drawn to vessels which still carried masts
and spars to some purpose. The Chief Constructor,whose views and
influence have already been noted,also thought well of small
cruisers. Finally,the technical advances of the period,especially
the introduction of compound engines and the armour deck,
naturally favoured smaller rather than larger warships.
In Construction,as in administration,Goschen initially
continued the policy of his predecessor. The Euryalus,Boadicea
and Bacchante were reduced copies of the Raleigh,armed entirely
With light guns. The design was begun in September 1871,but the
Boadicea,first of the class,was not laid down until January 1873,
and the Bacchante was not completed until July l879«
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During Gbschen's period of off ice,-the first signs appe
of Admiralty thinking on cruiser functions in terms of a grand
strategy of trade protect ion, and the nuubTr: required to fulfil
it. r/hat had formerly been confined to individuals like Robinson
and liilne became current coin throughout the organization. The
development of a mature strategic understanding,however,was
hampered by Gbschen's strict Liberal beliof th.-vt the rise of th°
TTavy was not mor^ly ultimately governed by the Cabinet,but was
a matter solely for them, and not to be raised by the Admiralty.
Thus when the new First Sea Lord urged the 'absolute necessity
for Frigates,Corvettes,Sloops,Gun Vessels and Gun Boats',

to

maintain the establishment fixed by Childerr,,he was told,
'As the the rhips that we want..... that is a
matter of policy,and depends entirely uDon the services
2
the government intends to exact. 1
In other words,the size of the Navy was no concern of the Board.
i.iilne complained that it was not,in practice,anyone else's:
'It has often been asked,what should be the number
of ships of the various classes of the Navy - what
should be the Policy of the Admiralty. I am not aware
that the question has ever boon answered or the policy
decided.'
Unfortunately,the Prime Minister's attitude"made it unlikely
that the ITavy's policy,although reserved to the Cabinet,would
be seriously considered by it.
'To Mr Gladstone,it was always especially distasteful
to take expensive measures of precaution against events
which his sanguine nature led him to think in the last
degree improbable'.
1 (Bi^) Unsigned & undated holograph memorandum by Milne [1673]
(Kia/j: HL:;/P/B/1(C))(original italics).
2Gbschen to Liilne, 1st Kay 1873 (envelope endorsed by Kilne,
'Letter from Mr Gocchen. A Row with him on iijavalj koney')

O;;.;M : I-ZLII/P/A/I ( A) , sv. GO schen).

Hon. Arthur Slliot ,The_jJ ife of George Joachim Gocchen, First
/iscount GoschQn,lu31-lS'-7 (London, 1^11,2 vols.) I,i22.

Gladstone's position was well exemplified in correspondence with
Goschen. In September 1871 he wrote »presuming that it would
not be difficult 1 to reduce the Estimates by £1,300,000. 1 In
reply the First Lord pointed out that the strength of the Navy
was a matter for Cabinet decision,and that if the services demanded
of it were to be carried out it could be reduced no further;
'The fact is,half our expenditure is not for war
service in the strict sense,but for keeping the police
of the seas and protecting commerce during times of
peace,and for carrying out our viev/s as to protecting
semi-barbarous and barbarous men against various forms
of outrage. Philanthropy decidedly costs money.'
Gladstone's reply is a masterpiece of judicious confusion.
Carefully avoiding the issue of Cabinet responsibility,he wrote:
'Of the sufficiency of any given number of ships
for any particular service I should be no judge,and
I should accept your conclusions with full confidence'.
Notwithstanding Gbschen's clearly-expressed conclusion that for
the particular services with which the Navy was charged that
existing fleet was barely sufficient,the Prime Kinister looked
to 'progressive though moderate reductions.' 2
Under such a regime,it was difficult for the Board to get
attention for their views on the strength of the Navy,but they
were not altogether prevented from thinking on the subject. By
diverting Hood from his proper duties as D.N.O.to staff work,
Milne elicited the first serious consideration of cruiser
strategy to be produced in the Admiralty, In the event of war
with France:
1 Elliot,oo.cit.I,115.
2Ibid.I,118-119 (my italics).

-1U

'Her Policy on the declaration of V/ar,would
probably be to despatch at once fast vessels to cruise
in the positions where the greatest amount of damage
could be inflicted upon our trade afloat 1 ,
and to attack coaling stations and bases.
'Our policy would probably be to strain every effort
for the protection of our trade,(this I look upon as
the point of first importance) it would be necessary
immediately to detach fast vessels to cruise in the
position where our commerce is most open to attack.'
consequently,
'A considerable number of fast unarmoured cruisers for
the protection of our enormous trade afloat is indispensable.'
This study marked a considerable advance on previous Admiralty
thinking,but under Goschen's regime it was still an unofficial
approach. His successor,however,took a very different attitude,
and one of his first actions was to ask for opinions on the
forbidden subject. 2 He received,both then and later,numerous
pleas for more cruisers,

but he was hardly more successful than

his predecessor in getting Cabinet approval. The importance of
Ward Hunt's attitude lies not in its slender effect on Disraelian
parsimony,but in its powerful encouragement to the development
of Admiralty thinking on cruiser strategy.
Soon after Ward Hunt took office,the Controller and Chief
»

Constructor were sent to Prance to enquire into the policy of
Britain's most likely enemy.
Confidential holograph paper by Hood,5th February 1873
(MM: MLN/P/B/1(C)).
P

Memorandum,3rd April 1874 (PRO: PRO 30/6/115).
^Ibid.comments of Milne (l8th April) & Tarleton (15th April).
'Times of Service of Sir Alexander kilne' (printed boo::),p.10
(liMI.i: IEL1T/P/3(B)).kilne to Ward Hunt,29th October 1874 (loose in
pages of idem) .Memorandum by r/ard Hunt on the State of H.Ll.^leet,
November 1^75 (PRO: PRO 30/6/115,P-6l).

JL-JL

'The object of the French Admiralty is clear and
definite in respect to the unarmoured ships. They
consider tho,t in a ^aritime '.Jar they will not, have
to defend "but to attack merchant vessels. They remember
that privateers are illegal as between ourselves and
other European Powers,and that to harrass an Enemy's
Commerce they must have in their Ships of War the
qualities which made privateers so formidable in former
years. They do not propose to engage other Ships of War,
unless the latter are decidedly inferior to them,and
perhaps not even then except at very long ranges,but by
means of great and commanding speed and a few long
range guns,they may commit much mischief and run but
little risk themselves.'
This threat prompted further study,and in December Milne
submitted two papers which mark another important development
in Admiralty thinking. One outlined the first real war plans,

p

in which he envisaged patrols at a series of named focal points,
after Colomb's model. In the other,

I'lilne defended the usefulness

of small sloops and gunboats against the modernist school:
'It has been asserted that to build these small
classes of ships is a waste of public money,as they are
not well adapted for war service,or to cope with the
larger ships of foreign nations,and that we should
only build efficient fighting ships,of great speed,
power,and armament. If these views were adopted we
must largely reduce the shins on our foreign stations,
as it would not be possible to replace our smaller
vessels,now so extensively employed abroad,by the
same number of vecr.els of the larger class,nor could
they perform the inshore and river duties of the smaller
'Report of a vieit to Brest,L'Orient and Toulon,by Sir K.
Stewart & Mr Barnaby',2?th October l874fvera by Stewart]
(PRO: Adm.1/6329).See pj.20 infra for evidence that Stewart
in fact misinterpreted contemporary French policy.
2| Ponition of Cruising Ships for the Protection of Trade',
December l874,p.3 (HIIIJ: 11,11/141/2).
'i'aper relative to Unarmourod Shipc and proposals for an
l^tablichmont 1 ,6th jjocei.ibcr 1374 (ibid.).
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ships. Under these circumstances it becomes a necessity
to have two special classes of ships:
l.Our ironclad fleet with torpedo vessels,rans,
fast frigates and corvettes,heavily s.rmed-' for
general war purposes and the protection of commerce.
2.Corvettes of a smaller class,sloops.gun-vessels,
gun-boats,for foreign and horn-"? service,surveying
duties,despatch vessels,and coast-guard service.'
Liilne went on to propose an establishment of cruisers,
which he suggested should be thirty frigates,thirty l?.rge and
thirty small corvettes,forty-five sloops,and sixty each of gunboats
and gunvesr-els. To reach this strength it would be necessary
to build eignteenjfrigates,nineteen large and six smr.ll corvettes,
six sloops,twenty-two gunvessels,and thirty-four gunboats.
'It is not a comparison with foreign nations in regard
to our relative number of ships compared to theirs
that we have to consider,but it is the vast extent of
our commercial trade that we must protect.'
These papers show all the strengths and weaknesses of Milne's
thinking. On the one hand his conception of cruiser function was
still a markedly 'Liberal' one,assigning high importance to
peacetime duties, lie proposed what amounts to two fleets,for
war and peace. On the other hand,he here produced the first
embryonic strategy of trade protection,and the first estimate
since his own of 1858 2 of the numbers required to realize such a
strategy. The question of numbers became a regular part of
Admiralty thinking,and was raised again in October l875?^ilne,
Hornby and Gilford each proposing his own figure.
Kilne's second term of office,especially under Ward Hunt,
was fertile of thinking on cruiser function. The characteristic
Idem,original italics.
2 Reply to Questions submitted by Her Lajesty thro 1 the Prime
Minister to each member of the Board of Admiralty', 22nd I-.ay 1858,
p.4 (ill.Ii.i: HLN/141/2).
Xilne's 'Memorandum on Unarmoured Ships',29th October 1875,with
comments by Hornby & Gilford (PRO: PRO 30/6/115,p. 6?).
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outlook of him and his colleagues,compounded of conservative
and radical elements,was reflected in their concentration on
the issues of strategy and numbers,especially numbers,avoiding
a reconsideration of the old designs to which they were so
attached. By attending to broad issues,they made it more certain
that their general conclusions would in time be applied to the
particular problem of cruiser design,but in the short term their
influence was largiy devoted to preserving the existing types,
however ill-suited small and slow cruisers v;ere to exercise
the embryonic strategy of trade protection proposed. They were
quite happy to support completely novel types,intended to answer
new needs,rather than to replace older cruiser species in their
traditional work. Hera again,iiilne and those who thought like
him did not fully appreciate that the success of the new designs
was bound to cast doubt on the old. Nowhere is this process more
obvious than in the design of the first really fast light
cruisers ever built.
The .Report of the Committee on Designs in 1872 had
suggested that unarmoured cruisers should be divided into two
types,of which one would be fast and lightly sparred for service
in home waters. This is usually regarded as the origin of the
design of the Iris and Mercury,but if so,the idea was long in
germination,because it was not until November 1874 that Barnaby
initiated work on a sketch design for a 'fast corvette 1 .

A more

likely immediate source of the concept is Houston Stewart's
2
report on the French Navy, which discusses the difficulty of
protecting trade from fast cruisers:
1 Barnaby to Crossland & Junn, 26th November 1874 (ill:'.: Adm. 138/57,
Cover of Iris 1 & l-iercury^p.l).
2
Ante,p.110.
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'This is the problem I propose to consider with
the Chief Naval Architect immediately,and I will report
fully upon it.'
The origins of the Iris's design,first traceable a month later,
probably lie here. Barnaby was assisted in designing a very fast
warship by various technical advances. The success of the Rover 1 s
engines on her trials in November 1874 established that compound
engines could be fitted in large cruisers; experiments at the
Landore steel works proved the suitability of the material for
naval construction;

and gunnery trials against a target of the

Shannon's armour were held to have established the efficiency
p
of 64 pdr.guns for cruiser armament.
The two ships were strikingly different,not only from any
that had gone before,but from any contemporary chips of Barnaby 1 s
design,and it is easy to credit Manning's assertion that j~h.ite
had a large part in the design.

It was finally approved by the

Board in June 1876; the Iris was laid down in November,launched
in April l877> and- completed two years later. She was a lightly
armed and lightly sparred cruiser,and on trials made eighteen
knots. Although she was without armout,her heavily subdivided
hull,with bunkers in wake of the machinery from the turn of the
bilge to the upper deck,made her very much less vulnerable than
any armed merchantman,or any other unarmoured cruiser. She was
the fastest warship in the world,and the first to be able to catch
all merchant steamers. Although she was fierody attacked by the
'Liberal 1 school,especially Reed,(she being neither an armoured
'fighting ship' nor a fully-rigged 'cruiser') the validity of
the concept of a fast cruiser to protect trade against raiders

t-\

iIanning,Life of White,p. 64.
Hovgaard,r'odern History of Warships,p. 168.
Manning, pj^.cj/t. ,p.64.
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seems obvious in retrospect. The Iris' s speed, range, and
armament were adequate for her intended role; but even more
important than her success in this was the demonstration that
it was possible to build effective warships of high speed, and
consequently unnecessary to rely entirely on merchantmen.
The progress of the Iris 1 s novel design provides an informative
insight into the Admiralty of the time. That she was original
in conception is shown by a comparison with two near
contemporaries of Barnaby's design
Iris

Euryalus

Nelson

Displacement:
$ armament :

3,624 tons
3.6$

4,139 tons
6 . 1$

7,473 tons
6 . 8$

$ armour:
$ machinery:
</' coal:

0$

0$

29-7$\

21.6$

$hull:
length:beam ratio
speed:

43.9$

9-7$ .
52.0$

22.7$
14. 8
,
7.1^

6.5:1

6.2:1

18 knots

15 knc

39-9
4.6:1
14 knots

4,200 miles

2,880 miles

5,000 miles

Maximum range at
10 knots:

, >44.1$
14.4C/0J

,
21.9$

This remarkable ship was not, as might have been expected,
conceived either by collective judgement or by a single dominant
mind. On the contrary, it is plain that there were at least three
mutually contradictory ideas of her function simultaneously
entertained in the Admiralty, and it does not seem that those
involved realized how much they differed from one another. The
Controller, as we have noted, wanted fast cruisers to protect
trade in home waters; * armed vessels of the highest speed and
smaller dimensions and at a lesser cost than such ships as the
p
Shah & Inconstant. « The Chief Constructor, though sometimes
echoing his superior's view, generally considered that 'such a
See Appendix.
Controller's submission to the Board, 18th January 1875
Ul.J.I: Adm. 138/57, Cover of Iris & Mercury, p. 13) .
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vessel would be admirably suited for despatch service 1 ,

and

2
referred to her throughout as an 'Armed Despatch Vessel 1 .

I-Iilne and Phipps Hornby adhered to the Controller's opinion,
though llilne wanted her to have more coal,and Hornby a lighter
rig.

A third opinion,differing both from Barnaby 1 s,and from

the majority view of Milne,Stewart,and Hornby,was Lord Gilford's.
The ships should be heavily rigged,because without canvas they
could not economize on coal,'which is to be their sole means of
chasing and destroying the enemies fsic\ commerce. '

Gilford,it

seems,thought of her as a commerce raider,not an escort. Apart
from a lengthy debate on her rig,

it does not appear that the

conflicting understandings within the Admiralty were ever recognized,
let alone reconciled. It was a good example of the practical
consequences of Childers's fixing of the naval lords in mutual
isolation.
The most important technical innovation in cruiser design
during the 1870's was the armour deck. The idea of horizontal
armour was not new; it was the essence of the design of the
Monitor,and claims to have 'invented' it were misplaced. Guns of
*

~

L

r-

-~L"""^»"»

low muzzle velocity seldom penetrated below the waterline,and
being of short range,had a flat trajectory. An armour deck over
the vitals of the ship,on or about the waterline,offered nearly
complete protection to the underwater hull,and since shot and
shell could only strike the deck at an oblique angle,it offered
the same resistance as a belt of several times the thickness.
At the cost of leaving the upper-works and hull above the waterline
entirely vulnerable,complete protection could be given the vitals
Barnaby to Controller,6th January 1875 (ibid.p.12).
'ibid,p.16 (my italics)
3 Ibid.p.l5.
2 Ibid.pp.43 & 86.
5jbid,pp.l03 & 145-1.63 p^.rnim.
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of the chit) with vory little sacrifice of weight. Unannoured
cruiser types could "by an armour deck acquire a considerable
measure of the invulnerability which had hitherto been reserved
for ironclads. Such cruir.ers were always thought and spoken of
as 'protected 1 cruisers,a species of unarmoured warship,distinct
from 'armoured 1 warships,with

complete (that is,vertical)

armour protection.
Throughout the subsequent decade,a debate on the merits
of the 'protected cruiser' continued to range. It was ostensibly
technical,but heavy with political and personal overtones,end the
attack was led by Sir Edward Reed. Basicly his thesis was that
armour existed only to keep a ship afloat; armour decks contributed
nothing to buoyancy; therefore they were useless. The c?.se nay be
seen as a new facet of the old 'Liberal 1 notion that only ironclads
were 'real' wa.rships. Depending on the position of the armour
deck,it was theoretically possible in. some protected cruiser
designs,by entirely destroying the hull above the deck,to eliminate
sufficient buoyancy to sink the ship. This remote possibility
Reed considered probable to the point of certainty. In all his
discussion of belted and protected armour schemes,Reed regarded
the waterline with an almost mystic reverence. It was for him a
fixed and immovable line,and it was in vain that his critics
pointed out that in actual sea-going conditions,the whole hull
from upper-deck to keel might be alternately submerged and
exposed. Every Admiralty design with a protective deck was under
a constant attack from Reed and other Liberals,in and out of
Parliament.
Barnaby himself always preferred bolt to deck,but was
prepared to admit the armour deck in cruiser design as a useful
expedient. In ironclad design he made the important transition
to a 'central citadel' model with the Nelson,whose battery and
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out bow and
vitals amidships were protected by vertical armour,
become the
stern only by a deck. This 'soft-ended' tyoe >;^s to
It naturally
standard battleshin design for th«. rent of the century.
considered
aroused the devoted opposition of oir Edward Reed,who
of a protected
-that the 'soft' ends,like the unprotected freeboard
out their
cruiser,would infallibly be blown to r,iecen,and with
buoyancy the ship would capsize.
clads,
Given his early success with the armour deck in iron
it to smaller
it was natural that Barnaby should consider fitting
the Opal
cruisers. Early in 1876 a new sloop design to succeed
ur deck to
Class was being prepared,and Barnaby ordered an amo
prompted
be worked in over the vitals. It is not certain who
idate.
this idea,but Houston Stewart is the most likely cand
the
At various times during the preparation of the design
e),and a
possibilities of a belt (always Barnaby's favourit
2
lable was
complete deck were canvassed, but the weight avai
a partial
insufficient,and as completed the 'C' Class had only
arched deck
deck amidships. It was flat,unlike the cambered or
sers.
which became standard in all later protected crui
The Comus,lead ship of a class of nine,

was launched in

in all respects
April 18?8 and completed in October 1879. She was
n to a sloop)
but her deck (and her iron hull,never before give
heavily
a conventional small cruiser; clow,short-winded and
cent of her
rigged; yet for a sacrifice of less than six per
her machinery
displacement,she secured near-invulnerability for
efficiency of
and magazines. This greatly improved the fighting
to British
the ship,and thus the strategic options available
: Adm. 138/55,
^arnaby to korgan & Darley, 24th February 1876 (lIMM
Cover of Gomus Class,p.5)'
2Ibid.,pp.l6 & 19re built later
^The Calliope & Calypso,nominally of this class,we
to an improved design.
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naval commanders. The full potential of the armour dec!:,however,
was nullified "by the Comus 1 s extremely conservative design.
A comparison of weights shows that she did not radically differ
from the Nelson in anything but size:
Gomus

Nelson

Displacement:
$ armament:

2,383 tons

7,473 tons

6.5$

6.8$

c/o armour:
$ machinery:

5.8$
16.0$

22.7$
14.8$

$ coal:
Max.range at 10 knots:
Speed:

11.3$
3,600 miles
13 knots

7.1$
5,000 miles
14 knots.

Although the Comus caved 17$ of her displacement which the
ironclad devoted to armour, she wac still slov;er and of shorter.
range,because so much weight was wasted on a heavy rig (the class
2

sailed poorly) and an unnecessarily heavy armament.

The burden of critiacism against the 'C 1 Class and all
other small cruisers of the day,both then and now,was that their
speed and range were hopelessly inadequate for wartime cruiser
work,especially the protection of trade. It was inherent in
this position that a real threat from fast raiding cruisers
existed. Such was in fact the universal assumption,both of the
authors of Admiralty designs,like Hood and Houston Stewart,and
their critics,like Colomb. The Admiralty under 1-Iilne developed
a good general grasp of the threat to trade,without drawing the
logical conclusion that traditional cruiser types,so useful for
peacetime service,were inadequate to meet it.
*

*

*

*

*

*

See Appendix.
2 For a general description see G.A.Osbon,'Passing of the Steam
and Sail Corvette: The Comus and Calliope Classes* Mariner's
Mirror, XLIX (I963)p.l933 Ante,pp.11Q & 113.
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An appreciation of the imminent perils threatened by French,
schemes for a guerre de course had become the common coin of
even the least informed naval thinkers in Britain in the late
1870 1 s. It is therefore ironic to record that the French navy
had no such plans. Dupuy de Lome's original programme of 1857-70,
insofar as it was directed against Britain at all,envisaged
a superiority obtained by technical advance in battleship design.
French thinking on tactics and strategy was if anything less
advanced than British. The defeat of 1870 turned the navy in on
itself,and for some time extinguished strategic thinking altogether,
In 1872 Pothuau,the Kinister of Marine,summarized the duties of
the navy as being: prestige; the preservation of the Evolutionary
Squadron (France's only operational fleet) for training and
emergencies; the repair and relief of existing ships; and the
maintenance of the naval schools. The purpose of the navy,in
short,was to exist

and indeed,this was by no means a foregone

conclusion,as it had nearly been absorbed by the army in 1871European war,insofar as it was envisaged at all,was to be against
Germany and Italy,not Britain. The guerre de course,far from
being the preferred strategy of the French navy,was condemned by
most of its influential writers.

2 French cruiser design was if

anything more conservative than British,

a weakness compounded

by the weight and short life of the wooden hulls which industrial
%

deficiencies forced on French designers,and the extremely long
construction periods enjoined by financial stringency and
inefficient dockyards. The last wooden sailing corvette,the
Dubordieu,was commissioned in 1889,by which time even a
Ante,p.392 Ropp,Development of a Modern Navy,pp.31-67 & 181. Jurien de la
Graviere,L?, Marine Au.lourdyhui (Paris,1873) ; extracts trans.in
JRUSI XVII p.250.
See Appendix,and compare weights of Alma & Victoriouse with
British contemporaries.
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conservative officer was forced to lament 'ce n'est qu'un "beau
logement 1 .

French unarmoured cruisers were in general faster

and of longer range than their British opposite numbers, and
thus better suited to commerce raiding, but thir was not primarily
what they were intended for. The first fast cruisers, the Durugsne
and Tourville,were laid down after the Franco-Prussian War in
conscious imitation of the Inconstant , which they closely resembled. p
The famous ' Jeune' Ecole 1 ,with its advocacy of the guerre de
course, was as much or more a political and social movement as
a professional school of thought, and it had no significant
influence on naval policy until the Radicals came to power in
the late l880's.

The prevailing French attitude is well typified

by the astonishment of Dislere,the influential Secretary of the
Conseil des Travaux,that St. Son, Chief Constructor of the Italian
navy, should endow the 'mere avisos 1 Stafetta and Rapido

with high

speed. -^ The only influential French proponent of fast light
cruisers/ was Emile Bertin,in 1875 appointed Chief Constructor
of Brest Dockyard, and his proposals of that year were rejected
by the Conseil des Travaux. Fifteen knots, they considered, was
an ample speed for a cruiser, and heavier armament and armour
were more urgently needed.
By the latter part of the iSyo's Britain was at a turning
r^oint in naval policv. Strategic thinking inside, and even more
outside the Admiralty, vjas rapidly developing, and already had a
clear understanding of the potential threat to trade from a
Ropp,op. cit . ,p.
paper by Lrassey, 'Speed & Coal Endurance of Unarmoured Vessels 1 ,
1880 (PRO: Adm. 1/6 6 26, let. January I 88 2) .
^Rop? , op_. crt . pp . 259-288 . Raoul Gastex,Les Theories Stratc-jcnies
(Paris, 1929-35, 6 vols. ) I, 5C-51/
Small cruisers not unlike the Iris & Lorcury.

5 Ropp , op . cit . p . 179 •
6 Ropp, op. cit .p. 73.
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guerre de course. It was bound to be only r. siiort time before
the logical implications of this strategic concept bsgan to
affect cruiser design. At the came time the technicalities of
such design were complicated by the development of two novel
types,the belted and protected cruiser. All thero currents of
professional thinking and technical progress mot in an Admiralty
which suffered from crippling weaknesses of organization. These
weaknesses in turn were emphasized during the ye?.rs 1876 to 1879
by some of the worst leadership the Admiralty ever suffered. In the
summer of 1876 Milne left the Admiralty,and Phipps Hornby refused
to accept his post,

leaving as the best alternative Sir Hastings

Yelverton,whose chief merit was that he was very near retiring
age. In the spring of 1877 Hear-Admiral Hood became Second Sea
Lord,and on Yelverton's illness and retirement later in the year,
he was left in effective charge until December,when the new First
Lord appointed Admiral Wellesley.

p

'Old Wooden-Head' inherited

few of the qualities of his uncle,the Duke of Wellington. His
appointment was greeted with astonishment,and the most favourable
comment from his brother officers was that 'of course he having
possession of all his faculties makes him a great improvement
on poor dear Sir Hastings. 1 Otherwise,he was 'rather too idle 1 ,
'had not an intimate knowledge of our service','quite a cypher
at the Board',and 'one of the worst first Naval Lords we have had
since Sir Frederick Grey. f
The period of office of Yelverton,Hood and Wellesley was
ii]gerton,Sir G.P.Hornby,pp. 197-8
2George Greville l/ellesley,l8l4-1901: 1828 entered Ilavy,l834 Kate,
1838 Lieutenant,1842 Commander,1844 Captain,1863 Rear-Admiral of
the Blue,1869 Vice-Admiral (1869-70 C-in-C II.America & W.Indies,
1870-1 C-in-C Channel,1873-6 C-in-C IT.A. & W.I.)?1&75 Admiral,
(1877-9 1st.Sea Lord),1879 retired (1878 i:CB,l88? GCB).
Beauchamp Seymour to Phipps Hornby,1st November & 17th Jecember
1377 (mi: PHI/120 (A]),sa. 1876-7) ;& Crth llovember 1879 (ibid. sa.l88p).
Admiral George Willes to Phipps Hornby,22nd November 1878 (ibid.sa.
1878) & 26th October 1879 (ibid.sa.l88o).George Woodhouse to
Phipps Hornby, 20th October 1879 Ciclo
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perhaps the darkest time of the 'dark ages 1 of the Victorian
llavy,and it vac, as we have seen, a time of uncertainty in cruiser
design and strategy. All these factors were reflected in the
career of a ship which was never built, the Highflyer. This
projected chip tied together all the tangled threads of cruiser
design. She was conceived ar, a development of the Bo adicea, herself
a lineal descendant of the Incon r-t ant , but she was to be either a
belted or a protected cruiser. In January 1877, a week before
the Suryalus was launched, Baraaby' s subordinates were calculating
for him how an armour deck might be worked into such a ship.
It seems unlikely, however, that Barnaby himself initiated this
proposal, since a week earlier he had been strongly urging his
usual 'Liberal * point of view, that all regular cruisers required
vertical armour, and all tasks requiring speed and range were
better left to merchantmen. 2 On 24th he issued preliminary
instructions for two alternative versions of a fifteen-knot
frigate design, one with an armour deck of one and a half inches,
the other belted, with the belt roofed by a one-inch deck; 'The
question of difference of cost of the two plans to be first
considered. '

During March and April the two designs proceeded,

and the two versions were worked out thus:
Belted

Protected

Displacement:

6,160 tons

5?660

Armament:

245 tons = 4.0$

245 tons = 4.5$

Machinery:

1,040 tons = 16.9$ 1,000 tons = 17-7$

Coal:

520 tons = 8.4$

500 tons = 8.8$

Armour:

795 tons = 12.9$

350 tons = 6.2$

Hull:

3,050 tons = 49.6$ 2,910 tons = 51-4$
4
ca. £301, 500
£a.£270,000

Cost:

J.C. Smith to Chief Draughtsman, 23rd January 1877 (li;.;^: Adm. 138/44,
Cover of Bo adicea Class,p.l50) .
2Barnaby to Controller, 15th January 1877; Carnarvon Gon-'ir.sion,
Second Report , Appendix l.o. 6, pp. 199-201 (P::0: PliO 30/0/131).
3 ^olio of 'Papers relating to Design of Highflyer' , in cover of
Bo adicea Glace ( I IhL : Adm . 1 3 8/44 ) , f . 1 .

4Ibid.ff.2 & 8.
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On 29"th LI arch Barnaby presented thece designs to the 2oard;
f Both designs rejected. Board asked for a new Boadicea with a
single lifting screw,more sail,and protection for engines and
"boilers only by an underwater deck as in Comus.'

Barnaby set

about sketching this design,and at the same time another,
achieving the same -oerformance on smaller dimensions by cutting
>
r and cheaper version was approved by
smalle
This
deck.
one
down
Yelverton,Gilford and Hood

on 7th May,and on 15th August the

completed design was ordered to be built,and named Highflyer.
On the same day W.H.Smith became First Lord,and shortly afterwards
Yelverton,already ill,retired. Although the documentary evidence
is lacking to prove the supposition,it was probably this change
which put a stop to what would have been the most antiquated
design of the decade. By December,with the new Estimates being
prepared,Barnaby was back to submitting his original two designs,
now further refined,but the new Board rejected both,and there the
2
matter rested for some time. In the new year Barnaby 1 s mind was
running on a fast protected cruiser to employ his favourite
weapons,the ram and the torpedo. Only in such a ship,without
crowded batteries,he considered,could unprotected upperworks
be tolerated.

In November 1878 Barnaby for the last time

submitted the various der.igns,noting that he disapproved of
protected cruisers,excepting only 'torpedo ships' with few men
exposed. In spite of Houston Stewart's support,the submission was
apparently without effect,and there the question was abandoned.
The fortunes of the Highflyer's design at the hands of a
rapid succession of reactionary and unenergetic Boards,and its
technical metamorphosis from a derivative of the Inconstant,

3 IMd.ff.17-192 rbid.f.l6.
1 Ibid.f.l3a.
4Houston Stewart to Smith, 28th December 1878 (Harr.bleden LSS,
Strand House; W.H.Smith papers (cited ac -.-iis) : r. 56/274).

4
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through protected and belted versions,back to the old Gteam-andsail type,and finally looking forward to the new 'torpedo-cruisers 1
of the next decade,is an apt epitome of the end of the era.
It reve?.lr all the confusion of thinking and organization so
characteristic of the Admiralty of the day,but also the sprouting
seeds of the rapid progress of the next decade. On the whole,
the Admiralty during these eight years declined in efficiency
and capacity. The energies and abilities which Robinson and Reed
had devoted to overcoming the weaknesses of the system were
not replaced. Although individuals like Milne and Phipps Hornby
devoted intelligent ,o.nd ultimately influential consideration
to problems of general strategy and naval policy,they did not
carry these general studies into practical effect. Throughout
the decade the weaknesr.es of the Admiralty system vitiated the
efforts of reformers. With the Board virtually abolished,and the
naval lords heavily overworked,no effective supervision was
exercised over their subordinates. In particular the Chief
Constructor,who all authorities agreed was supposed to be the
servant of the Board,putting into effect their requirements,seems
in practice to have dictated to them the general character as
well as the detailed designs of many of the ships he produced.
Many of the deficiencies of the Navy in the 'Dark Age 1 may be
blamed on the failure properly to superintend a subordinate in
so important a position as Barnaby's.
At the same time many of the developments of the period
gave hope of improvement. For the first time the Admiralty was
beginning to evolve something like the embryo of a grand strategy.
As yet it was exclusively theoretical,but it was a mort important
beginning. Even more significant was the growth of an independent
school of naval thinking outside the Admiralty,in a position to
consider ivhat ought to be without being shackled by what was; anc.
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in a position to publish and to publiacize its viev;s. 3y 1878
neither of these developments had seriously affected the progress
of cruiser design,but the time was fast approaching when the
proper types and numbers of cruisers to protect Britain's
colonies and trade could remain abstract cruestions no longer.

12?
CHAPTER IV;

TH5 BEGINNINGS 01? flSFOJu", 1878 - 1884
A. Changes at the Admiralty

In the early summer of 1877 Ward Hunt died, and 'J.K. Smith
was appointed in his place. Smith has been immortalised by "J.S.
Gilbert, not so much because he was incompetent (which he was not),
nor because he had no previous naval experience (which was quite
normal among First Lords), but because he was, as a businessman and
a Methodist, an unusual figure in a Conservative Cabinet, and
unlike the politicians of middle rank who usually occupied his
post. Smith's time in office saw the first important advances
out of the former f dark age 1 . Like his predecessor, he was unable
to impress on his Cabinet colleagues the need of great changes,
so the apparent achievements of his regime ivere not great; but
behind the scenes the foundations were being laid which permitted
rapid advances in later years, and Smith's upright character and
efficient mind contributed much to them.
The particular cross he had to bear was a succession of
very poor senior naval advisers. Naval lords were usually appointed
for three years, unless they reached retirement age earlier, and
it was not considered possible to remove them. Only Childers had
ever actually dismissed any of his naval colleagues. Smith could
not therefore replace incompetent First Lords. His predecessor
had suffered from the same problem, hence perhaps the appointment
of Yelverton,who had to retire shortly. Faced with the same
difficulty, Smith took a similar decision in appointing the elderly
Wellesley. The following summer, shortly before he was due to
retire, Wellesley resigned. The details of the issue are obscure,
William Henry Smith, 1825-1891 : a wholesale newsagent: 1868-85
Conservative MP for Westminster (1877-30 1st Lord) ,1885-91 ! :?
for the Strand (1885 Chief Sec. for Ireland, 1886 Sec. for War,
1886-91 1st. Lord of the Treasury £ Leader of the House).
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but it possibly revolved around the nomination to n:.v:.l
cadetships,hitherto a piece of patronage of the First Sec. Lord*s,
which Smith wished to assume.

Once more Smith had to find a

First Sea Lord, and once more hir> choice was complicated by a
special factor.
In spite of the enormous flag-lists of Victorian times,there
was never a wide choice of officers qualified by age,rank,and
standing (to say nothing of politics) for the post of First Sea
Lord,and it was sometimes necessary to accept less than ideal
candidates. Nevertheless,neither Yelverton nor Vfellesley had been
by any means the best officers available for the job. There were
other candidates,and among them one was pre-eminent. In the
2
opinion of his contemporaries Sir Geoffrey Phipps Hornby was the
finest sea officer of the day. In an age when many admirals
had never hoisted their flags at sea,Hornby had commanded almost
every fleet and squadron in the Navy,and as a fleet commander he
had no equal. Pie was the leading authority on battle tactics,and
his work on the subject was a standard text-book.
diplomacy had twice averted war.

4

Kis calm

His striking figure,commanding

character,and stern discipline aroused respect,yet 'Uncle Geoff*
also earned the affection of his subordinates,and the easy terms
in which he conducted an extensive correspondence with officers
of every age and rank bespoke the qualities which won him his
avuncular nick-name. He was above all a practical sea commander,
who hated all office work,and when not at sea,devoted his time
to farming his lands in Sussex - a marked contrast to Milne,the
Admiral George Vfilles to Phipps Hornby, 20th August & 26th October
1879 (NMM: PHI/120 (A),£a.l88o).
2
See p.102,n. 2; & Sir William Laird-Clowes jet £.1. ,The Royal Navy
(London,1897-1903,? vols.)VII,291.
Squadrons of Exercise (Portsmouth,1885),privately circulated.
4"
In 1859 at San Juan,and in 1878 at Constantinople.
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experienced administrator,with whom he can in other respects be
compared. He never engaged in the serious intellectual studies
which typified so many intelligent reformers of those days,but
his thinking was perhaps deeper as well as more influential than
theirs. Hornby was a man of large experience and practical wisdom,
not subtle or brilliant,but with a clear and penetrating
understanding. It was he who best perceived and publiseized the
organizational weaknesses of the Admiralty.
Under its present organization the Service is
not,& cannot be properly worked,......there is no
time or staff to enable fitting arrangements to be
made for war,and thus the outbreak of one will go far
to ruin our naval reputation......
The great fault is the absence of any qualified
naval
i.e.professional - assistance to the naval
Lords. The clerks are unable to assist them in naval
matters,and keep them smothered in paper,so that they
shall have no time for re-organization.......
I shd.expect to obtain greater unity of plan in
professional matters,and to form at Whitehall a staff
wh.might have sufficient time to frame those orders
which are essential for the concentration of our squadrons
at the beginning of a war,for their provision during it,
- but wh.at present have no existence. 1
Hornby had opportunities to urge these views possessed by no
other officer,and his efforts to exploit them are of great
importance. We have seen 2 that in 1872 he probably refused the

post of Second Sea Lord,and again in 1874. On the latter
occasion his terms for acceptance were that he should have a naval
secretary,and that there should be an enquiry into the Admiralty's
administration. Ward Hunt largly agreed with him,but evidently
thought the demands impossible to meet; Hornby was pressed,
"Shipps Hornby to i:oy,12th October l8?6 (iJMM: PHI/121 A(l)).
See also Egerton,Sir G.P.Hornby,pp.192-6.
2Ante,pp.74 <i 102.
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and yielded.

He detested his time at the Admiralty, but from it

he derived fresh support for his views, and fresh resolution to
uphold them. Hornby was uniquely placed to make terns. His standing
was such that he was almost certain to be offered the post of
First Sea Lord, and if he refused, could virtually take his choice
of the Navy's commands. He had no need of the prestige or the
salary of the off ice, and his personal inclination was strongly
against it. He calculated in 1876 that the First Sea Lordship
must in the near future be offered to one of three men; Beauchamp
Seymour, Cooper Key, or himself. Therefore he wrote to the other
two proposing that they form a compact, each undertaking to
2
refuse office unless they were granted a naval staff. On
Milne's retirement Hornby was indeed offered the post , refused,
and took the Mediterranean Fleet instead.

As neither Seymour

nor Key was available, the post passed to Yelverton and Uellesley,
and in the autumn of 1879 a-gain fell vacant. Hornby was in the
Mediterranean, and Seymour was occupied as President of the
4
Torpedo Committee, and so it came to Key, who accepted. Thus the
best candidate for the post of First Sea Lord, act ing from the
best of motives, contributed to the appointment of an officer
quite unequal to the post.
5
Sir Astley Cooper Key became First Sea Lord at the cost,
in the Navy's eyes, of betraying its interests. He did so at a
time when the Navy's problems urgently required breadth of
understanding and strength of character, but Cooper Key was
peculiarly unfitted to supply either. His mind instinctively
recoiled from large and general questions to take refuge in

1 ^gerton,oj5.£i/t.pp.l83-4 £ 198.
Bgerton,oj2.£it.p.l95.Golomb,rlemoirG of Key, ^p. 41 2-414. Phipps
Hornby to Key, 12th October 1876 '(ril-lL: FUI/121 A(l)).

p.cit.p.l97»
~~*~
4 Egerton,o
Colomb,op.cit.p.414.

Ante, p. 50, n. 5.
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detail. He was never happier than when absorbed in administrative
work,completely encased in a comforting cocoon of trivia.
'He could not bear to be without a full supply of "current
business" to occupy hie mind 1 ;'a desperate worker,and had a
dislike to trusting [sic] what he thought his own business to
others'; f a man who had gradually become an administrator,
disinclined to trust his mind beyond the solution of the
mediate fsi£|'.

Par from trying to delegate his crushing burden

of overwork,Key revelled in it,and even tried to arrogate to
himself the work of his colleagues and subordinates, he was
unique in actually enjoying the duties of his office. He also
had other reasons for rejecting Hornby's proposals. Key was a
notoriously v/eak character, susceptible to all sorts of influence,
especially from women. In 1879 ne fr a& recently married for a
second time. His bride was a Kiss Bartolucci,the daughter of
an Italian dancing-master,and thirty-six years his junior.
His wife's imminent confinement,and his eldest daughter's
marriage,placed a desperate strain on his always precarious
finances,and it was freely said that he could not afford to
refuse any employment on full pay,let alone the First Sea Lord's
salary. Lady Key was much attracted by the social consequence,
and the elegant house,attached to the office,and she made as
much use of the former as of the latter. It was notorious that
Key was improperly influenced by,and through,his wife - 'The Key
to promotion',as she was known.

2

W.H.Smith presumably felt that Key was his only possible
choice,but in 1882 his three-year tern expired,and Northbrook
Colomb,o£.cit.pp.488,455 & 493.
2 Colomb,op.oit.passim. Beauchamp Seymour to Phipps Hornby.yth
October 1877 (N1,LI: PHI/120(A) ?<sa. 1876-7),20th October & cth
November 1879 (ibid.sa.l88o).
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was able to offer Key the Portsmouth command,a comfortable and
prestigious retirement post which was every First Sea Lord's due
reward for his labour. Key,against all precedent,refused Portsmouth
and preferred to remain at the Admiralty.

Something of Smith's

opinion of Key may be judged by his urgent advice to Lord George
Hamilton in 1885,to take his chance to get rid of Key and his
whole Board. 2
In January 1878,and for much of the rest of the year,war
with Russia had seemed likely. For the Navy this represented
the first general emergency since the Crimean War,and it proved
a salutary experience. The organization required to mobilize the
reserves was almost totally lacking. There was no information
on Russian objectives and capabilities. The Russians fitted out
merchant cruisers,but the Admiralty had no idea how many,or of
what types. They sent a powerful squadron from the Baltic,but the:
Admiralty did not know of its existence until its arrival in Hew
York was reported in the newspapers.

Sir Cooper Key,appointed

to command the 'Particular Service Squadron' hurriedly assembled
for the Baltic,was unable to obtain from the Admiralty any
information about his enemy. 4 The Russians approached leading
British shipowners with lucrative offers for their fast steamers,
and only by their patriotism were the offers refused or the
Admiralty informed. 5 It was rapidly discovered that most colonies
and coaling stations were quite undefended. The subsequent history
£gerton,Sir G.P.Hornby,p.338.
jL,ord George Hamilton,Parliamentary Reminiscences and Reflections,
1868-1885 (London,1917)p.290.
^Carnarvon Commission,Second Report,p.1.(PRO: PRO 30/6/131).
Undated memorandum by I,ilnefca.l879l (tfl-iil: I'1L1I/P/B/1 (C)).
4

*
*
Cooper Key to Phipps Hornby,4th February 1888 (lIMM: PHI/120 C,

sa.1888).
Carnarvon Commission,First Report; Minutes of Evidence,p.24,
Q.699 (NMl: Milne papers,unnumbered).
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of the Colonial Defence Committee and the Carnarvon Commission
has been thoroughly studied,

and is not directly germane to this

subject,but the 1878 war scare drew attention to two serious
wants in the Admiralty; ani organization for mobilization,and
an intelligence department.
The organization of a plan of mobilization was not pressed
with great enthusiasm. Only when MacGregor 2 circulated a strong
advocacy of it in i860

did the proposal get under way,even though

it was f want which has been grievously felt....painfully impressed
upon the minds of the officers commanding stations in l878 f ,
and not until November 1884 did the Committee on IIaval Hatters,
formerly on Mobilisation,submit its report.

MacGregor's report

from 'M ! Branch is eloquent of the spirit of urgency pervading
the Admiralty secretariat:
'It is to be feared that the following list cannot
be considered by any means complete,but attention having
been called to the subject,new items will be jotted down
6
from time to time as they occur to me*.
The report was still under leisurely discussion seven years after
the original crisis when the Pendjeh incident once more brought
the Navy to the brink of war.
The jotting-down of items from time to time aptly describes
the execution of another of KacGregor 1 s responsibilities,the
gathering of intelligence. The formation of a regular intelligence
department to do this work had long been advocated by the reformers
outside the admiralty,and it was one of Hornby's main proposals,
but it seems to have owed its first official inception to Key,
ftanf t, IT aval Defence of Trade. Schurman, Imperial Defence.
2

Ante,p.69,n.l.

3IIacGre£or,31st December 1880 (PIK): Adm.1/6584 & Adm.llo/3Ux 6) .
'Minute by Ho skins,(PRO: Adm.1/6584,14th January l88l).
5PW: Adrn. 1/6681 Pt.l.
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T

whose er^orience in 1878 prompted him to suggest it to ".-.-.H.Smith."
In February 1879 a committee was appointed,and recommended
creating an intelligence department,recalling the naval
attaches to form its nucleus. Shortly after it reported,however,
Key became First Sea Lord,and his attitude soon changed. An
intelligence department vould take over some of his beloved
administration; moreover it was very unpopular with the clerks,
and it would not be surprising if KacGregor had me.de his
influence felt on this matter. He was glad to have such a
department,so long as it remained under his control,but an
2
independent body of naval officers was intolerable to him.
Further suggestions,such as that of one of the Constructors
in 1881,

were firmly vetoed by Key. In March 1882,however,the

second report of the Carnarvon Commission urged the creation
of an intelligence department as a matter of urgency,and so
another committee was set up,leading to the establishment by
Board Order of 5th December 1882,of the Foreign Intelligence
Committee (F.I.C.)Considering that the proposal came only from the Carnarvon
A
ent,"
governm
ne's
Gladsto
with
favour
high
in
not
was
ch
Commission,whi
and that it was opposed by the First Sea Lord and Secretariat,
it is surprising that it was carried out. That it was was owing
in great measure to Captain George Tryon, * who in 1882 became
Cooper Key to Phipps Hornby,4th February 1888 (ITLH-I: PHI/120 C,
sa.l888).Golomb,Kemoirs of Key,p.433. '^.H.Smith to Derby,27th
February 1878 (VJHS: P.56/36).
2Vesey Hamilton to Hood, 21st December 1886 (llr-HI: Vesey Hamilton
papers (cited as VHH), VIIIi/4) .U.H.IIall to Phipps Hornby,7th
December 1886 (NKK: PHI/120 B,sa.l886),& 9th January 1888
(Ibid.sa.1888).
Paper by Dunn on Mercantile Auxiliaries,prepared for Brassey,
2nd June 1881 (PRO: Adm.116/1224).
4
Schurman,op.cit.pp.150-3
^George Tryon, 1832-1893 : 1848 entered,1850 Midshipman,1&54 Mate
& Lieutenant,i860 Commander, 1866 Captain (1866-7 in charge of
Transport Service for Abyssinian Expedition,1871-3 Private Sec.
to 1st.Lord,1882-4 permanent Sec.),1834 Rear-Admiral (1834-7 C-in-C
Australia,1887 KCB),1889 Vice-Admiral (1891-3 C-in-C Mediterranean)
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Permanent Secretary. Tryon is "best remembered for his extraordinary
death,

but he was a highly gifted and unusually well-educated

officer,a dedicated reformer,and a careful diplomat. It was this
last quality which stood him in most stead in his new job. Tryon
succeeded in enlisting Key's support for his new department by
persuading him that he had really been advocating it since 1878,
and had only been frustrated by the clerks.

p

3y making Key the

nominal president of the P.I.C.,Tryon gave it an official
patronage which secured its precarious existence,without in any
way affecting its practical working.

In fact,he incorporated

into Key's administrative empire one of the principal agents of
its subversion.
As an organizational reform,the creation of an embryonic
intelligence department was of the first importance. Without
detailed information on a host of subjects,no effective war
organisation was possible. Some idea of the scope of its
responsibilities may be gained from the duties assigned to a
young officer who joined it early in 1886:
'I had to know all about British defended harbours
at home and abroad,with thsir defences and their resources
that might be of value to the llavy; about communications
(submarine cables) British and foreign; about all foreign
guns (at sea and in coast defences) gun-mountings,
submarine mines,and experiments connected therewith 1 ;

to which was soon added:
ZL

'British and Foreign Commerce,Defence and Attack'.'
/

These important matters,however,did not exhaust the significance
He was drowned in 1893 when his flagship wac lost by collision
in circumstances which have never been fully explained.
2Cooper Key to Phipps Hornby,4th February I8c8
(ITIS.;: PHI/120 C,_sa.lo88).
^Tryon to Phipps Hornby,22nd January 1888 (ibid.).
"General Sir George Aston,Secret Service (London,1930),p.33.
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of the new Foreign Intelligence Committee. It was the first
body of naval officers in Whitehall,indeed the only body of any
sort,without administrative responsibilities. Carefully as the
Committee's many enemies tried to restrain it from encroaching
on their prerogatives,they could not destroy its character as
the only part of the Admiralty which was essentially forwardlooking. It existed to collect information useful only in some
future situation,and it therefore had to formulate some hypotheses
about the future. By its nature,it was bound to asr.urne planning
responsibilities,and become in some sense a naval staff.
It might be thought that Key would have joined his Liberal
masters in objecting to such an embryonic staff,but the circumstances
were more propitious for it than one might suppose. Lord Northbrook,
Gladstone's First Lord,did not intimately concern himself with
the Navy. Ke was an expert on India and the colonies,and his
advice on these matters was more sought-after by his Cabinet
colleagues than his work in a department which neither he nor
they valued highly. So long as the Estimates were kept down,
Northbrook was content to leave the running of the Navy to those,
like Key,who enjoyed it, 2 and to this end he strengthened the
administrative capacity of the Board by appointing an additional
Civil Lord 'with special engineering knowledge'

(de facto an

assistant Controller),and by once more elevating the Controller
1 Thomas George Baring,1826-1904: 1857-66 Liberal MP for Penryn &
Falmouth (1857-9 Civil Lord,1866 Sec.of Admiralty),1866 2nd Baron
Northbroo>:,l876 1st Earl of llorthbrook (1876-80 Viceroy of India,
1880-5 1st Lord).
o

Bernard Mallet,Thomas George, Uarl of llorth'brook (London, 1908) ,
pp.152-3.
George tfrightwick Mendel,1833-1902: a civil engineer by training
1358-82 Partner of Armstrong's & Jirector of v/rdnanco ',.cries,icit
of Warship Building Yard; 1882-5 Civil Lord; 1887-1902 kr-:ncv;in£
Director of Armstrong Pozzuoli Co.,Naples, rle ;:as a brilliant
inventor and engineer,but a r^oor administrator and bus
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to the Board. Houston Stewart retired at the end of icol,and was
replaced "by Rear-Admiral Brandreth,

no more forceful a personality

than he,and a good deal less able, llorthbrook was not the man to
detect the implications of the i?M.C.,nor to object on any but
financial grounds,and most of his Board were made in his image.
Key was the most dangerous enemy of the ide?,,and he,as we have
seen,was won over by Tryon. This w-is a good example of the
usefulness of Key's fail ings, x^hich played a significant part in
the history of the Admiralty during his regime; a man who treated
everything as administrative details,he seldom detected the
implications of potentially revolutionary ideas such as this,
and his pliable nature allowed those more intelligent than he
to direct him into courses to which he would certainly have objected
if he had realized what was being done. In spite of a certain
fondness for new inventions,Key was an essentially conservative
man,but his limited understanding and impressionable spirit often
left him an unwitting tool in the hands of men more able and less
reactionary than he.
Among the more important of these was the new head of the
p
P.I.C., W.H.Hall was well thought-of by his contemporaries,but
not often thought of,and in the minds of posterity he is almost
forgotten beside his famous son and successor,Blinkers 1 Hall.
He seemed a quiet,colourless manjefficient,but in no way outstanding,
llo-one appeared less likely to extend the work of his department
or usurp the functions of the clerks; but Hall had an unusually
deceptive personality. Behind his nondescript fagade was a master
1 Thomas Brandreth,1825-1894: 1844 Mate.1845 Lieutenant,1858
Commander.1863 Captain,(1867-8 private Sec.to 1st Lord,1874-6
Capt.of HI-IS Excellent),1878 Rear-Admiral (1881-5 Controller,&
1882-5 3rd Sea Lord),1884 Vice-Admiral (1885-8 President of JliG
Greenwich,1387 KCB),l889 Admiral,1890 retired.
2 William Henry Hall,ca.1842-1895: 1862 Lieutenant,1875 Commander.
1832 Captain (1882-6 head of PIC,loC-6-8 Director of IIaval Intelligence).
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of the subtleties of Admiralty politics. Under his ^uidrjice the
Committee grew quietly but rapidly in influence until,as we shall
see,in the war scare of 1884-5,less than three years after its
creation,it had already become something like a naval staff,
pew men have wielded influence so effectively,yet so unobtrusively,
as VJ.H.Hall.
The work of Tryon and Hall behind the scenes at the Admiralty
is typical of the sort of progress that was being made throughout
the ITavy between 1878 and 1884. Although the Service continued
to suffer from the apathy of the publi6,the neglect of politicians,
and the incompetence of its own senior officers,significant advances
were being made in many areas,advances not the lers important for
being piecemeal,and in most cases unobvious. Many contemporaries,
and many subsequent writers,have seen the period as a further
extension of the 'dark ages',not,materially different from that
which had gone before,but this is to ignore the powerful
undercurrent of reform which i^as gathering momentum.
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B. The Growth of Strategic Comprehension
During the seven yearr- from 18?8 to 1834,strategic thought
in Britain could,like Gaul,have been divided into three parts.
In ascending order of sophistication these were; thought within
the Admiralty,official thought outside the Admiralty,and
unofficial thought within and without the Navy. The last continued
to develop in competence and scope from the advances of earlier
years; the second grew to prominence almost from nothing; and the
first underwent a fragmentation,and to some extent a decline.
In previous sections sufficient of the circumstances of
Admiralty organization and personalities during these years
has been explained to suggest in what ways the Admiralty f s
strategic comprehension declined. Milne and Phipps Kornby,with
the timorous support of Ward Hunt,had devoted serious attention
to these problems,but Cooper Key was not the man to imitate them,
and the less than benign neglect of Northbrook did not encourage
others to do so. Strategic thinking was not absent from the
Admiralty,but to some extent it was unofficial,even covert,and
I em ergedjo nly*from deliberate obscurity only when time provided it
with a more favourable climate. Key himself never understood the
concept of sea power. The man who in 1859 had initiated the
Royal Commission on National Defence,in 1880 still emphasized
the importance of coast defences against ironclads,and saw little
real usefulness in cruisers.

Any proposal to study grand strategy

was regarded by Key simply as a potential usurpation of his
administrative domain.
Another powerful influence at the Admiralty continued his
former beliefs. Barnaby still valued armed merchantmen far more
1 Golomb,Memoirs of Key,pp.482-3.Tunstall,Imperial Defence 1813-70,p.826.
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than regular warships for cruiser v:orh. Vneir cc.-n abilities
v:ere vague but extensive, and included convoy, coast defence,
blockade and the prevention of blockade, and 'disabling or
destroying the armed ships of the enemy 1 .

He foresaw no

p
serious difficulty in dealing with commerce raiders, and recognized
no real difference between the battleship and the cruiser.
He was firmly convinced of the advantages of building many
small ships, heavily rigged and poorly engined,and noted with
satisfaction the findings of a French committee that the French
navy annually burnt coal worth 22fr.60c.for each ton of displacement,
4
and the iioyal Havy coal worth only 14fr.lOc.. (The coal
ion of the 17 aw for each ir* stalled indicated horse-power
per annum, rose 38^ between i860 and 1870, but fell 24^ during the
following decade 5 ). Barnaby adhered to the old 'Liberal* view of
cruiser design and function, undermined in the previous decade by
Ilornby and Ililne,and now under Key returned to its last period
of dominance as the orthodoxy of the Admiralty. Key and Barnaby,
indeed, produced the classic statement of the doctrines of the
old school.

It is unnecessary to rehearse in detail a position

which has so often been explained. Implicit throughout both
memoranda is one of the fundamental axioms of the whole 'Liberal*
school; that action was not only the final arbiter, but the only
element of naval warfare. Any conception of grand strategy, of
Confidential Memorandum on Cruising Ships of War, 12th December
1878, in Carnarvon Commission, 2nd. Report ? Appendix 6, p. 187.

(K10: PRO 30/3/131).
o

Ibid. , 1st. Report, Li inutes of Evidence, op. 44-^.8 (lIIi'LI: Kilne HfJS,
unnumbered; .Hot e the typical contradiction of his own views, njrte p
'Battle-Ships, A Forecast ' ,JRUSI XXVII p. 127.
4i:emorandum of 2nd January 1884 (PRO: Aclrn. 1/725'-) .
Sir Henry Oram, 'Fifty Years' Changes in British Warship Machinery'
TIIIA LIII (I91l)p.l05Key's memorandum 'On the Best Tyt>e of Small Unarmoured Vorroln
for the Navy', 6th March 1882 (PRO: Ad:-.. 1/7254) .Barnaby 's mc-ior^vLv.
of 2nd January 1884, cited n.4 r.upra.
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manoeuvres,combinations,and stratagems,of causes or effects, T.:ac
entirely lacking. All was well so long as British ships were
capable of meeting their foreign counterparts in battle. Barnaby
made this assumption explicit in refuting the suggestion that the
China Squadron was under any disadvantage because its flagship,
H.il.S.Agamemnon,could seldom steam thirteen knots,and the French
flagship,the Tourville,could make seventeen knots. The French
ship was not an ironclad,Barnaby wrote,consecruently could not
face the Agamamnon in action,so offered no threat. It is worth
going in some detail into the contrast between this simple and
comfortable theory,and the actual situation in Chinese waters,
because the contrast exemplifies the limitations of the 'Liberal 1 school.
The Tourville was well armed,but could not face the Agamemnon
in close action because she was unarmoured. On the other hand
she v/as more than four knots faster,carried coal for five thousand
miles at ten knots,was sheathed and coppered to keep the sea
without docking,and capable of cruising under sail. The Agamemnon,
together with the sisters Audacious and Iron Duke which,apart
from the Agamemnon's two years (1885-6) alternated as flagships
in China from 1872 to 1889,were easily capable of sinking the
Tourville,could they have brought her to action. All three ships
were heavily rigged and very bluff,they could not be trusted under
sail alone,

and their sea speed never approached the trial speed

of thirteen knots with which they were credited. None was coppered,
and in order to preserve some mobility,they had to be docked
annually. There v/as only one dock on the station which could
take them,at Nagasaki. None of the three carried enough coal

Nor,in the Agamemnon's case,under steam. This sister of the
Ajax shared her twin's notoriously unreliable steering,and it
was said that she was sent to China as the only place where she
could not possibly run into another British ironclad.
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to steam against the monsoon

from Singapore to i.ong Kong, or

from Kong Kong to Japan, so they could only go north to dock with
the Spring Monsoon, and had then to remain in Japanese waters
until the North-East Monsoon in the autumn allowed them to return.
A large part of the squadron, being likewice unable to face the
monsoon, and too weak to be left unsupported in the event of any
emergency, accompanied the flagship, at her economical speed of
three or four knots. For twenty years the China Squadron pursued
a stately annual progress, as immutable as the changing round of
seasons which dictated it. In the event of war it would have been
physically impossible for the British commander to have altered
it.

It is hardly necesrary to comment on the strategic limitations

thus imposed on him. Pew more classic instances could have been
found of the practical consequences of misconceived designs.
Outside the Admiralty, however, of ficial thinking was making
rapid progress. The work of the War Office Defence Committee,
the 1878 Colonial Defence Committee, the Carnarvon Commission,
and the 1885 Colonial Defence Committee, has been thoroughly
studied,

2

and need not here be closely described. The great

influence of Milne's thinking on these bodies provides a link
with the Admiralty of the mid-1870 1 s,and the growth of an
alternative official school of policy, in Whitehall, but quite
independent of the Admiralty, introduced a new and potent element
into the balance of influences on naval policy. First Lords
and Cabinets were no longer forced to choose between traditional
ideas supported by all the prestige of the official system, and
1 Vesey Hamilton to Hood. 22nd December 1885, 20th & 29th October
1886 (HI.;*.;: ViiI.I/3, Admiral's Trivate Out-Let ter Book, Chin:-., 1665-6) .
Vccey Hamilton to Lord George Hamilton, 19th January 1886, & to
Lord John Hay, 21st February jfl 386"] & 9th I larch 1386 (ibid.).
Ranft, Naval Defence of Trade,& Schurman, Imperial 'Jefence, passim.
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radical ideas proposed by young officers with no formal ct£.11:11:1.7.
The new 'official* school,like so many other developments during
this period,found itself ignored or even suppressed under 'Jlr.dctono 1 r
administration,only to burst forth with increasing vigour and
effect in 1885.
Of the three currents of naval thinking,only the unofficial,
Service stream was unaffected by the chilly attitude of the
Establishment. The R.U.S.I. and I.IT.A. continued to flourish,
to display ever-increasing sophistication and method,and evergrowing influence and standing.
mTwo papers of 1880 arn-nly demonstrate the scientific approach

of the best thinkers of the day. Captain Long gave a paper on
2
the use of merchant steamers in war. It was a paper replete
with practical information and statistics; statistics of trade
and steam tonnage,or cruiser numbers,of the weight and power of
all sorts of guns,of every detail of a wide variety of warships
and merchantmen. These were not merely quoted for effect,but
used to deduce practical conclusions about the limitations and
capabilities of merchantmen in all sorts of situations,their
tactics and strategy,the effctiveness of convoy and patrol,and
many other points. That this empirical approach was not confined
to Long was shown by the publication in the sane volume of the
J.R.U.S.I. of tabular details of all important foreign warships.
Evidently naval officers were feeling the need to inform themselves
on such matters. Long's paper had itself followed another outstanding
1 Samuel Long,1840-1893: 1859 Mate,i860 Lieutenant,1868 Commander,
1876 Captaih,l891 Rear-Admiral. Ke was a torpedo expert,highly
regarded by all,whose promising career was cut short by a riding
accident.
p

'Tactical Aspects of the Utilization of Ccean Ster.r.err for i;ar
Purposes',JRU3I XXIV p.415.
'Listr, of Armoured ,c ]hipG,and of Unarmoured :;hips of the Xev.-er
Type, belonging to different Foreign Ilcivie:; 1 , J;/JoI XXIV p.
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contribution on the came subject.

Itc author,Currie,d^alt

mainly with the strategy and organization of a merchant cruiser
force, oomething of the international rtr,ndi:iT of tho ^."J.3.1.,
as well as Russia's interer,t in the r.ubj-::ct .was r.io::n by Gurrio'n
paper "being at once translated in the I^pr^kcd Sborni!:.
In 1881 J.C.K.Colomb again delivered an important paper at

the R.U.S.I..

2

His subject was ostensibly the importance of an

intelligence department. It was by now current coin of all
serious naval thinkers that without detailed information of the
extent and nature of British trade,how and where it passed,as well
as the potential threats to it,it would be impossible to protect
it. At the same time Colornb unconsciously demonstrated the
implications of an intelligence department by extending his
subject into the field of grand strategy. The paper is important,
because it plainly states a strategic doctrine not,in itself,
original,but never before codified; a doctrine which was to become
the accepted orthodoxy of naval strategy in later decades. This
was the plan of protecting trade by patrolling,or even controlling,
what were later called 'focal areas',and patrolling the sea
lanes between them. Here is a case whore Colomb's enormous
influence may justly be regretted. At this time,and for some time
after,a flat rejection of convoy was chiefly typical of the older
Liberal' school. Thinking officers of the younger school seldom
condemned convoy out of hand,and many were enthusiasts for it.
It was unfortunate that J.C.H.Colomb's great influence should
have contributed to extinguish in later years the opinions,at
least partly in favour of convoy,of such men as Long,P.H.Colomb,
il.H.Harris,Crutchley,Houston Stewart,and even Key.
1 Jonald Currie,'Maritime Warfare; The Adaptation of Ocean oteair.ors
to War Purposes 1 ,J^USI XXIV p.81.
2 'Naval Intelligence and Protection of Comnerce in V.'ar 1 ,J.lUcI

XXV p.553.
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The years from 1878 to 1884 were outwardly a -tine of sligh
8udvance,even of regression,in naval thinking and organisation,
"but the appearamce was to a large extent deceptive. Behind a
fagade of official neglect the study of grand strategy and naval
policy was developing rapidly. It was becoming more and more
difficult for Admiralty and Cabinet to adhere to the old 'Liberal 1
view of the llavy. Behind the scenes a pressure of discontent
with the existing outlook was building up,not only among the
young officers who might have been expected to harbour radical
ideas,but also among experienced admirals,senior civil servants,
and observant politicians. The apparently somnolent naval world
of the early lS80's vanted only a suitable incident to provoke
it into activity. The pendjeh crisis and the downfall of Gladstone's
government in 1885 provided it.
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C. The Decline of the Belted Cruii-.cr
Lord llorthbrook's five years in office sav; the Ir.st classes
of belted cruisers ever built for the ITavy. './lien he came to
office the time was propitious for such ships. The 'Liberal 1
view itself,attaching; hi~h importance to ironcladr%and very
little to such ships as the l£i_s,(completed a year earlier)
tended to favour the type. The pure 'Liberal' school,of course,
deprecated the wastage of armoured warships on foreign stations,
but once this position was abandoned,the armoured cruiser v-as
much more palatable to men of such beliefs than its new rival,
the protected cruiser. The 1878 war scare had shown the weakness
of British squadrons against such adversaries as the Gertsog
Edinburgskii (completed in 1877). In 1880 a new and more
powerful successor,the DP it ri Don Gko i,was under construction.
At the same time the completion of the Northan r> ton,ivhich ran her
trials in December 1878,had not encouraged faith in existing
designs. The need for armoured flagships on overseas stations
was further emphasized by an auction off the Peruvian port of Ylo
on 29th Li ay l877?in which the Shah,Pacific flag,and the corvette
Amethyst,engaged the old Peruvian turret-ran Huasc ar,whi ch had
been seized by some failed rebels turned pirates. The resulting
indecisive action demonstrated,among other things,the extreme
inaccuracy of British gunnery,the great discrepancy between the
theoretical power of guns on a proving range,and their actual
effectiveness in action,and above all,the vulnerability of
unarmoured warships,however powerful,in action against ironclads,
however diminutive. The Shah might have done better had she been
armed with heavy gunc of long range,as .iecd had intended,but she
had only lighter pieces, and rtH not rl.-re to clor.e the r-^e io
^ r^int at vrhich they might have become effective. Here a-^ir.
was a powerful argument for building armoured cruirers for foreign
: or vice.

14?

Jith all these factors suggesting a new beltoO. cruiser ueri".:,
it is not surprising to find one undor conc.'i'Jer.rtion a few months
after ITorthbrook had accused office. In August 1880 Barn-by -.-as
engaged in working out two design:;; an improved Shcunipn/I:c1 r.pn
type, and a battleship like the T^n^aire rith her armarnont
mounted en barbett e.

In view of the onthuriasm of the Board,

and especially the Controller,for barbette mountings,(of which
f /
the Temorajre carried the only examples in British service; as
well as the fact of the battleship's design boing r.:.iong the
cruiser's papers,we may infer that they were connected,and they
2
were certainly submitted together on 6th November, Barnaby

objecting to barbettes for armoured cruisers. The Controller,
2
34
Parliamentary Secretary, Civil Lord, and First Lord, all
expressed thoir approval of the idea of a fast armoured cruiser,
and on 24th the Board instructed Barnaby to work out two alternative
versions,one a protected,the other a belted cruiser, preferably
c;

with barbettes. -'On 29th Barnaby was given the sketches by W.H.Uhite,
and next day he submitted them to the Controller,again objecting
2
to the Board's preference for barbettes. On 1st December the
Board decided to have a sixteen-knot,7*000 tons ship with a teninch belt. At the insistence of the D.U.O.,hir> assistant,and the
5
Controller,barbettes were to be fitted. Thereafter the design
proceeded under the charge of W.H.White.

On 10th December the

' '
Statement of Dimensions, etc. ,of 'New Tener?ire f ,19"th August
1880 (Hi:;,: Adm. 138/74, Cover of Jar spite & Imperieuse,p.8).

1

VJ^!±'p:iQ. Adm. 1/6608,1st, August l8ol.
3 George John Shaw-Iefevre, 1831-1928: Eton & Trinity,Carnb. ; 1863-85
Liberal lip for 'Winchester (1866 Civil Lord,lC;71-4 & 1880-1 1st
Sec.of Admiralty,1883-5 PKG),1886-95 HP for Bradford Central
(1892-4 lEt.Commr.for ./orks,1894-5 Pres.Local Govt.Board) ,1906
1st.Baron .iiJversley.A vain and unprepossessing man,but an able and
devoted public servant. Although wedded to the strictest principles
of economy,he wan respected by naval men because,alone among
Parliamentary Secretaries,he was thoroughly knowledgeable of naval
-ff.iirs.
4
Brassey
5\il£) NKj- : Adm. 138/74,Cover of UarspJ.jg & Imperieure,pp. 10-12,16,& 21-22.

6

oco overleaf.

Board ordered an armament of four 9-2-inch _-un::,hc.nd Jtoaded,
in individual barbettes arranged lozenge-wise,although White
and Rendel preferred twin mountings
with power loading.

The

fore and aft,

/Jarspjte and Im-oerieuse,as the new

cruisers were called,were launched at the end of 1883,and
completed in 1886. Like all British ships of the period,they
suffered from very long construction periods,so that instead
of being contrasted with the Nelson,over which they were an
enormous improvement,they were compared with later and better
ships. They carried a heavy armament at sixteen knots,were well
armoured,and had a maximum range at ten knots of over seven
thousand miles. On the other hand,the disposition of armament
on which the Board had insisted was not a success. It absorbed
too much weight,and the tumblehome introduced to give the beam
guns fine arcs of fire forward and aft reduced stability but not
blast effect. The brig rig which the

Board had demanded was an1

unmitigated failure,and indeed,the cause of all remaining rigged
ironclads being cut down. Various improvements ordered by the
Board during construction of the ships made them overweight
on completion,and to those,like Reed,who attached enormous
importance to the position of the waterline on the armour belt,
f
this was a serious matter, nevertheless,the Uarspite and Imperieuse
must be counted a qualified success. In 1890,when the design
was already ten years old,they were still superior to the new
William Henry White,1845-1913: son of a Devonport currier;
1859 shipwright apprentice, 1864-7 iiSXA Kensington, 1867-83
Constructors' Dept.(Reed's professional Sec.,then Sec.of Council
of Construction; 1870-81 professor of IIaval Architecture at
RSNA & HI-10 Greenwich), 1883-5 Director of Elswick Yard, 1885-1902
DNC <5b Asst.Controller (1895 KCB).
1Ji'iM: Adrn. 138/74, Cover of War spite & Imperieune,pp.368 & 373.
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Russian armoured cruiser Admiral Ifakhimov.

./hite had produced

the first belted cruiser in which cruiser qualities had pi-inly
been riven priority ovnr all otherc.
Before these ships were completed,however,the Admiralty
had designed the last cl?,sr; of belted cruirers ever built for
the Royal Navy. The 0rlando Class became celebrated,not for their
own qualities,but as a test case,which finally and publicly
exemplified the lack of any overriding direction of design policy.
In the early part of 1884 the Navy was viewed by the public
and by politicians with the usual placid complacency. In the
House of Lords on 10th July Lord Ilorthbrook incautiously
declared that,in the uncertain state of naval architecture,
'The great difficulty the Admiralty would have to contend with
if they were granted £3,000,000 or £4,000,000 to-morrow for the
purpose referred to fscil.building battleships) would be to decide
2
how they should spend the money. 1 On 2nd August Northbrook,as

the Cabinet's expert on these matters,was asked to go to Egypt
with his cousin Sir Evelyn Baring to suggest a cure for the
critical condition of Egyptian finances. He was thus absent
from the country when,on 15th September,the Pall Li all Gazette
published the first of its famous articles 'What is the Truth
about the Navy ?'. It is beyond the scope of this study to examine
how and why public opinion was ripe for such an appeal;

it is

sufficient to note that it was instantly and fierc&y aroused,
and the government,hard-pressed on several fronts,determined to
1 Ibid.p.196.
2

I:allet,Northbrook,p. 200.

A.ii.Harder,British Uaval Policy, 1880-1903 (London, 1940) ,pp.121-2.
//. C. B.Tunstall, Imoerial Jof ence, llT/u-S 7? ^* 2^3 (in Cambridge
History of the .'Jritish Ifrnpire.VolIIl) . ^r^deric Why-be, The Life of
AlA'.otead (London,1925,2 voln!)l,145-158.
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yield. In liorthbrook 1 s absence,and against hie judgement,an
emergency programme of £3,000.000 ras decided on. T-iis programme
Northbrook had to announce in parliament on 4th Dec ember, and it
has ever afterwards borne his name. By a cruel irony,he became
known,and has since been remembered,as the m?n who asked for
throe million pounds less than six months after he had declared
that he would not know how to spend such a sum.
In the autumn the Admiralty were thur, f-\ced with the task
of deciding what to build in the supplementary programme. They
had to do co in great haste,and in the absence of the First Lord.
On 6th October Ilendel proposed a belted cruiser design,to be
based on the Hersey Class protected cruisers. 2 Tho constructors
had already been thinking along these linos,whence no doubt
iiendel f s proposal,and there survive sketches for an enlarged
Kersey type with 9-2-inch guns,dated 15th June 1884.and for a
belted cruiser based on the Kersey* s design,dated 19"th August.
Evidently the suggestion was well received,because the surviving
papers show intense activity thereafter. By 27"th October a
preliminary design for the new belted cruiser was ready,suggesting
an armament of two 9«2-inch and twelve six-inch guns.On 1st
November,the day before Northbrook returned,Barnaby presented it
to the Controller. During that month the question of belt or
deck was canvassed,and Rendel ! s advocacy of the former carried
••>
the day. The design received the Board stamp on 24th November,
but the following January was revised and enlarged, 2 and it was
to this enlarged design that the seven ships of the Orlando
Class were built.
] ':al 1 et,pp. cit.p. 206.
2 (i®l) NI,;j;t: Adm. 138/77, Cover of Orlando Class,f f .1-3,9,12-16,& 32.
1IMM: Adm. 138/80,Cover of Mersey Class,ff.l06 & 107-
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The class was judged, and has been remembered, ro.th.er
unfavourably, but it was unfortunate in the time and circumstances
of its building. A cruiser of 5>600 tons, carrying tv.-o 9.2-inch
and ten 6-inch gunr at nineteen knotn,with a ten-inch belt and
coal for eight thousand

milen at ten knots was a formidable

unit, a vast improvement or. those that had rone be fore, and, more
importantly, fully adequate for her duties. The class did combine
the functions required of an armoured cruiser, being both a natch
for foreign ironclads likely to be met overseas, and genuine
cruisers with the necessary qualities of speed and range. The
Orlando 1 s are remembered, however, as the clasric example of the
failings of the Admiralty r.ystem. Tie have seen how there was no
formal division of responsibility in the preparation of designs,
but rather an informal process of influence.

The evils of this

system, or lack of system, were amply demonstrated by the Orlando.
Barnaby's initial calculations of weights were optimistic, and
included, as usual, only a 'legend 1 coal capacity. 2 Aft^r the
design had been approved, numerous extra weirhtr were added (notably
triple-expansion engines in place of the original compound) , and
although the design was somewhat expanded, no full account of
the extra weights was taken. Barnaby and the Board each assumed
that the other bore responsibility. The renult was that the ships
turned out, like the Imperieuse and War spite, but to a greater
There is most illuminating material on this in the varying
opinions of witnesses before the C^ont^ract Commit tee . See .Report
of the Committee aointed to enqu ire into the Conditions under

vyiich Contracts are invited for the ^uildin^ or ^-ie pair ing of ohips ,
including their jjii r- i nor., for Her hajesty'r :;avy,and into the {•.ode
in which Kepairs Tn'd' befits of Shiac a^o• efi^ec-lod jui i . er plenty's
Joe kyards . i/i t h I-.inu t es__of_ tiyi donee and Ap^endi:: [J . 4 2 1 9] ( 1J i-1 : 1 ^; :^> 4 - 5
XIV pp. 125-364) ,er,^Vci ally the ovi^or.c- of ^,— rab^ ( ^ - - 3/"1 ?1 , T..
?P^-?97),Br,-.nr«r'=! tb ( PP . 34/162,35/163 & 38/166 ,QQ. 99-107 & 187-192),
Reed (pp. 108/236, 109/237, H3/241, & 115/243 ,QQ. 1827-1835 ? l384-l8d9,
Jc 1914), & Houston ^tGV'art (p. 139/267, Q. 2498) .
2
Gee note on coal stowage in the Appendix.

extent,much overv;eight. JAilly laden,their beitr, ver~ nearly
submerged. In that -osition tho belt protecteO. the vit:,ic :,s
'jell or better than vhen exDOLod.,but it was generally ^d.:.-.it ted
that a deck offered more economical protection to the vitals,and
the advantage of the belt was the security it gave to the waterline,
and hence to buoyancy and stability. These advantages were
negated if the belt were submerged. Probably the effect on the
chips' fighting capabilities in practical circumstances was much
exaggerated by contemporaries,but the real issue,as they rightly
saw,was the failure of the Admiralty which the episode revealed:
'These papers are very unpleasant reading,and they
exhibit a want of co-operation and foresight amongst the
different officers and departments in 1885 which is
quite inexcusable. Five vessels of a new type costing
nearly £1,500,OCO are ordered on a design approved histily
by the Board....no consultation takes place between the
designer and the officers responsible for gunnery,
complement or engines,the weight for each being either
arbitrarily assumed or insufficiently considered. Yet
word illegible! favourably
with his own weights
calculated a design is put forward by the late DUG and
passed,which with all her coal aboard immerses the
whole of the belt except 3 inches. No margin for additional
weights is allowed,triple expansion engines and electrical
lighting are ignored. Even assuming that no extra weights
during construction were added,an impossible contingency
to an experienced designer,the utility of the belt from
its deep immersion is largely reduced......
A Board of Admiralty is for naval purposes a
most effective system of administration,providing there
is thorough cooperation between its different members,and
the departments they respectively supervise. If no such
co-operation with its attendant responsibility exists,
the Uoard in its corporate capacity is simply a system
for the avoidance of personal responsibility. f
1 viinute of Lord George Hamilton,llth ^ebr.i.?.ry 188? (l RO: Adn.1/6373,
5th i)ocoi:ibcr ioo7)

The design of the Qrlando Class thus r.erved to epitomize
the faults of the old system of which they uere the last products.
They were the last "belted cruisers ever constructed for the ilavy,
and when armoured cruisers were again built at the end of the
century,it was to very different models. The belted cruiser type,
propelled before the winds of engineering advance,had evolved
from the unsatisfactory second-class ironclads of the l860's
into a genuine 'cruiser capital ship 1 . During that twenty years,
however,the general understanding of cruiser functions had grown
further and faster. It wac no longer sufficient that the Orlando's
were a great improvement on their predecessors; they were
compared with rival designs,existing and projected,and they
were found wanting. In particular,the protected cruiser seemed
to offer far better cruiser qualities for only a notional sacrifice
of fighting capacity. The Crlando Class were the last and finest
representatives of a species which was already becoming obsolete.
In themselves they may be thought of as well-conceived and
reasonably successful,but built at an unfortunate time,when
the belted cruiser type was already suspect. They might never
have been built at all if the autumn of 1884 had offered more
time for reflection. In the circumstances of their conception
and creation they represented the last of a long line of warships,
chosen in haste,for political rather than military reasons,
evolved in a confused and irresponsible system,to serve ends
never clearly identified,by means never fully discussed.
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D. aisv/ick and Other Cruisers
ol of thought
In previous sections the original 'Liberal 1 scho
l88o f s. This was
has been described in decline during the early
icial status and,
the last period during which it enjoyed any off
resented the
indeed,Northbrook's and Key's administration rep
e when most
swan-song of the old 'Liberal* school,at a tim
le barometer of
experts were rapidly abandoning it. That reliab
d in Northbrook's
informed opinion,Thomas Brassey,who was Civil Lor
o,and was
Board,had thrown off his former allegiance by l88
ge,rather than
advocating large cruisers of great speed and ran
' school
numerous small gunboats. While the pure 'Liberal
enjoying new
declined,however,a related body of opinion was
influence.
ships,if not
Ever since the introduction of ironclad battle
ans ready to
before,there had been naval officers and civili
warship. Little
advocate as 'giant-killers' some form of small
re the fashionable
gunboats,each armed with a single heavy gun,we
fleet of them
type during the l860's and l870's,and a large
gic understanding,
was built. Even in those days of limited strate
of miniscule
few naval men could be convinced that a swarm
s,could usurp
gunboats,incapable of operating on the high sea
ld sink her in
the functions of a battleship,even if they cou
ned highly attractive,
favourable circumstances. The idea,however,remai
ing. Throughout
though the means to realize it were still want
sion between,
the history of naval design,there has been a ten
those advocating
those wanting few ships of surpassing power,and
stronger,and
more ships,individually weaker,but collectively
ships by small
strategically more flexible. To replace battle
s on the Strength
1Lrassey,I3r i t i sh Navy,11,292-313. 'Observation
icy of ths il^vy 1 ,
of Foreign Squadrons,and the Ship-Building Pol
25th November 1881 (PRO: Adm.1/6600/3.331).
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boats might be thought an extreme exronple of the trend,Vat the
idea had desirable associations, li'nall, cheap and tipple warships,
perhaps even manned by reservists and volunteers.v:ere obviously
attractive to Liberal principles, i'.ut it in not or.l;/ a common
political connection which links this school of thought with the
'Liberal' school, so superficially opposite with its advocacy of
battleships to the exclusion of cruisers. roth depended on the
same limited view of the character of naval warfare,seeing it as
the clash of battlefleets in narrow seas to promote or frustrate
schemes of invasion. Any idea of grand strategy or command of the
sea v/ould at once have exposed the absurdity of eliminating
either the battleships which should secure it,or the cruisers
which should exercise it. In practice the -rare 'Liberal' school
and the 'David and Goliath' school were closely linked,usually
advocated by the same sort of people,and sometimes even combined.
One who managed to associate these apparently incompatible
doctrines was Barnaby,who towards the end of his career was
much influenced by the Italian designer Benedetto Brin. He had
designed battleships of great speed and power,which entirely
discarded vertical armour and relied on an armour deck and
complete subdivision,thus being in effect gigantic protected
cruisers. This was one aspect of the revulsion against armour
produced by the era of the monster gun. In his latter years as
D.N.C.Barnaby added to the confusion which had always characterized
his view of naval warfare by rejecting protected cruisers
without vertical armour at the same time as he advocated
battleships without vertical armour.
lf Battleships, A Forecast' ,JRUSI AvVII p. 127. Papers by Barnaby
with comments by the Board (PRO: Adm.l/66c8,lst August lool);
in these Barnaby simultaneously submitted the draft design of
the Imperieuse,and suggested a fast unbelted battleship of the
Italian type.
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At the end of the l8oG's technical advances once more offered
hope of evolving small warships capable of matching the ironclad
battleship. On the one hand the development of the i/hitehead
torpedo presented an obvious threat to the ironclad,and on the
other breech-loading guns and compound engines greatly improved
the capabilities of conventional warships.
The torpedo was most eagerly seized upon in France,where
the famous 'Jeune Ecole' may be regarded as the counterpart of
the 'David and Goliath' school in Britain. Like it,the 'Jeune
Ecole' was closely associated with political radicalism; indeed,
so intimately bound up was it with political and social
movements that there is some doubt whether they may be called
strictly professional doctrines,

which:

'etaient pronees par des esprits serieux.mais
aussi par un certain nombre de personnalites pittoresques
de notre metier,bohemes militaires en quete d'inedit,
auxquelles s'etaient joints quelques civils bien
2
'
'
intentionnes mais incompetents'.
During the iSoO's the principal exponents of the Jeune Ecole
were Theophile Aube and Gabriel Charmes. Admiral Aube,who became
Minister of Ilarine in the short-lived Radical government of
1886,had spent almost all his career as a colonial administrator,
and was rumoured never to have seen a torpedo-boat before he
took office. Charmes was a journalist with no knowledge of the sea.
If the Jeune Ecole may be ragarded as the French counterpart
of the 'Javid and Goliath' school in Britain,it is certain that
the latter was led by very different men,and took a very different
Ante,p.121.
Castex,Theories 3trategiques,I,31For succinct analyses of their beliefs see P.II.Colomb 1 r review
of the English translation of Charmes's principal work (jRUSI
XXXI p.767),and Le kasson,'Foliti^ue Navale Frangaise' (Revue
Karitime,1968,pp.189-196.)
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course. Itc chief proponent was Liir ,;illiarn Ar:,;stron~, :u:d tiio
progress of his ideas closely followed the process of his firm.
Originally manufacturers of hydraulic machinery, Armstrongs
branched into ordnance in the i860 1 s, and when the growing size
of their pieces caused the citizens of l/allacey to forbid the
use of \fnitley Sands for proving, Armstrongs built a .{run-raft for
trials out to sea. This

was their first chip, and from her derived

the design of the 'flat-iron' coast-defence gunboats, most of which
Armstrongs built. Juring the 1870 's they became more ambitious,
building small but powerful coast-deforce ships for China (the
'Greek Alphabet' Classes). All thic w?r in concert vith the
dev«lor;in^ i '\en.s of Sir Uilliim himself , which nay be discerned
in embryo as early as 1872,

and were fully expounded in his

address as President of the Institution of Civil Engineers on
2
10th January 18G2. The essence of his thesis was that small
protected cruisers, of high speed and heavy armament , would sink
and supersede battleships. His views were fully developed at a
time when his firm was the only one able to build such vessels.
Armstrong took the decision to undertake the building of major
warships only in 1878. A new shipyard at Elswick-on-'rrne was
begun, and in the meantime he rented slips at Mitchell's Low
tfalker Yard. In 1882 Armstrong bought Mitchells, and the 'Elswick'
cruisers continued to be built at Low iValker until the Elswick
yard was opened in 1884. The new enterprise was run by Armstrong'
partner George Rendel,

and the first ships he produced were

three large gunboats or coast-defence ships laid down for China
and Japan in 1879 and i860. On a displacement of less than 1,400
letter to Lord Dufferin in Report of Op "..." i-ttpe on De^si .r
(PP: 1372 XIV pp.xxiv/5?l-::::vi/5"26) .

^', inutec; of proceedings of the_Inr,titjution of Civil 3n;in_e_ers
(London, 1837 gj sen. ) 1:0/111 p. 36.

Ante, p. 136 n.3.
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tone, these remarkable little vecrels carried two IC-inch guns
at sixteen knots, with a range of five thousand miles at eight
knots, and a partial armour deck in wake of the machinery. These
were vessels of great power for their size and function, although
they were poor seaboats, and their guns, albeit vary heavy, had
restricted arcs of training and slow rates of fire.
These ships v:ere the immediate ancestors of the famous
Esmeralda,laid down at Low i/alker for the Chilean I.r avy in April
1381, to ilendel's design. This ship made the fortunes of the
Armstrong company, and established a type which in essence
remained unaltered until recent times. She is usually regarded
as the first true protected cruiser, although of course many
ships partly protected (v/ith an incomplete deck) such as the
Comus Class, had already been built. I/hen the Esmeralda ran
trials in July 1884, she created an enormous sensation. She was
widely compared v/ith the then just created Comus Class, a
comparison in itself unfair, because their design v/as four years
older and somewhat smaller, but one which brings out something
of the dissatisfaction with Admiralty designs that v/as engendered:
Comus

Esmeralda

Displacement (tons):

2,383 (legend)

3,050 (full load)

>a armament:

6.5'/-'

7-6^

t

•'

L/o armour:
c': machinery:
coal:

5-8?°
16. 0/^

3- 5^
20.8

11. 3> (14. 9c/> full

19- 7#

load)
55- 8'/o

42. 6

Trial speed:

13 knots

18.3 knots

Range at 10 knots:

3,600 miles (max.)

6,000 miles

Armament:

2 4£ ton,7-in.HKL
12 64 pdr.^-X

2 10-in..£3L
6 6-in.ilBL

Armour:

1-in.flat deck
amidships

1-in.r.rched steel
deck -throughout

See Appendix
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The Esmeralda,over five knots faster,could stand off i^id sink
the Comus,and most other British cruisers,at a range which their
muzzle-loaders could not hope to match. If she chose to close
the range,the superior rate of fire and muzzle velocity of her
breech-loaders, and her ov:i relative invulnerability with a
complete armour deck, still gave her an enormous p/lv:..:itage.
In strategical terms,a sea speed and range nearly double that
of the Gomus vastly improved on her potential. The Usmeralda*s
trial speed was obtained under forced draught,but she could
maintain a speed of fifteen or sixteen knots under natural
draught for long periods. The Comus Class,with their he?/vy rig
and full lines,had a sea npeed of only about eight kr.oto.
Certain things must be said in favour of the Admiralty
design. It was older,and it was smaller,though if a full-load
displacement be ta^en,comparable with the Zsmeralda 1 s,the difference
was not great. The Chileans,having an excellent graving dock,
did not consider it necessary to copper their ship,which saved
some weight, koreover the Esmeralda was not without her defects.
Her freeboard forward was only eleven feet,and with heavy guns
fore and aft and fine lines,she was always wet and lively,whereas
the Gomus Glass were excellent seaboats,dry and steady.
The real faults of the Jismeralda lay in her conception. She
was a cruiser; she was conceived and employed by the Chileans as
a cruiser,and she was treated by everyone as a cruiser,but
Armstrong and Mendel intended her as a battlerhip-destroyer.
and therefore endowed her with two 10-inch guns. Like the heavy
guns jieed had given the Inconstant fifteen years earlier,they
wero no ant to ;.llow her to r.tnnd off frcr:i -overful opponent o .-Mid
fight at a range at which she was relatively invulnerable. The
new Armstrong 10-inch breech-loader war- as oowerful, c-.iv}. of longer
range,than much larger muzzle-loading pieces,and the .Jsneralda 1 s

loo
speed allowed her to dictate the range. In Dr-,ctice,this
conception of Armstrong's was probably a chim>-j,era,ani it inc.y
be ignored,because it was never put into effect, and the £Lswick
cruisers and all their descendants were alv.-i.ys trer/ted as cruisers
were auite
10-inch rains
pure and simple. For r.uch shiDs
^
't
*
unnecessary. The ttsmoralda could have doubled the number of
6-inch guns instead,and the new Armstrong 6-inch breech-loader
could outrange almost all other cruiser weapons,besider firing
heavier shell faster. She had no need of the 10-inch to outrange
other cruisers,and moreover she had no real need to outrange
them,since her complete steel armour deck gave her an enormously
greater degree of security than any unarmoured or partly protected
cruiser,and a consequent superiority at close range. Perhaps for
the Chileans, who h;:d no battleship, and would have had to rely on
^ e ^smeralda in the unlikely event of being attacked by one,
the heavy guns were excusable,but they were certainly pointless
in the second Elswick cruiser,the Giovanni B?.uG?.n,whose Italian
owners were clearly not going to employ her against ironclads.
One of the ironies of naval development in the early l88o f s
is that at least two men,Armstrong and Key,found that they had
designed important new cruiser types while trying to do something
quite different. It is erually ironic to see Mendel as the
designer of a new and all-powerful type,which he was to abandon
four years later in favour of the Orlando design,so that the
much-vaunted battleship-destroyer was apparently considered by
its designer inferior to the old (and many would have said
discredited) type,the belted cruiser.
V/hile Rendel was designing the ^smeralda.the Admiralty
were discussing a new class of fast cruisers for the protection
of trade,and it is instructive to compare this design with the
Hsmeralda's. Within the Admiralty there was a sharp difference
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of opinion,Sir Cooper Key wanting an ir.^roved Gor.vas ty->e with
full rig.to steam fifteen Imots,while others wanted a lightlysparred seventeen-knot chip, Thin latter view,endorsed by ;,'.H.
omith,prevailed.

The three r.hipr of the Lzander Cl^.rc i? ere the

first fruits of the success of the Iris,completed in April 1879.
They were based on her lines.with a sacrifice of a knot to obtain
an armour deck amidships.

p

As fast cruisers exactly contemporary

with the Esmeralda they may be compared with her:
Leander

Esmeralda

Displacement:

3,300 tons (legend)

3,050 tons

CP armament:

4.4;o

7.6>^

^ armour:

5»3>'

3-5/^

l/o machinery:

20.5/»

20. 3^

^ coal:

19.4^ (24.5</o full load)

19-7^

c/o hull:

41.6^

42.6^

Speed (forced draught): 17 knots
Range at 10 loiots: 8,000 miles (max.)
Armament:

10 6-in.RBL

18.3 loiots
6,000 miles
2 10-in.llBL
6 6-in.ilLL

Armour:
Length:Beam ratio:

14-in.deck amidships
6.5-1

1-in.deck throughout
6.5*1

The comparison is not discreditable to the Admiralty.
^iie Loetmier Wac larger, slightly slower but of greater range when
fully stowed. She carried more armour less well disposed,but on
the other hand her lighter armament was much better chosen for
her work. Jith higher freeboard and light pieces fore and aft,
the Leander was much the better seaboat.
The real differences between the two ships lay in the
philosophy behind them. In their different ways both parties
misconceived their very successful shirs. The Admiralty,at least
1 jjrassey,British Uavy,1,4-77 & 11,303- AcUiralty Ji'-er.t O
1880,Sect.91-2 (PUG: IND I82o6)
Philip Watts 'Warship Building, 1360-1910' ,TB.: A LIII i-t.I (1910) ,
p
See Appendix.
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under Northbrook,regarded the Lennder 1 s as an interesting and
useful new type,but no substitute for the traditional rigged
cruiser. Armstrong saw the Esmeralda as a battleship-destroyer.
The importance of both designs lies in their impact on the
public and professional mind. When they were completed in 1884
both types,and above all the ^smerp.lda,were at once recognized
as cruisers obviously and dramatically superior to existing
types. It was no longer possible to accept the old designs as
adequate,because substitutes of proven worth existed,not as
gleams in a reformer's eye,but as actual operational warships.
Thus the completion of the Esmeralda in the summer of 1884 was
not the least important of the influences which combined to
produce a period of rapid change in naval policy.

E. Torpedoes and Tornedo-Cruirors
The direct influence of the

. .Tiitehead torpedo on naval

policy and design has oft^n bean noted. In clue course the
weapon called forth nev; ty^es of warship,new tactics and new
strategy. The torpedo-boat,from which descend destroyers,and
through them many modern types,hr.c been noticed briefly in these
pages,and copiously in others. Less well-known is the influence
of the torpedo on ths development of cruiror design. Just as
Sir William Armstrong,in attempting to evolve a rival for
contemporary battleships,actually created a nev; cruiser type,
so Sir Cooper Key,seoking for a warship to caxry the torpedo in
fleet actions,inadvertently produced a powerful cruiser type.
The technical progress of the Whitehead torpedo was
comparatively slow,and it was recognized as a potentially
decisive weapon some time before it actually became one. In the
early l880's,when the fish torpedo was already nearly twenty
years old,it was only beginning to be a practical weapon,but
there already existed a considerable body of doctrine on its use.
The torpedo was obviously best used against ironclads,which it
threatened at their most vulnerable point. Thinking therefore
concentrated on the question of what sort of ship should carry
the weapon in fleet actions. There was general agreement that
the ironclads,though they might themselves carry torpedoes,
should be supplemented by smaller vessels of higher speed,to
work with them as auxiliaries for attack with,and perhaps
defence from,torpedoes. Opinions differed on the best size of
ship to use. The French favoured torpedo-boats,which were cheap
enough to be numerous,and small enough to be difficult targots.
They were,on the other hand,unseaworthy,very flimsy,fast for
their size but barely faster than ironclads at sea; and British
opinion tended to favour a larger vesr.el,better able to keep up
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her speed in a seaway,better able to fi :_;ht off enemy tor^'?J.o attaclis,
and perhaps also better protected. The successful construction
\
shovm th?.t warship? in nail as
chad
sloop
Class
of the Heroine
1,400 tons could be given an armour deck,and a vessel so fitted
would obviously be more able to hold her own in a fleet action.
There was much disagreement about the optimum size of a 'torpedocruiser 1 ,but with Sir Coot>er Key's arrival at the Admiralty it
was certain that the jquesti6n would receive a practical test,for
he was one of the leading enthusiasts for the idea.
It may seem paradoxical that Key,a man of limited comprehension
and basicly conservative mind,should have been a supporter of a
novel type like this, but in fact it was thoroughly in character.
Like so many of the conservative officers of the day,he was happy
to admit new ideas so long as they were expressed in new types to
fulfil new functions. v,rhat they always fought was any suggestion
of replacing the old typer: to which they were so attached. So long
as Key was allowed to keep up a fleet of the old steam-and sail
cruisers,he would happily experiment with any number of torpedocruisers. Airthermore Key,ivith his myopic view of navr.l i%jarf are,
did not understand until too late -that the nev type he had created
was certain to supplant the old tyoes he. so cherished. In this,as
with the creation of the Foreign Intelligence Committee,Key's
very fault wan a virtue,in that he cheerfully supported innovations
which he would have fiercely resisted if he haxi realized that
by implication they subverted so much that he wished to preserve.
It is therefore no surprise ,to find Key

staunchly resisting

any replacement of the old cruirer typos, and at the r~,-- tin^
proponing a torpedo-cruiser which was in fact to do just th-vt.
In December 1831 he advocated:
'The designing of a small sea-going vessel to be
attached to a srurdron,and not to attach so much
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importance to the torpedo armar.ient of our large
ironclads'.
In the sane month he roundly rejected 1-rassey's assault on the
traditional tynes of-cruiser '\n.d gunboat. *"p f .eanuhile the project
for a torpedo-cruiser vns gathering v,"?,^. }>:.rn?.cv favoured the
Poly'nh.omus type of amo^ro:! torr>edo-r.?,n,

:.>ut a lighter ^nd

cheaper vessel was decided on, and W.li. ; -Jhito v:n,s instructed to
work out a design based on the L_ea:ido;?/.T:rir ty^e.'" Juries April
and I.:ay 1882 J-iite war ror/;ing on tiir dfiri~n with the ^lans of
the early IClswick cruiserr; beside him.

ilic rkotch cared on the

loander wns to bo of 2,800 tonr3,v:ith a two-inch amour deck,
four 6-inch f?inr, and about t^n torpedo tuber.vith a sooed of
sixteen knots. The subm^r^ed tornedo tuber.however,-nored a problem,
because thoy had nev^r been tried at rea,and could not be until
the Polyphemus ran trials (she was launched in June l8Sl).*Should
the experiment with submerged torpedo tubes ^rove unsuccessful 1 ,

'.Tnite proposed an armament with heavy guns on the model of the
<
IClsvack cruisers. At the beginning of July the Board asked for
such a design. 7 In November they asked for two alternative
armaments,one with two 9-2-inch and six 6-inch,the other vrith a
poop and forecastle and fourteen 6-inch. In both cases the
torpedoes were omitted. The Kersey design now had three quite
different armaments,each corresponding to a distinct possible
function. With ten torpedo tubes and four 6-inch guns she was

'Observations on the Strength of foreign Squadrons,and the ShipBuilding policy of the ::avy',T.'.Orassey, 23th llove^bsr l63l,with
remarks by Key, 29th .December l88l (PiiO : Adm.l/6600/B. 331).
Memorandum by Key 'On the Best Type of -Sm.ai Unarnoured Vessels
for the Navy,6th Harch 1882 (PRO: Adm. 1/7254,13th Hay -^95).
HLIM: Adm. 138/80,Cover of Llersey Class,f. 17,pp.1-2
Ibid.,unfoliated leaves between ff.16 & 175 Ibid.,ff.l-2.
6 Ibid.,f.24
/ i£id.,-.2?a.
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equipped to deliver and fight off torpedo attacks. Jith two 9.2r1
inch and six 6-inch guns, she was armed as a 'battleship-destroye
on the Elswick model. iVith an armament solely of 6-inch guns
she was simply a powerful cruiser. The first armament was of
course Sir Cooper Hoy's favourite, but tho torpedo-tubes were
t
still completely untried, and he was forced reluctantly to accep
the ships as 'convertible 1 .

This, at least, was hip official

position, but the constructors understood that the ship was now
to be entirely gun-armed, and on the following day White informed
the Chief Draughtsman that the spaces formerly assigned to
torpedo flats could be used for other purposes.

p

In this case, as with several previous designs, there was a
ies
diversity o-f opinion in the Admiralty, though the different part
do seem to have appreciated the f.~>.ct bettor than in the case
°^ "k*16 iE-LS' ^ey °^ c °urso wanted a torpedo-crui?er,and
g
continued to think of the class as potentially capable of bein
converted, though the constructors regarded the contingency as
improbable.

Barnaby, characteristically confused, suggested at

various times that the new type might replace ironclads, or
4
" Cooper Key,
ls.
vesse
atch
desp
alternatively would make good
who for all his faults had much sea-going experience, argued
strongly for a forecastle and poop, and if possible a complete
upper deck, to improve seaworthiness, and was prepared to accept
tho lighter gun armament as ample for a cruiser. Kendel, newly
appointed as additional Civil Lord, naturally adhered to the
'David and Goliath 1 school of which he, as the designer of the
3smer-alda,waG the chief exponent. The chips, he

argued, were

emorandum of 10 th Novombor 138? (ibij.. f . 40) .

2

Ibid.f.135
3 W.C.Smith to l,organ,7-th December 1833,£ -ropos -agasine
arrangements, speaks of 'a sufficient conception to the ;>os-i'
of eventually fitting under vater torpedo tubes' (rbid.f.110).
\fnsirno<j memorrjidun of 24th i^ebru'i.ry 1683 (ij^. f - ol) .Unr-i-:::^
^ uiid:'/&ed r.:ci:iorr.ndura,probably by Barnaby ( .U'dJ-. f 71)
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meant to fic'nt ironclads, and it was essential that they -lave he.aw
guns to do co. The j.N.O.,on the other hand,held t.iat they we^o
essentially cruisers,and should be armed accorjinrjly.
'jjhe argument was brought to no conclusion.and in the spring
of 1883 the Kersey and Severn were ordered with their armament
still undecided. In July 1883 the tieirey was officially given with
fourteen 6-inch and ten torpocio-tube^ - but in fact this
impossible combination merely reflected the gT.r-r?! '^c^rt^iniv.
In 'Or^ce-VbT c.n armament of four 7-inch and eight 6-inch was
i
chosen, 4" but in January 1884 the Forth was ordered with her
-armament undecided," and in ?ebruary not less than five alternative
4
gun armaments of the K-^rr.^ey were under discussion. In June, in a
comparison with the germ of the Orljando deci.Tn,the '^rr.oy was
f;iven v/ith two 7-inch and ten 6-inch,

but in July the. D.M.C.

persuaded Key that it wan needlecs to build a new 7-i^ch {^Jin
6,
especially for this class; (the calibre was otherwise un,mown
in the Service) so ICey recommended 8-inch for the Lersey and
Severn,and fourteen 6-inch for the Thames. 3y this time the
moment was approaching when a decision hrd to be made,and
liendel's influence evidently carried the day over the objections
of I'.ey and the D.JJ.O. , since the entire class were built with
two 8-inch and ten 6-inch gunc. They were the only class ever
built for the llavy to embody the opinions of the Liberal 'David
and Goliath 1 school.
Sir Cooper Key's first attempt to build a torpedo-cruiser
had resulted in a class of powerful protected cruisers armed
only with £uns,and a few experimental torpedo-tubes,but he did
not relax his efforts to obtain a real torpedo-cruiser. The spur

1 rbid.ff. 4o-4i.
Z Ibid.f.83.

5 Ibid.f,106.

Ibid.f.115

for a new proposal was applied by 1'ecsrs.Ye.rrov/,the torpedo-boat
builders,who on 9"^ I-Iarch 1833 '-.-rote su^osting a large armoured
torpedo-boat.

The idea vac passed around the Admiralty, and on

21st March /ley urged the great ne?d of "building cor.:e vessels to
cettle the best type. A report by Barnaby on French torpedocruisers added point to the proposal,and the other members of
the Board supported it.

2 Captain Tryon,the Per;nament Secretary,

produced a cogent and comprehensive paper,

also advocating

building such a type to establish its value,but questioning
whether a vessel of 1,200 tons was not too large for torpedo
work and too small for a proper

cruiser. He considered the

French torpedo-cruisers referred to by Barnaby had probably been
built as much for commerce-raiding as for torpedo work. Further
fuel was added to the discussion by a proposal of Thornycrafts,
Yarrow's rivals,for enlarged 600-ton torpedo-boats,lightly
4
armoured with belt and deck,and steaming twenty knots. These
daring suggestions were not preferred over the Admiralty design,
which proceeded with general consent. On 13th July llorthbrook
approved,

but on 25"th he produced something of a bombshell,in

the form of a counter-proposal of his own.

This was effectively

Key's ship stripped of her armament and called a despatch vessel,
thus saving £20,000. To deprive a warship of her armament to
save money might well be supposed an extreme example of misapplied
economy,and the suggestion seems to have been abandoned. Key's
original proposals went forward,and in March 1884 the Scout's
final design was ready.The Scout and her sister Fearless were
completed in June l88y,and their particulars stood thus:
Ii:,k: Adn. 138/32,Cover of Scout & Pec.rle_Gg,f.314Ibid.f.38.
3 rbid.ff.35-372 Ibid.ff.32-34.
5 Ibid.f.43.

Ibid.f.11.

Jisplacement:

1,596 tone at 14ft .yinn.me'in draught

Armament:

4 5-in.XBL & 3 torpedo-tubes
(73.5 ton:: - 4.6;:;

ii.achinery:

330 tone - 20. J,j

fjpeed:

16.7 .inotr,

Coal (legend) :

250 tone = 16.7^

Range (legend):

3,825 niles at ten knotr.

Goal (maximum):

450 tens = 25^

Range (maximum):

6,900 miles at ten Joiots.

Armour:

k
£-in.dec
&

Hull & armour:

46.4?.?

Ballast:

51 tons = 3.2)*1

As r,o of ten, the designers had overburdened the rhips in an
effort to be all things to all men. In particular,the addition
of two more 5-inch guns during construction mr-de them top-heavy,
and they had to be ballasted. They were always crank,vet,and
overweighted,and proved only a limited success in service,but
they had an important influence on subsequent designs. These
torpedo-cruisers are usually regarded as the forerunners of the
torpedo-gunboats,and through them of destroyers,and so they were
in conception. In design,however,the Scout,through the later
Archer Class torpedo-cruisers,was the begetter of the'Scouts'
of the 1890 T s,and thence of the light cruisers of the Great
Uar and later. These ships fall outside the scope of this study,
but it is interesting to see how Key's second attempt to produce
a torpedo-cruiser,though more successful in its object than his
first,was also more important in cruiser design than in the
evolution of torpedo craft.
When the efforts of i.ey and his Board to evolve torpedocruisers only multiplied the modern cruiser types whose performance
cast so unfavourable a light on that of traditional British
cruisers,it was only to be expected that intelligent officers
1

See Appendix.

would question the utility of the old tyr>eG. .'ev and 13;vrnc.bv
v

4.

t/

v

y

as we have seen, adhered staunchly to the old position, but they
came under increasing attack. The classic 'Liberal' belief
that the training of seamen and the police of the seas required
large numbers of fully rigged cruisers was widely questioned
inside as well as outside the Admiralty. In January 1834
Barnaby's and Key's opinions were directly opposed with cogent
arguments by the new D.ll.O. Captain Hopkins, 1 and by Lord
23
Alcester.
The same debate was continued in August 1885 under
a new *nirst Lord, with Codrington, 4 Iiood,and >lorr all urging the
'modernist' point of view, 2 and here, as we shall see, their
arguments had more effect.
The overall effect of five years striving after a successful
torpedo cruiser was to give more ammunition to campaigns for
general reform. Sir Cooper Key made the misto.ke so characteristic
of the conservative of mind. in supposing that change can be
localized. Even if he had produced a successful torpedo-cruiser
instea-d of the Hercey,jt would certainly h.3ve reflected poorly on
traditional designs. As it was, he and Sir Jilliam Armstrong,
each aiming for very different targets, simultaneously struck
on a powerful cruiser ty^e, which was bound to supersede those
that went before.
The notable characteristic of the developments of Smith's
and Horthbrook's Boardr is their haphazard nature. In an earlier
1 John Ommaney Hopkins, 1334-1916 : 1854 IT ate °z Actin? Lieutenant,
1857 Lieutenant, 1062 Comm:;.nder,l367 Contain (183C-1 Captain of
ril-lo Itec ell ent,l 381-3 Private Sec. to 1st Lord,l8o3-6 JiiO) ,1885
Rear-Admiral (1383-91 3rd Sea Lord & Controller) ,189! Vice- Admiral
(1892 KC3, 1892-5 0-in-C II. America & I/. Indies) ,1896 Adniral
(1896-9 0-in-C Iiediterr?-nean)lb99 retired, (1899 GC3) . An ener-jetic
w intelligent of ficer, jacrer. f G coi^-in-lav;,
pi{0 . Adm. 1/7254,13-th liay 1895
4 ;/illiam Codrington, 1832-1883 : 1847 entered ITavy, 1853 kate,
18^5 Lioutonant,l864 Compandor, 186? Capt.-in (l3y6-6c Privat e 3oc
•to 1st Lord) ,luojL-3 Captain of IL.S j::o el lout ,183^-6 3rd Lie- Lo'rd
1886 jc^ear- Admiral . '/.i< . Smith ' n son-in-la-;.
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era there had been some men at the Admiralty with a broad
o_ naval affairs,capable of producing something like general
policy,but in this age progress within the Admiralty depended
more upon the accretion of many small measures,without anr
f

V

guiding policies. Sir Cooler Key was destitute of any broad
understanding of policy,and under him the Admiralty drifted
through a period of rapid technical -oro^ress. It is ar-viable
that in that uncertain tine Key was the ls.:t man for the ,-iob having no policy,he was unable to make major errors, r.r.cl having
no understanding of broad issues,he failed to recognize reform
when he saw it - and by allowing itself to be carried by a current
of change,the Navy made a surprisingly painless entry into a new era.
Dy 1885,however,the -orescures for a radical change were
rapidly increasing. Successive war scares had revealed to a
public increasingly conscious of such things.how we?..-: the "avy
was, and how vital the interests it had to protect, i/ith intelligent
and able civilians taking serious interest in naval affairs,
pertinent questions about policy-formation and decision-making
'in the Admiralty were being asked. A developed body of professional
opinion outside the Adjniralty provided increasingly attractive
alternative doctrines for interested politicians and civilians
to draw upon. Last,but not least,the existence of actual warships
manifestly superior to the traditional types emphasized the
inadequacy of the old ideas in a new age. In 1885 a host of
influences were poised to push the Navy into a new age,and it
wanted only a trigger to precipitate the change.
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CHAPTBH V;

THE inj OF TI-IJ 'P.UK AG.i]3^^-^-1590

A. Reform from 'j'ithin .and ./jthout
On 30th I!arch 18S5 uussian forces attacked pendjeh on the
Afghan frontier, and by ther.r action revived in an acute form
perennial fears for the recnrlty of British India. ?or several
weeks war with Russia seemed likely,and the Navy did its best
to make ready for it,but 'A lamentable want of precision and
organization,^ a general unreadiness prevailed at the Admiralty 1 .-1"
In the matter of merchant cruisers,a subject continually discussed
for twenty ynars,co little had been -n r ooared that the ..dmiralty
could think of no other way to prevent the fastest steamers being
sold to the Russians than to charter them wholesale, at a cost of
2
over three ruarterc of a million pounds s^ent to no useful purpose.
Of nine unarrnoured cruisers in the First Reserve, supposedly ready
for instant commissioning,only one actually was. 3even others
took between thirty-eight and one hundred and thirty-four days to
prepare for sea,and one was never got ready at all.
This unpreparedness was typical of the Ilavy as. it had been
for many years, and th?. reader of this study will not be surprised
at it. One ~ rho was un^lerrant,ly surT': s^o. WT lord "J'?or~e ~~ em-i.lton,
who took office as First Lord in Lord Salisbury's government on
?.4th June 1335,when the crisis was virtually over. Hamilton and
his colle-.:,guos were finally responsible for carrying out the nia.jor
reforms which had for years been rer-uired, and he and they deserve
attention.
-^kinute by Bartlett of 12th "Jovember 1806 on lieresford's taper on
War Organization of 6th October 1836 (??£: AcV.-i.ll6/3IOC).
Minute by ^orvood^Sth August 1386,on a letter from Messrs. Ismay,
Imrie of 17th ;,u^st
citod above (:;oe also Jvrir;;r;s,l]^^l_ J ^j:i^-j;.;\r^j.p7ns,-o. 234) .
I

__

^-

'_---_

\.-,

*-»

T«

._.."'

3t ,ieport of the Preparations nado by th<? ..,J.i.iir^lty in anticipation
of an Outbreak of '.far in the f3prin~ of l885',: 1 IJ ;o.->ort "Jo.;?!,
(?uO: /.dm.116/3409).
4 uord George Francis Hamilton,1845-1927: l36o-35 Cons-rvr.tivo '.'?
fo- Tiddlesex, 1885-1S06 kl' for ^alin:; (i885-o .« !•::06-^2 1st jjord,
1895-1903 Ijoc.for India),1913 GC^I.
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Lord George Hamilton was no more a nav:d e::p-?.rt tlic.ii most
of his predecessorr; and successors,but he worked easily with
naval men. and. took advice readily. He vac a nan o"" -peasant and
tactful manner, and cound j^dgonont of character; a ca^aMe
a6.minir.tr at or without being brilliant; a politician who n^ver
rose to the highest rank,and probably never deserved to, but one
of the most successful First Lords of the century. As a reformer
he was cautious and pragmatic; wildly energetic,indeed.by the
standards of I'.ey and lforthbrook,bvt making haste too slowly for
the agitated public temper of the late IccO's. lie was by
temperament some','hat pedestrian,even unim?-ginative; happiest
working methodically through unspectacular but vital reforms.
It was tyoical of him to concentrate on remodelling the 'infrastructure'
of a Service ho found in decay,and an administration in disarray.
Financial control war. poor; Northbrook's programme had been so
hurriedJLy prepared that there was an error of a million pound.s,
which Hamilton was able to turn to the Navy's benefit,and Gladstone's
discomfiture.

With co little regard for realities ha,d Liberal

economies been pressed that the Estimates of 1886-7 provided for
2
guns the ammunition for which had been struck out. More seriouslj'-,
the dockyard administration was chaotic,and politicians' habit of
beginning ships,(which could then be shown on the annual returns)
but begrudging the money to finish them,had led to very long
construction periods. In 1835 twenty-one armoured ships were
building or completing. No ironclad had been constructed in less
than five years since the i860 ! s,and recently they had averaged
& of their intended cost.^ ry reforming dockyard, administration,

Lord George Hamilton,}^_rl_i^mejit_-r-' ^^^^^^SL^^^
1386-1906 (London, 1^22) pp"- ^^'I±L^^^^^' Z ^''
3 lbid. .p.84.I_dem,l863-33_,7. 2QS
2 Idem,1883-1906,p. 108.
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completing ships under construction, and correcting the anomalies
of his predecessors' financial management , Hamilton -.-as able to
increase the efficiency of the Navy in his first few years in
i
off ice, while actually reducing the ::avy ^stinates."" In doing so
he laid the groundwork for roforn vhilo the pressures fcr it
were fast increasing. Hamilton was -not hinc^.f the man to detect
these pressures, nor had he the imagination to lead the ilavy into
%

a new era of reform on hir, own initiative. On the other hand, he
and his Board were well adapted to command from the rear. They
were cautious but pragmatic men,abli to channel the sometimes
undisciplined enthusiasm of the reformers into the most productive
courses. In many ways Hamilton was fortunate in coning to office
at a time when public opinion demanded and obtained long overdue
reforms for which he was not solely responsible, but his ernentially
limited talents were admirably disposed to make the best use
of the chances which the course of outside events thrust at him,
and it is not unfair that he should have received the credit for
the 1 1 aval Defence Act.
The Hoard v/ith its subordinate officials which Hamilton
appointed was in some ways one of the strongest, as well as one
of the most disparate, of Victorian times. It contained several
men of outstanding abilities and striking character, but the
First and Second Sea Lords were not of their number. How a good
2
judge of men like Hamilton came to appoint Sir Arthur Hood'^irst
Sea Lord is something of a mystery. His published description
1 Ibid. pp. 301-2. Idorn , 1 88 5-l$06 •> PP - 45~6 & 82-6. memorandum of

loth A->ril 189C by iJ.J.Groene, Asst. Private L^c.to 1st icrcl
(i-RO: Adm. 1/74650, 31st Jecenber 1890 ) . Hampshire Record Office,
Norwood -:SS (cited by call no., thus: HIO : 19L62/) ,Hanilton to
Forwood,21st & 31ct December 1886 (l-LlO: I$'k62/25) .
2 Arthur William Acland Kood, 1824-1 901 ,1336 entered ;;avy,I<£43 ^ate
1846 Lieutenant, 1354 Colander (served at bombardment of ^cr~,
in Crimean iiaval brigade, & at capture of Canton) ,1858 Captain,
(1866-8 Captain of HMo Excellent ,l866-?4 ;JJ :0),1076 ^ear-^^.ir:-!,
(1877-9 2nd I^ea Lord,l87r-8l C-in-C Channel) ,1830 /icn-:/rir.-.l
(iou5 i:CB,luii5-6 let !Jea Lord),lou6 Admiral (±uo(3-<: let ;,ca Lord,
(1339 CJC.3),1G89 retired (1892 Ist.jJaroii iiood of ,,valon) .
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scarcely qualifies an an encomium by the standards of

of Hood

Victorian biography, and might be thought to damn with faint
praise. Hood had already been de fj^cjbo ?irst fjea Lord for several
months,

2

he came of a famous old naval family with much nrestige

and influence, and it seems that conr-ic erc-tions oth°r than his
abilities may have playel their part in his appointment (and
subsequently in his peerage, which was greeted by the Navy with
general amazement). So well-informed an observer as I-hipps Hornby
certainly thought so:
'To quiet party exigencies, an admiral is placed
at the head of the navy who was incompetent to have
the Channel Squadron. He wan ,1 believe, a gunnery officer
of repute, but never a seaman. 1
rlood wac indeed s. man ill-fitted to his post:
'A careful , painstaking of ficer. though without the
genius that was much needed in a period of great change,
and clinging by ternoerament to the ideas of the past
when they had ceased to be suitable......
The four yenrr. which followed [i335j v.T ere years of
groat change and great oO.vance, but it war. cor, -".only
supposed that Hood's efforts were mainly devoted to
preventing the advance from becoming too rapid. j_il;e
his predecessor, he scarcely understood the essential
needs of England as a, great naval power: and several
of his public declarations might be thought equivalent
to an expression of belief that, useful ac the llc.v:;r was,
4
the country could get on very well without it.'~
He was a stubborn and touchy man,who took advice very ill,
er-^ecially from subordinate^, and his evidence before the Select
Corr.-.-uttee on the Havy .ostirnates giver, an unflattering impression
11 am i 11 on, I- ar 1 i <am ent ary Hem i nij: c e£^ej^,Jl88^-lS'C^o , p. 36.
2,
3?hi-ps Hornby to Hoel,l6th Hay 1339 (:::::,: 1TOS lox 5).
, j.
,.
4" " "
in JJictiorarv of "Jational Diohraphy, s.v. >_»ir j.ro.iur
' '
Hood,Lord Hood of ^valcn.
-'•'••'•
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of hir. ch Procter and abilities.

though ca v.V.l -> of round

judgement of details, he had no comprehension of bro:?d is:ues.
'/Hi at over tho reasons conr<ellin~-' hir. aoointment
.ther
'--ere
- ~
/
*"~ -j
'
still ^o-.'crful in August 1806, when Hamilton returned to the
Admiralty rafter the brief Liberal interregnum, of Gladstone's
third administration, in which Lord Hiron and Lord John Hay2 had
t alien over the Admiralty, cut for too short a time to effect
any real changes. liood returned as '.^irst Sea Lord, and Sir Anthony
Hoskins

retained hir, seat, as he had dono under Liberal and

Conservative alilc^. Ilon^zinc is tactfully described by Hamilton
ar. a nan of no great drive % and thir. v:as not an exc^g.^eration.
Hir, evidence in 1888 r:urr~entr an idle and indifferent
mind,
'*
T ;hich did not really Imov; or greatly care uho fi::ed the r-ize of

the llavy or planned its conduct in war.
strength of foreign navies,

R

.He knew nothing of the

he condemned torpedo-cruisers by

implication on the grounds that they were useful only in war time, 7'
o
and as late as 1893 he was still strongly in favour cf sail.
Vice-Admiral Graham. 9 appointed Third :_'.ea Lord and Controller
Aanft,Haval Defence of Tr.°de,-o. 1^7? calls him '-stupid and irascible'.
n.2.
/mthony Hiley Hoskins, 1828-1901 : 1842 entered llavy, 1849 Lieutenant,
(1851-3 rlaval A7JC to oir Harry Smith in the /.affir ;/ar,l857 at
capture of Canton) ,1857 Commander. 1863 Captain, lo75-3 Commodore
(Australia) ,1379 Rear-Admiral (looO-2 3rd Sea Lord, 1882 HCB) ,
1885 Vice-admiral (1885-9 2nd L'ea Lord, 1889-91 C-in-C mediterranean),
1891 Admiral (1891-3 1st . Sea Lord, 1893 GClT),lo93 retired.
"Hamilton, Parliamentary Herniscences,! 885-1906? ?• ^7»

^£om-!iittee on Iiavy intimates / ' i nut e s of Hvi dene e , ( ? P : 1638 XII
p. 74/5?4, Q.1022; pp.59/ 359, QQ- ^36-7 & p. 67/567, QQ- 910-91 2) .
6 Ibid. , p. 66/566, QQ. 906-7^lil'ii.I: Adjn. 138/86, Cover of Brambl e et al . , unf ol i at ed ; 'precis of
correspondence' loose in back cover.
Q

HI.H: Adm. 138/39, Cover of Bu::::ard ejfc al. ,f.?2 (?-folio.tion defective)
William Graham, 1825-1907: 1842 entered Havy,l849 Lieutenant,
1858 Commander, 1863 Captain, 1879 Hear-admir:-.l,l3o5 Vico-Ac-.iral ,
(lo'J5-8 Controller & 1886-8 3rd Sea Lord,lo37 H03),lo>0 admiral
& retired (1902 GOB).

1/7
in succession to Brandreth late in 1885,was already worn out
by his work when Hamilton resumed office,and had retired to bed
by 1889. l
It was the junior members of the Board,and its immediate
subordinates,who provided much of the quality,and caused many
of the vicissitudes of hrvnilton's regime. Lord Charles Beresford,
who succeeded Codrington as Junior IIaval Lord in the second of
Hamilton's Boards; Kr Bartlett,the Civil Lord; Mr Norwood,the
Parliamentary Secretary; Lord Walter Kerr,the Virst Lord's
Private Secretary; and W.II.White the new D.TI.C.; to say
nothing of Captain John ?i slier, who succeeded Hopkins as D.II.O.
in the autumn of 1886,were all men of an ability and character
seldom seen,and never combined,in previous Admiralties.
In the last generation of naval officers to be brought up
under sail,there were many outstanding seamen whose exploits are
i

remembered with something like awe; there were celebrated leaders
of men renowned for their enterprise and daring; there were
noblemen of wealth and charm,who moved easily in the highest
political and social circles; there were eccentric individualists
who never hesitated to express irrational fancy or outrageous
prejudice; but no-one ever combined these qualities as Lord
Charles Beresford did.

2

He had all the characteristics traditionally

associated with his Irish birth, lie was charming,brave,generous,
unsystemaatic and impulsive,a superb leader but a Door organiser.
Marnilton y ^£lj^nj?njtajgy_^^3^i__s^enccs, 1885-1.906- P- 37. Lord G.
Hamilton to Norwood, 9th i.'ove;viber Io39 & _;1 or;;oo'l to j_ord -j.iir.rr.ilton,
24th Ilove-nber [l38r/j (ilJiO: 19^62/25 & 45).
Lord Charles .Jilli^rn de la Poer reresrford, 1646-1919: 1C>59 entoroi
;.'avy,lo62 Midshipman,1C66 Sub-lieutenant ,1363 Lieutenant (io74-c-C
Conservative M? for Waterford) ,lo75 Comrrar/ler (1375 .JJJ to the
i-rinco of ..'ales in India),1832 Obtain (promotod for hir:^ co:^n?.:v^
o.' th3 vonl2£ :gunvnr.rjel at tho bonb-;r -liGiit of Alexr-^ria) (j.8:;4
.[aval AJ'J to Lord ,/olseley & later CO of the Javal ;-ri_". ?,<: 1.:
:>-;.yi->t,loo5-9 hi-- for ^.Laryicbone,lG36-J 4th ljea Lord) ,lo^7 .to;>rAcj.:.iiral (1897-l^CO ,.? ?or York,!^ ( C-2 2nd-in-C Kcditer:?--:i-a:0 ,
1902 Vice-VA-ir-.l (l°02-° •:? *cr T ^olv-: rhj.^1 ^' I- f -- ^ H'i.V,1^03-5
C-in-C Channel, 1905-6 C-in-C r.editnrranean) ,1?CO .^--..ir .1 (1^06 CCVO,
i90>9 C-in-C Channel,191C-1C h? f^r Fort:- ;:ou-«h) ,1SH retire;
(1911 CICD, 1916 Ir.t j.r-ron).

The attractiveness of his character a.icl uAe fu.ie of ais ccura^o
made him a public hero for most of hie 1 if?, and by -the mid-lS^C's
he was regarded by millions of ordinary people as t.ie epitome
cf the naval officer; "bluff ,f ran]:, and che^rfuJ , courageous in
uar and guileless in peace. At the samo time hir. '"--alth, charm,
?:id noble birth won him easy acceptance in the hiyhost society,
and he was a personal friend of the prince of //ales, whoso influence
secured hin hi:; seat at th? "card. Hir, follow of f ic ere, though
sometimes :.l armed by hin imprudence, could not but admire his
superb seaman ship, hie; leadership, and hi?, dedication to the
Service in T.;hich he had made his career, he :.'ar a rr.an of tireless
energy and entjiur-ian-.in for many causes, especially the reform of
the Ilavy. Tie v/as also intemperate and incautious, very ready to
allow hie parr-dons and prejudices to run av;ay v:ith him, anc.
hardly to be restrained by cooler spirits than he. As a political
campaigner, ieresford v.-as lii:ened to a torpedo; a weapon of
dev;.. stating power, but difficult to aim, and impossible to control.
i'ew men were temperamentally less, suited to office wo r,;, and his
time at the Admiralty was a severe trial to Hamilton,

but his

enthusiastic , not to soy immoderate support for reform was of the
greatest effect.
Jercsford's civilian collca^aes,3artlett

o

and Norwood,

3

were able men, but neither worAod easily with others, ^orwoccl, in
^articular, was an ener;;tetic and experienced administrator v/ith
an incisive mind, but his waspish pen brought him few friends,
and the crualitiec which had won him wealth as a shipowner did
ha.milton ,]'ari in.m e nt _g.ry ^ o m i n i s c en c ej^J._oi^6-_l;Xj , pp . 3 •_'— p 2.6th J anuc ry 1 63o ,
Christ Church, C'"f ore.:
~inbury (Salisbury I-.oli,
.
..

.yhamilton/1 22). Salisbury to the ^ueen,Sth January 136 J (PAC :
Cab. 41/21/1).
2 ^:ilis Ashmead 33artlett ,1^^-1902 : 1372 I?A Gh.Ch.,lG77 call-,;, to
the par,looO-5 Conservative MP for ^ye, 1685-1902 1-JP for I'Jccler.h^ll
(1885 i 16oO-92 Civil Lord, 16^2 Kt.).
3 Arthur iJover Norwood, 1836-1893 : lo/3-9 T.ayor of Liverpool, 16:\>92 rarliamerit;..ry ^ec,lu95 l"t.l/«.
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not include tolerance for those less intelligent or industrious
than himself.

Forwood pl?yed an inportc.nt and hithorto unrecognised

part in Ho/iilton 1 s Board. He and the First Lord ::or.:ed closely
together,and perfectly complemented oach other. Norwood v/as
the reforrnor; vigorous, indeed ruthiftSF in the pursuit of change,
he never knew or cared how to be conciliatory. Hamilton supported
his objectives, indeed leant on Forwood for many of his ideas;
he used Forv/ood an the blunt spear-head of his reforms; but to
his colleagues he wac ever the tactful mediator, smoothing the
anger which Norwood provoked,while quietly supporting him on
all matters of substance. Hamilton often

found it difficult

to keep his team together - indeed,he lost one member of it
p
from Forwood's conduct, and feared to lose more.but he valued
Norwood as the real motor of many of his reforms, lo other
political member of any Board of this period v;as as knowledgeable
of naval affairs or as willing to interfere in them as he.
Forwood is nowadays remembered,if at all,only as a local politician,
but he decerves to bo known also for his work at the Admiralty.
A
The First Lord's Private Secretary,Lord Walter Kerr," was
a. reformer of rather different character. A quiet, diplomatic man
of conservative temperament,with sound judgement and commoncense ra.ther than the more spectacular qualities of his colleagues,
he was a reluctant reformed by conviction. His cautious and
ton,op.
1Hamil
"" cit.(1886-1906)pp.33 &
2
•jr.Jlgar,the director of Docl^yards.
See Norwood's papers pasr.im, erpccially 19^62/454Lord Walter Talbot kerr,1639-192?: 1853 Cadet,1855 ^idshionan,
1857 Hate (with 'iiaval Brigade at Helief of Luclsiov) ,1659 Lieutenrjrt,
1863 Commander, 18?2 Captain (l8c55~9 Private Sec.to let Lord),
1889 Hoar-Admiral,0890-2 2nd-in-C Kediterr-ane^i, 1892-3 4th Sea
Lord,1893-5 2nd Sea Lord),1895 Vice-Admiral (1895-? C-in-C Channel,
1896 KCB, 1899-1904 Ir.t Sea Lord) ,1900 Admiral (1902 GC3) ,1 C04
Admiral of the Fleet,1909 retired.
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moderate views,so similar to Hamilton 1 s,probably played their
part in guiding the J"irst Lord's measured progress.
.Tnen Lord George Hamilton came to the .ic.;;:ir:ilty he found
Darnaby occupying the post he had held for fifteen years,and he
had Northbrook' s advice to leave him there. Lut j,;nulton,an
intelligent student of naval affairs as v:ell as human nr.ture,
disagreed:
'He seemed to mo to exercise his ability more
in showing the .great variety of combinations that could
be obtained on a riven displacement.....than in
ascertaining what war be~.t for the Ilavy and what the
If aval officers required. '
Barnaby war. exhausted by the family troubles engendered by his
brother-in law' s constant attacks on the Admiralty, and offered
3
2
to resign. On Hood's advice Hamilton invited I/.H. .;'hite to
succeed him. '.fnite had been only two years at 21swick,but ^xrm
agreed to release him provided he could select another Admiralty
constructor to take his place,

4

and White for his part accepted

a large reduction of salary in returning to the Admiralty. Unite
was J.J.C.for seventeen years,and responsible for designing
what may be called the 'pro-Dreadnought lfavy',the last,largest
and finest of Queen Victoria's many fleets. Unlike Barnaby,
Vfnite had a caiestioning mind,which constantly sought out novel
ideas,experimented with fresh techniques,and investigated new
discoveries. In marked contrast to his predecessor,he was
flexible and pragmatic in outlook. He constantly canvassed
the opinions of naval officers,and lost no opportunity to observe
"^Hamilton,op. cit. (l868-lo8s) ,pr>. 293-6. See also Ld.G.Hamilton to
i<1or-jcod.l5th October Ic5b6 (h^° : l;^62/25) .
2

"P ar l:e c:, .iritish 'jjat tie ships, p. 3 '10.
:'::•!to,p. 147' n.6.

~;.o chose Philip ;;attn,w!io succeodod ,/hite ac JJC.

1-1
the behaviour of his desiaris at sea. ..'Lite was wholly a 'modernist',
and a convince! proponent of the protected instead of the belted
cruiser. As the leading naval architect of the a1.ay, and author
of a standard text-boo]:,

his professional competence was beyond

question; he was widely known as the d-signer of the famous
.Jlswick cruisers,whose performance cast so unfavourable a JLirht
on Ja.rnaby's designs; and consocuontly his sm.^ort for
reformist positions ws of tb^ . r *re-.test influence."1
In its e-rly years Hamilton's regime displayed little outward
evidence of reform. The lay observer might have supeor-ea1 that
nothing much had changed from Horthbrook 1 s time.but he would have
been mistaken. '.Jhero Horthbrook and Key had obstrvcte-1 change
and obfuscated policy-making,Hamilton,without exactly encouraging
radio ad developments,worked steadily at the unspectacular business
of reforming administration and laying a grovnowork of sound
policy on which to found more ra^id advance.
Typical of him v/as his approach to the -unboat r/vestion.
',,T e have already seen how the success of torpedo cruisers had
raised fresh doubts about the utility of the traditional gunboats
and small cruisers. 4 Hamilton questioned their usefulness,but
his senior naval advisers scouted his suggestions. Between
O'ctober and December 1836 there v/as a prolonged controversy
ever whether to repeat the i;n ? z ard Class ram boat s, the chief
protagonists being Hood on one side,and Norwood on the other.^5
^A Manual yof ; I aval .Architecture (London,Io77,l8o2,1894 &c.,2 vols.).
.
.
See character of '.fiiite by Commander S. i- :ing-H al 1, Th e .• Jvo 1 ut i o n
of the Cruiser,pp. 29-33 (?-0: Adr.i. 1/8724/93,15^ Jecornber I'. :J) .
3Ld.G.Hamilton to Porwood, 21st & 31st December 1836 (l-l^O: 19i'62/25) .
* Ante,p.170.
':I!".:•: : Adm. 138/89,'Jovcr of :-3uz::ard,:_Iy_nnhe & rli-Il^£* f • 1 • '" :ev
Construction; Design of Ships & Machinery; Allocation of Vosrels'
iijiO: 19:162/40) .
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Hanilton reacted character!stically by writing to a vide range
of senior officers asking for their opinions on t:ie rues-lion:
'It in proponed to koer> on forei.-m stations 10
gunboats,

& I am told that "these ve.cr.els from their
light draught etc. ?.re inOir-oens&ble in time of war".

I should like to get rid of all gunboats,replacing theby sloops and vessels of the -(attlesna.-:e type. P I feel
these mall vessels are not nuch use in protecting conferee,
can be easily taken on the open sea,& would at times
be a hindrance rather than an advantage, tftill if they
are necessary I must yield to naval experience. 1
To the Comrnander-in-Chief in China he v;rote:
'I am very anxious to reduce the number of small
useless craft now on certain stations and especially
China. Could we not substitute large sloops and abolish
the slow bulimy gunboats and sloops now in commission.
A few large vessels would do the work of many small ones,
they would instill more respect for the flag,o; afford
much greater protection to our trade
in peace & war. '

[word illegible]

4

e

Vesey Hamilton-' agreed: 'You might economise on this station very
much by having fast vessels of a decent sice - the day of
gunboats has gone by 1 ,

and his judgement was supported by a

^This should perhaps read 100;even after the Naval Defence Act
the Ilavy still kept over seventy gunboats in commission,
2 The first of the torpedo-junboats,which
were smaller and faster
successors to the early torpedo-cruisers.
3LcL G.Hamilton to rhipps Horn by, 10th August 183? (ill.'j.l: PHI/120 B,sa.lC87)
Ld.G.Hamilton to Vesey Hamilton, 2?th December 1866 (liM:.: VHI,/9) •
5 :iichard Vesey Hamilton,1829-1912: 1343 entered I-avy,l849 Hate,
1351 Lieutenant, (1850-1 & 1852-4 in Arctic, in 13^2 made :>2.-'l.''y
sledge journey,discovering part of ..elville Island),1857 Comm-iv.Ier,
(promoted for his TV art in the battle of rV.tchan Creek) ,1862
CaDtain,i8?7 itear-AOjr.ir-M (1576-80 DliO),lo84 Vice-Admiral (1885-0
C-in-C China),1887 Admiral (1S37 J.C3,1889-91 1st Cea Lord,lC91-<
President of iIIIC! Greenvrich) ,1^94 retired (1395 GOB).
6 Vesey Hamilton to Ld.G.Hamilton, 19th January 1886 (HI,:.: Tii'.-:/2).
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damning catalogue of the cruisers under hio com...and,which might
be summarized thus:
Cruiser:

Leader - A fine steamer,but her engines
delicate.

Corvettes

^^2J2llire - 'useless, can neither steam, sail
nor ficht ! .
'C ! Class - it'ine steamers; their rig should
be cut dovn and their useless
armament of 64 pdrs.replaced.
IIor°H1J: "^ Vastly inferior to their nominal
Satellite V———————
f strength and no better thin the
aged ships they replaced.

Sloops

Penguin - Inferior to the Swift she is to
relieve.

Wanderer - Wo merit but a heavy armament
Daring - Even worse
Gunvessels:

^i£i\__ 'kost efficient email craft in every
Linnet!
respect*
l.li-^12 "" 'Useless for years'

Gunboats:

All worthless
worthies? for scruadron service and
1
far too slow.

The ^irrt Lord's approach to tho problem was J;y.?ical of him.
His sound judgement ruestioned the existing ways,and so he
carefully sounded an wide a rangn of expert opinion as possible,
and gradually built up a coherent new outlook. Vie shall see in
the Naval jefence Act the fruits of his cautious and syotemaatic
methods of forming policy,
vjhen Hamilton came to tho Admiralty he found that the JM.C.
had rrovn
"neatly
in oower
and influence, jiven under L^y's rule.
_.'
>—*
»/
j.

Hall had felt able to undertake the preparation of war ~>lc.nc.
On 24th r^p-ti-i.roor l3^4,---hilo I.'orth'orook var in ^\;:yrt and .;.i1 .
Cte ad was publishing 'The Truth about the "av^» ,Hr.:.- c™lotr-o.
his n 'o-— Vr: on a Naval Camoaign', 2 of^erin- tentative -lanr
1 Vesey :;a-nilton to Ld. G. Hamilton, undated ta. 16th :;ov?..ibo:.- iGo
(i-'i-il: ViiiI/4).
AT.: ?IC P.o-.ort :io-51
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for o~:erat.ions ^gaiurt 7:: nee. .;iih erually ;,oc'j. ti:..ing lie
submitted hie 'G-a.^r:,! Outline of Pqssible kaval Operations
against kussia'

a fortnight before the itcr.ians attacked

I-en'ljeh. These v:ere foilo-.-.'od by »'.?he protoctr.cn of Commerce by

patrolling the Ocean Iligir-nys and .;;.- Convoy 1 ,

9

in ray 1885,the

month before ramilton too 1 : office. ;jy there papers .-iall demonstrated
the status hie nascent Oe ^artrnent had already achieved,but in
them he also shoved the limitations of hie; own thinking, -rhou^ii
a subtle diplomat and a skilful adninirtrator,nall ve.s not a
strategist of the firnt ran":, and he does not seem to have been
familiar v;ith the latest naval thir.l:inr;, especially outside the
admiralty, /ill three papers T :ere largely concerned vita the
protection of trade, and h^ made a broad distinction betv:een
two possible schemes; one of patrol and convoy of trade,the other
of blockade and hunting of raiders. The letter,he considered,
was both more efficient and more consonant with British offensive
traditions. Convoy in particular he condemned as generally impossible,
and invariably undesirable. All three papers are loosely argued,
full of unsubstantiated assumptions and unjustified inferences,
nevertheless,it was their position which became in later years
the accepted orthodoxy,and it is difficult to avoid the suspicion!
that VJ.Ii.IIall 1 s skilful diplomacy, so admirably devoted to the
foundation and nurture of his intelligence department,was less
hazily,-though no less effectively used to propagate his sometimes
ill-founded strategic opinions.
The intelligence department oved its major advance during
these years,however,not to Hall,but to Beresford. He joined
Hamilton 1 r. Board as Junior Naval Lord when Salisbury's government
returned in 1886,and within a few months he had produced an u^ro r.
A fortnight after taking office,he was already appalled at vhat

i rbid.No.64,14th Ilarch 1884
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ho had, or rather, hid. not found:
'The most artonir.hing revolution that has como to
me is the fact that at the moment there is no sort of
power of orrar.i nation, an to what our fleet "o^-I be
required to do,& what would actually be wanted.
everything ccnn-cted with this gi -antic organisation
would have to be m^t jv^tor war was declared. '"'"'
This was no exaggeration, an a more ox-nerioncod -:,nd loss
excitable observer confirmed:
VOuring my Admiralty experience of forty-four
years, I may safely affirm that no measures wrs device:",
nor no £s_i£j practical arrangements thought out, to meet
the numerous duties vrliich devolve u^on the l'l:r.ir'.Ity,
and which at once present themselves at the very
2
oeginning of a irar. '
On 6th October Berecford circulated hi?, favour oa-per o:i
war organization:
'It is quite incredible that vdth the knowledge
we possess as to what will actually be required at the
moment of a declaration of war, no steps have been taken
to organize or prepare any method of plan for showing
how or where these absolutely necessary requirements
are to be obtained.....
The provision of these necessities is at present
left to Providence, as it appears to be nobody' s duty
to undertake^ th^e orga-nir.at^ipn. .....
It is disgraceful ,1 will go so far as to say
positively criminal, that no organization exists.'^
This was substantiated by copious detail. By comparison with
4
the French ships of the First Reserve , for example, ready for
sea at forty-eight hours notice, the best that could be said of.
Beresford to Phipps Hornby,24th August 1836 (i:?:M: PHI/120 B,
ca.
2 " 1886) (original italics).
jjriggs ,If aval Admini strat ions , p . 224.
PRO: Adm. 116/3106 & Cab. 37/18/45 (original italics) . Jee also
A.
"Beresford presumably refers to the French reserve ' c.ir.ponibl?
en rade ', roughly corresnonding to the British First Reserve.

1 <: (•

JL-jt-

the twenty ships of the 13ritich First Reserve, supposedly pre-arrd
for instant commissioning,wo.s that three mi^rt be got to sei
in a week, Even this was of little use,since there were no
reserves of ammunition,and it would take six weeks to fill the
shell to arm them. This sort of information,to say nothing of
a style of presentation not often seen in ./hitehall, created
something of an impression. Dorasford proposed to create a
Naval Intelligence Division (N.I.D.) with two parts,0110 to absorb
the work of the existing li1 . I.e., the other to olan and organize
for mobilization. I;acGreror,]<artlett and Ho skins concurred;
Hood was defensive,claiming that he had been thinking of such
a thing for some time; Graham refused to believe that no plans
existed,and deprecated collecting information.as it would be
bound to be found out by an enemy,so it would be better for the
Admiralty to remain in ignorance 1 Forv:ood also disbelieved
Beresford,until disabused by his naval colleagues.

It was not

only the Board who worn struck by jjeresford'n argument. On 13th
Octoocr,a week after it was written,the entire text was published
by the Pall LI^ll Gar.ette. It had supposedly been revealed through
the dishonesty of an Admiralty messenger,but it ir hard to believe
that jerer.ford had no part in an action so eminently characteristic
of him. He certainly prefixed to the marking 'Confidential' on
the cover of the original pa^er,the remark 'I wish it to be
understood that thir ir, not.....' 'I'iie effect on a public mind
already disturbed by the Fendjeh crisis and the previous year's
naval agitation,was immediate and dramatic.

2

Meanwhile a T^oard

committee was sitting on the ruection,and on 25th ITovember it
The Loard's comments are appended to the original -^aper. cited lov
2
'I arder,British Ifaval Policy,p. 133.
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recommended that an Intelligence Division to pl;-n for war be
established 'at once*,

;jy the beginning of December the

question war decided in principle, though not without argume

over detail, 2 and on 24th January the neu 1 1 aval Intelligence
Division was constituted, with './.K.Hall the first Director of
Maval Intelligence (i).'J. I. ) , and Captains Cu stance and M^ardleyVJilmot in charge of the Intelligence and Mobilization divisions."
Ironically enough, Bere sf ord ' s greatest triumph was also
the cause of hie resignation. Under Treasury pressure Hamilton
agreed to reduce the proposed salaries of the D.M.I.and his
assistants, and on this issue Beresford chose to resign, neither
4.

he nor the First Lord were sorry at his departure. ~ Nevertheless,
Beresford' s brief and turbulent career at the Board had lasting
consequences. The H.I.j). grew rapidly in stature and strength.
Custance^ and Eardley-Wilmot

were two of the best known of the

young officers at the centre of the independent Service school
of reformist thought, and among the first to reach influential
positions within the Admiralty. By 189! the M.I.D.had already
'Report of the Board Committee on Re-organisation of the foreign
Intelligence Committee' (PRO: Adm. 116/3106) (original italics).
r\

'./.il.Kall to PhipT)s Iiornby,7th December 1886 (lli-Ik: PHI/1 20B, sa.l886) .
A slightly different account of the foundation of the I;ID is
given in Aston, Secret ,jervice,p. 28ff .
~ilarnil ton, parliamentary Reminiscences, 1886-1906, pp. 8o-92.
Ld.G. Hamilton to Salisbury, 6th January 1686 (Salisbury KSS : B/Hamilton/12
Salisbury to the Coueon,S"fch January 1888 (p.cO : Cab. 41/21/1) .
-Reginald Neville Custance, 1847-1935 : 1862 Midshipman, 1868 ^Lieutenant ,
1878 Commander, 1885 Captain (1656-9 Asrt. Dili, 1893-4 attache in
Washington & ^-aric) ,1899 Rear- Admiral fi899-19u2 :X.r I, 1902-4 2ndin-C Mediterranean) ,1904 Vice-Admiral (19C4 KCL:a,1907-3 2nd-in-C
Channel, 1908 KCB) ,1908 Admiral, 1912 retired, (1913 303). Mis abilities
and mastery of professional subjects were expected to take him to
the highest off ice, but his withdrawn personality and strong
opposition to official policies prevented this. He was a naval
historian
and strategist of importance.
/•
Sydney Marow Eardley-,/ilmot ,1847-1929 : i860 entered, 1366 SubLieutenant ,1869 Lieutenant, 1831 Commander (luol-4 in JTJ),l336
Captain (1887-90 Asut.iLll) ,1891 ilear- Admiral ,1893 retired (1902-9
Supt. Ordnance Stores. 1908 Kt.).

attained the statur, of a naval staff,

and was to be among the

most important , if not the most important, of the Admiralty
departments.
It is needless to say that Beresford's influence was not
confined to the Admiralty. Ac soon as he resigned. he continued
the work begun by the publication of his memorandum. ITo-one was
so well qualified to rouse the public temper as he, but he was far
from alone. By mid-1887 a vigorous public campaign was in
progress to which almost every prominent naval officer, and not
a few others, contributed.

2 Phipps Horn by, to take an obvious case,

undertook many speaking engagements, and the prestige of the
llavy'o elder statesman contributed much to the education of the
public mind. In kay 1888, for example, at a dinner given by the
London Chamber of Commerce,

he gave a detailed analysis (explicitly

founded on Colomb) of Britain's strategic pordtion, and made the
first public estimate of the number of cruisers the l.r avy required.
XL
previous estimates had been made, (notably by Milne") but Hornby
was the first influential public figure to work out how Britain's
cruiser strength should be calculated. His method was to trace
a strategic pi an, estimating the numbers required to fulfil it at
each point, and testing these estimates by reference to the
experience of the Napoleonic VJars, making due allov:ance for changed
circumrtances. On this basis he considered that 186 cruisers
capable of sixteen knots or more was the minimum required, of
which forty-two were available. Hornby' s entimate was not only
influential in it self, but the first of a long line of attempts to
c to Phipps Ilornby, 21st October i8£
,o^.£it. ,pr>.44-8 & 131ff The Vimes,29th Lay l383,pp.?oJLlAnte, p. 112.

Tun stall

:il: F;iI/120C,_ca.lSpl) .
Io70~^7,p. 243
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c.vties required cf it.
calculate the llavy's strength- from the
r.l ~ for .an innovation
; hippr. Hornby had already been rcsponri'
rnano'uvr'T. Th^ Pen^^eh
of the "rre-'test innort-'nco, the m-iv.pl
Ad uralty hastily to
cririrjlihc its. predecessor, caused the
fcr tho Pal-tic, and
arr.'im'blQ a 'particular l^rvicc ;>-uaclron.'
time tho fleet *. :?. c ro;idy
Ilornoy VKVS appointed to cor.v.vj.nd. jy tho
ded the no:.1 7ir:;t Lord to
the cricir. had receded, but Horn by persua
da.yr, for manoeu^rres. These
all 01: hir.1 to ::eep it together for ten
r series, o.nd it would be
vjere the first of vihat "became a re.'jula
Tho manoeuvre:-, -^i elded
hard to overestimate their importance.
but even more r.i.j^nif icant
practical lecr.onc of c;reat ucefulne-f.-,
e co.ncent rated navu,! officers'
were the indirect effects, i'dmic varfar
v:ere supposed to be
minclr, on the real thin£,for v;hich thej1almost forgotten. The
preparing, out v.'hich so many of them had
rules were realistic led to
vexed question of whether the umpires'
duct of future warfare.
intense discussion of the detailed con
of the general public to
The manoeuvres caught the imagination
millions of people followed
an extraordinary extent, and every year
and LGlue fleets. Taval
with es,jer interest the fortunes of Red
exploit the value of the
officers were quick to appreciate and
undoubtedly one of the
manoeuvres for publicity, and they were
awareness of naval oaiestions.
principal engines of cxerteT public

2

ost embarrassing: Tryon,in
At times this public attention was alm
and Lough Swilly during the
command of a fleet based on J3erehaven
enuity to avoid giving
1888 manoeuvres, had to exercise some ing
admiral fi slit ins an '^-lish'
the impression that he was an 'Irish'
fleet.
s .:ere of rrcat relevance
The immediate lessons of the manoeuvre
1339 Mancev.vrer,-.'hich^he^
See for example Unite's comments on the
vres',Ti:;h H../.I (iS'f'C; ,p
oeu
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to policy. Close blockade was found to be difficult,if not
impossible,with torpedo-boats on both r.ides,c«.lthough in general
they could not be used on the high seas. Torpedo-cruisers were
too slow at rea,and as a direct result of e-perience. in the
manoeuvres the torpedo-gunboat type was evolved. Coast defence
flotillas were shown to be virtually useless. In cruiser v;ork
two lecsonn of fundamental importance wore coon learnt. The first
was the necessity of having: ccouts for a battle fleet,a point
which had been largely forgotten during generations of peace.
The Iris and Mercury,hitherto derpised by many officers,suddenly
became the most sought-after ships in home waters, since they
alone could be relied on for this work.

Even more striking was

the success of commerce-raiding cruisers. The significance of
nominal 'captures' in peacetime,with the 'victims' mostly ignoring
the manoeuvres,was hotly debated,but there was no doubting the
dramatic results achieved by some chips,especially Tryon's cruisers.,
in 1888. The Calypso captured Oban,Port Ellen,Penzance and
possibly Falmouth,with all the chipping in these ports. The
Spider torpedo-gunboat achieved similar results in the Clyde,
and neither was detected or opposed. In a fortnight's cruising
in the .Jestern Approaches,the Calypso captured nearly 60,OCC
tons of shipping,and the Volage took ten ships in nine days.
Lost dramatic were the results of a squadron Tryon despatched
to rr.id the :ilast Coast,which without opposition 'destroyed 1 the
portc and shipping of Aberdeen,Leith,the Tyno,Sunderland,iiartlepool,
Scarborough and Grimsby. The Warspite alone claimed in thirty
^ear-Admiral Richard Mayne,»0n Lessons to be learned from IIaval
Lanoeuvres',JRUoI X.-1XIV p. 339- ' Report on the Xaval Manoeuvres of
188?' (AL: HID Report No.137,November 188?).'Extracts from the
Report of the Committee on the Naval Manoeuvres,1866,Together with
the iiarrative of the Operations and the Ruiec for conducting the
3ame'(cited as 'Three Admirals' Report 1 )(PP: 1889 L p.733).'Report^
on the naval Manoeuvres of l888'(AL: ]JID Report ilo.l79»^ctober I86ij)
'iiarrative of the 1889 Manoeuvres' (PF: 1890 XLIV p.665J [c. 5890]

hours to have cunk forty-five ste-iners and fifty-three s-iling
vessels, and the Severn claimed thirteen steamers and an entire
fishing fleet in three hours.

dismissed manr
The umpires rirhtlv
""*<,'
i.
»

of these claims as fanciful, but it vr.s impossible to ignore
them, not least because of their effect on the public mind.
In the following year, under much stricter ruler, six cruisers
in a fortnight 'captured 1 ninety-five merchantmen totalling
162,730 tons. 2
The impression of the manoeuvres on the naval and public
minds was exemplified and distilled by the report of Admirals
Dowell,Vesey Hamilton and Richards, the 'Three Admirals 1 who
were chief umpires of the 1888 Manoeuvres. After a copious account
of the actual operations, replete with comments, th^.y concluded with
n
more general remarks on the strength of the Uavy." This they
considered was quite inadequate, especially against an alliance
of two powers. Trade in particular was likely to be in grave
peril, and if war were declared Britain would probably 'lose her
place among the nations' ; money spent on military defences against
invasions was money wasted. Hone of these comments was original,
but in their context , backed by the tangible evidence of the
manoeuvres, the report made a powerful impression on a public
consciousness already thoroughly .aroused. It was rnibli "bed, nearly
complete, by the Admiralty, with comments by Hood and Hamilton.
The former's consist of an c.n^ry refutation, and assertion that
the I.'avy was adequate for any emergency. Hamilton, on the other
hand, was so muted in defence that he gives the impression of
oblirue approval , and -this, together with his decision to Publish
'Three Admirals' iteport, pp. 3/7^2-1 1/7^5
2 'ikirrative of the 1889 kanoeuvres 1 , cited .?.bov
-* 1 Three Admirals' Report ' ,p?. 29/763-31/765-
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the report, has given rise to the plausible suggestion that he was
not averse to adding fuel to the flame of public agitation for
an increase in the Navy .I'stimatos.
lihether or not that was his intention, he certainly achieved
that effect. A'ven before tho 'Vhrco Admirals' itoport » van publirhod,
public opinion had developed to such an extent that in 1838 a
Select Committee on the Navy intimates had been set up-

*-)

'i'he

Committee concentrated on the organisation of the AdmirrJ.tr,
and the preparation of nolicy. It was especially anxicus to
uncover exactly who had responsibility for clocidiiv the strength
of the I.r avy,the shipbuilding ^rogra-nme required in peace, and the
strategy required in wcr. It is abundantly clear from the Limit es
of Evidence that tho m^iabors of the Committee, many of them laymen
in naval affairs, thoroughly understood the importance of these
issues to any sound naval policy. It is erually clear that few,
if any, of tho expert witnesses had given then much thought.
Greatly though Lord George F auditor and hir Loard had advanced
on the thinrinc: of their predecessors, they had been overtaken by
the rapid march of public opinion under tho tutelage of the
'unofficial' school of naval thinkers.

These naval men, led by

3eresford,Iio::'nby,Colomb, and a host of others, now found their
opinions al-.iost universally adopted by informed an:! influential
1 ayiiion. J . C . i'i. Colomb , for exar.rol e , formerly noglect ed by the
'Zstablirhnent ' ,now achieved official recognition, in 1836 the
~ilo.nn.ir.:;. life of '.."nite.p. 24^1, Hamilton -uotod e:rfcenciveiy from
the ro-^ort in his" ar^unont s in Cabinet for the llaval Jf»f?nce Act
(Infra.p.210).
2 :;eloct Comnittee on tho JIavy_ j'ir^i^^a^es: :-'irst ier.ort , with i.inutcs
of rJvi^.enco and A^^onri.ix, (?r : IccJij All pp. ±y'i.-~{(/( ) ; S
"~
~"
'
- cer. f,. 1 ' :
and . - roiriTir"T
e~7~oTtT
ri^rtT". i nut Q s___o f •Ovif'enc
o ^and ..prq-idj
AII1

T)p.l-V'5^J-

an oxanple of the sophistication of educated lay opinion, r.ce
Charles Dilke, Problems ofGro^tor Britain (London, lo^C , 2 vrlr.,.
~

'

Ant e , p . GO .

I, ^9; -575.
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Prince of '.lales attended one of his lectures,

and in I8u8 he was

knighted.
Closely interrogated by intelligent and well-informed men,
the spokesmen of the Admiralty presented a sorry spectacle.
Hamilton came out "best,"but even he had to admit that no programme
of naval requirements had ever been drawn up,and that it would be
Lr ageing in a good deal 1 to r.?y that they considered the 'possible
2
eventuality of war 1 . Koskins had no idea who decided the Gtrengtn
f rl

of the fleet,disapproved of dangerous ideas like planning for war,
and had no notion how the size of the ITavy compared with that
4
?
the able young reformer
Hotham,
Even
"
rivals.
n
of its foreig
who had succeeded Beresford,considered the strength of the llavy
a matter quite outside the Admiralty's purview.^ Hood made much
the worst impression. He disclaimed any special responsibility
for the strength of the ITavy,which was not his job,but the Board's,
to decide. As no estimate of requirements had ever been drawn up,
and as it was no-one's business to raise the matter at the Board,
the Committee found it hard to see how the Board was to consider it.
On every question,Hood struggled hard to avoid committing
himself on anything,but he was forced to admit that a war plan
'has been considered,and I think arranged for,so far as my personal
knowledge goes'. Pressed on this,he insisted that he personally
had drawn up the plan. Later he claimed in quick succession that

'Imperial Moderation,Naval and military',JJUSI .-IX p.837^P: 1888 XIII pp.67/281-68/282,Q0.4668-73,& P.65/279,Q-4643.
3ip: 1888 XII p.66/566,QQ.906-7; ?.67/567,$1-910-12; & p.74/574,d.ic?.
Charles Frederick hotham,1643-1925: ca.l356 entered (1G6C-4
l.aori VJar),l363 Lieutenant, 18^5 Commander,iS?l Captain,IOJD -:er.rAdr.iral (lo8o-9 4th Sea Lord,1890-3 C-in-C pacific) ,1893 ViceAdmiral (1895 HOB, 1897-9 C-in-C llore) ,lo99 Admiral (l$CO-2 'J-ir.-C
Portsmouth,1901 GCVo',1902 GClO ,1903 admiral of the ^leet,1913 retire'-.

3PP: 1^88 XII P .409/623,Q.8o34; p.411/625,QQ.3058-66: & p.413/627,
QQ.G^-c.

6 Ibid.p. 17/231,0/: .4120-2; pp. 21/233-24/238,-/..4155-7,4167-3,
4175-8,4183-96;& p.46/260,CQ.4440-9-

advance planning was impossible and unnecessary, anv. that in any
case the plans had been drawn up by the .joard as a whole,and not
by any individual.

Hood was questioned especially closely on

the strength of the Navy,the Committee refusing to accept his
confident assertion that it was strong enough. Eventually he
suggested that six more cruisers would be an advantage,but this
only caused him fresh trouble,as he was forced to try to justify
his suggestion by claiming that the ships were needed,and at the
sc.me time to justify his admitted failure previously to mention
-che matter to anyone.

2

It would not be surprising if Lord George

Hamilton,a member of as well as a witness before the Committee,
pondered how soon he might replace his principal naval adviser.
The Committee war. the last and most powerful agent of the
demise of the old ways. In effect,the now men,the reformers,
having infiltrated and converted the centres of political influence
and power,wore sitting in judgement on the old system. After the
Committee's work,nothing less than a radical revision of policy,
ana still more of ways of thinking about policy,could satisfy the
public tenpor.
The first step was to improve tho ruality of the Bo arc., and
providentially for Hamilton he had the chance during the noxt
eighteen months to replace the Controller an.I the D.IT. I. , then the
Socond Sea Lore., and lact of all Sir Arthur Hood. rJhe new Controller
.;.--:; Aoar-Ao.miral Hopkins,

a ca-oacle and energetic officer,in

narked contrast to his pred-c^r-or. Tho r.ov D.II. I. .-ridgo, ~ was
1-7; p. 44/253, Q';--4423-4; p.59/273,C:':.46o:-l5:

2 Ijod.D. 23/237, cy:.417S-S?; p. 27/241, QQ.4 2 23-r & -:23>4; p.2C2^:
£'-°3?; p. 30/244, ff;. 47.67-70; ?p.33/247-34/24G/;?,..4315 ? 43:.--23 &
42,27-30; :•: p:>.40/25 /'- /12/256,<-l;.'-390-^ & 440^-5^i-oc, p. 170,n.l.

'J-rprian Arthur George --ridgo, 1839-1924 : 1353 ontorco. Ha\7 ,1 j^
;,idshi-mr.n (1857 lur.r.eoo ,-:ir) ,lCCom:r.n0.or,lc7/7 Ca-tain, (lGc3-:.-94 Uill),l092 Ao-r-Admir-1
C-iii-0 Australia) ,1C^C Vice- ,/;,,iral , (i^S 9 ::JL, 1901-3 C-in-J China)
19C3 Admiral (1903 GCB),19C^1 retired.
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ono of the prof oundest thinkers of the nev; £;e:ioratio:i, a "^:i of
v;ide roodin;; (in six lan jua^es beridec hir, ovn; r.ncl dee-? reflection,
vhoce '.-rel.1.—founded and foreofully— o.vprorr.^'l o^inionc h?.d c. rtron^:
influence on navcd doctrine in later yearr, ~.nd a "bli^htin.^ effect
on hie oun c?.roer. In the rprin;;; of 1839 T; '?-hin7 •*:>.? replaced
b;/ Vecey K?,"iilton,ijh.o that autumn p.oved u"o to be Pirst Sea Lord
in r-uccer;r:ion to liood. It in appropriate that a ruarter-contury
of re-form chould have ended vith the noct capable l^r.o.err.hip
installed at the Admiralty which the Uavy had yet ceon.,"but it
in largely a r.ynbolic conclucion,because br the time Hood fin?.lly
left T./hitehall the IIaval Defence Act had already been passed,
and the rjreat changes of twenty-five yearr had reached their
e::r;resr,ion and fulfilment.
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B. '.Jilljam White and the Great Age of the Protected Cruiser
With William White's appointment to the post of D.N.C. in
1885 the protected cruiser really came into its own. The great
success of the Elswick ships,the Leander and Mersey Classes,and
other early protected cruisers,together with the unsatisfactory
performance of the existing "belted cruisers,had already prepared
the way for a change,and only the influence of Barnaby and a
Liberal Board had hitherto prevented it. The former Manager and
Chief Designer of the Elswick lard could "be relied upon to see
the merits of the rival schemes in a different light.
By 1885 he had a great majority of naval architects behind
him. Sir Edward Reed and others who rejected any but vertical
armour along the waterline had become a distinct,though still
influential minority. In the succeeding years their support among
informed observers dwindled. The final acceptance of the protected
2
cruiser was marked by a celebrated paper given at the I.N.A.in
1887 by White's erstwhile colleague at the Admiralty,John Biles.
This paper achieved wide acceptance,and for many years was often
cited by naval architects in proof of the superiority of the
type.

Biles made detailed comparisons of the advantage of belt

and deck,taking as his basis the design of the Orlando Class,and
demonstrating how much greater might have been their speed,range,
protection and armament had they been built as protected cruisers.
The public acceptance of protected cruisers in Britain was
encouraged by their adoption in Prance. The French Navy was
enjoying a brief resurgence during the first part of the decade,
Manning,Life of White,pp. 109-1H
2| Comparative Effects of Belted and Internal protection upon.the
other Elements of Design of a Cruiser 1 ,TINA XXVIII (l88?)p.335.
Hovgaard,Modern History of Warships,p.204.
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and although its expansion was not directed against Britain,it
causAed alarm in Britain which fuelled the agitation for increased
naval spending. This French renaissance was both a technical and
a quantitative one,but its achievement in both respects was
fragile. The improvements in artillery and armour which France
had achieved were bound to be adopted in due course by her rivals,
and the financial basis of the French naval budgets of the period,
depending as they did upon Freycinet's and Ferry's loans,was
always precarious,and was largely destroyed by the slump of 1885For a brief period,however,French expansion seemed to present a
serious threat* Even at this date British fears of a guerre de
course were largely unfounded; indeed,in 1886,though nearly
one
equal to Britain in battleships,France had only*modern cruiser
2
suitable for raiding work. This was the Sfax,designed by Bertin,

whose protests had finally halted the building of the old sailing
corvettes.

The Sfax was a ship of 4,488 tons,carrying six 6.3-inch

and ten 5-5-inch guns at sixteen knots. She was the first
protected cruiser in French service,and the first ship with the
tranche cellulaire 1 of Bertin 1 s invention; a layer of heavily
subdivided compartments filled with buoyant cellulose packing,
lying above the armour deck along the waterline,and intended to
preserve the buoyancy and stability of the ship. Apart from this
feature,the design of the new ship was unremarkable,but she
demonstrably marked a change of policy,and a new threat to British
trade. She was followed by two larger protected cruisers,the
Tage,launched in 1886,and the Cecille,launched in 1888. They
carried the same armament as the Sfax,with a three-inch armour
3opp,Development of a Modern Navy,pp.163-171>l8l & 2572

Ante,p.121.
Ropp,op.cit.,pp.190-1.
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deck and a speed of nineteen knots,which the Tage achieved on
a displacement of 7,045 tons,but the Gecille on only 5,776 tons. 1
In retrospect,these three large and powerful cruisers seem
somewhat isolated in French naval development. The brief period
of expansion ended in 1885,in which year also Bertin was seconded
as Chief Constructor to the Japanese navy,and no more of the type
were built. Nevertheless,these three ships had a considerable
influence in Britain,and added much weight to other arguments for
the protected cruiser type.
White first turned his attention to small cruisers:
A survey of the lists of unarmoured and protected
ships of the Royal Navy shows that,while a considerable
amount has been done towards strengthening the larger
class of swift cruisers,protected or partially protected,
o
d.*
tructe
recons
rly
simila
been
the corvettes have not as yet
To meet this want White produced,in November and December 1885,
sketches for a protected cruiser of similar size to the Cornus;
'This class may be described as the modern corvette....
In speed the proposed ship will exceed anything yet
constructed and as a protector of commerce - against
the depredations of improvised cruizers or regular
built cruisers belonging to foreign fleets - it
represents a type which might be multiplied. Nor would
it seem that the usefulness of the type would be limited
to these detached services. It represents the protected
Torpedo Cruiser which by their Lordships minutes .....
is considered preferable to the Scout or Archer Classes
now under construction. f
This class,the Kedusa or 'M* Class as it became known,was derived
from the latest Efelwick cruiser,which White had left on the stocks.

4

Aide-Memoire de 1'Officier de la Marine,ed.Sdouard Durassier
(later Charles Valentine)(Paris,1886-1903 annually),1888 ed.,p.1873.
HMM: Adm.138/97,Cover of »M' Class,p.50.
4
3
Ibid.,p.55.
Ibid.,pp.48-9 (original italics).
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His perfect understanding of the dominant part trade protection
must play in British cruiser work is clearly shown in his submission
quoted above, and it was a leitmotiv of all his thinking on cruiser
design. In the same month (December 1885) he noted of a projected
class of torpedo-cruisers, f These vessels have been designed with
special regard to the protection of our commerce and merchant
marine. f
White's 'M« Class was approved by the Board, but its career
was abruptly halted by the change of government , as Lord Ripon
refused any money for the ships in the Estimates for 1886-7. 2
As soon as Hamilton returned, however, it was taken up again.
In the meantime the original speed of nineteen knots seems to
have been questioned, as a twenty-knot design was now prepared.
White's formal- submission of the two alternatives refers to
the Board's instructions for the faster ship,

but this conventional

phraseology does not necessarily mean that the latter had initiated
4
the idea, and a memorandum to the Controller of 13th December 1886,
in which White presents the case for higher speed in a way that
implies he was meeting opposition, suggests that he was the real
author of the proposal. There followed a further controversy
among the members of the Board about whether the engines should
be horizontal or vertical, and whether the ships need be coppered.
The result was a compromise, and the three ships with coppered
bottoms and horizontal engines were slightly slower than their
two sisters.
The 'M' Class proved highly successful in service, and fully
11 Report on the Probable Number of efficient Ships in H.M.Navy
in a^few years from this date, with reference to Programme of
Shipbuilding for 1886-7' ,W.H. White, Dec ember 1885 (PRO: Adm. 1/7254,
13th May 1895) .
MM: Adm. 13 8/97, Cover of 'M' Class, p. 62.
3 Ibid. , pp. 94, 140-3 & 146.

Ibid. , pp. 156-8.
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realized their designer's hopes. A comparison with the Comus and
Esmeralda is eloquent of the technical advances made during the
decade,and of the chasm separating Barnaby's outlook from Rendel's
or White's:
Comus

Esmeralda

Medea

Displacement:

2,383 tons

3,050 tons

$ armament:

(legend)
6.5$

(full load)
7- "

2,800 tons
(legend)
6.4$

$ armour:
$ machinery:
$ coal (max.)
$ hull:
Length: beam ratio
Max.speed:
Sea speed:

Coal (legend):
Range at 10 knots:
Coal (max.):
Range at 10 knots:
Armament:

Mountings:
Engines:
Hull:

Rig:
forward:
amidships:
^

{

aft:

5.8$
16.0$

20.8$

19-7$
42.6$
6.5:1

14.9$
55.8$
5.1:1

13 knots
18.3 knots
ca.8 knots
ca.16 knots
270 tons
ca. 2,600 miles
370 tons
3,600 miles
2 4

600 tons
6,000 miles

ton,7-in.2 10-in.RBL

12 64pdr.RI.IL 6 6-in.RBL
Service
Vavasseur CP
Broadside
Horizontal
Horizontal
Compound
Compound
Iron,sheathed Steel
& coppered
Barque
None
ttone
1-in.flat
curved
None

11.8$
24.2$
14.3$
36.4$
6.5:1
20 knots
ca.17 knots
400 tons
8,000 miles
500 tons
10,000 miles
6 6-in.RBL

Vavasseur CP
Vertical
Triple-Expansion
Steel

+ 5-in.
engineroom hatch ,
coamings
t

For the 1888-9 Estimates White designed another class of
protected cruiser. This was one of the fruits of the Colonial
Conference,at which the delegates of the Australian colonies had
agreed to pay the running costs for ten years of a squadron of
cruisers to be provided by the Imperial go vemment, and stationed
in Australian waters. In wartime the Admiralty were to have the
'Infra,p.203

"See Appendix.

complete disposal of the ships,and they were to revert to British
control at the end of the ten years.

White's initial design

was ready at the end of 1887,"but in January 1888 he proposed
a revised version,with a higher speed and longer range,and this
was in due course approved. The 'P<,Pandora,or Katoomba Class
(they were begun with British but completed with Australian
names) were of very similar type to the 'M' Class. On a displacement
of 2,575 "tons

they carried eight 36pdr.quick-firing guns,and an

armour deck,at nineteen knots,with coal for six thousand (in
2
emergency eight thousand) miles at ten knots. With minor improvements
such ships as these remained the backbone of the Navy's cruiser
forces for twenty years. The basic design could be reduced to
very small dimensions,as in the Bellona Class Third Class protected
cruisers,designed for scouting; or expanded to the size of the
Blake and Blenheim. For the first time in a quarter-century a
type had been evolved which was generally accepted as satisfactory,
and formed the basis for steady development in succeeding years.
This is an impressive tribute to White's professional abilities,
and his grasp of the proper objects of cruiser design,and it is
all the more so as this was a period of more rapid technical
advance than Barnsvby had had to face. Since Rendel and White
had established the basic Elswick,and later Admiralty type,at
least three inventions of fundamental importance had come into
service. The least momentous of these was the triple-expansion
engine,which was no more than a logical extension of the compound
principle to higher steam pressures,but it nonetheless had
significant consequences. Its greatly increased economy and
efficiency were a pure gain,but on the other hand its higher
1 For colonial naval development see D.G.Gordon,The Dominion
Partnership in Imperial Defence (Baltimore,Md.,1965) : Adm.l/6924b,12th June 1888.
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running speeds made more acute the problem of uneven wear which
plagued horizontal engines. With a horizontal compound engine
constant maintenance and reduced efficiency were acceptable for
the sake of placing the engines entirely under the armour deck,
"but triple-expansion engines generally had to be fitted vertically,
and this usually involved cutting hatches in the armour deck in
wake of the cylinder heads,which had then to be screened by
armoured hatch-coamings. This entailed additional weight, 1 and
weakened protection and watertight integrity.
Much more fundamental in their effects were two other advances,
both still in common use to-day,both products of the Armstrong
company,one very we11-known,but the other seldom noted. These
«
were quick-firing (Q.F.)guns,and Vavasseur mountings.
The Q.F.gun was first produced by Armstrongs early in the
decade in small sizes,and gradually developed into a cruiser
weapon. The 4.7-inch 36 pdr.was first tried in 1887,and the
6-inch 100 pdr. shortly after. The Q.F.gun was in principle no
more than a breech-loader with a partly automatic breech mechanism,
but in effect it was revolutionary. No only was the rate of fire
many times faster than Service pieces could achieve,but with
continuous pointing and a very short interval between shots,
accuracy was vastly increased,and higher muzzle velocity gave
greater range and penetration. The 4.7-inch could fire ten
rounds in forty-seven seconds,or fifteen rounds a minute. The
Service 5-inch fired ten rounds in six minutes sixteen seconds.
At a range of 1,300 yards the 4.7-inch hit a six-foot target
five times running in half a minute. With a broadside of five
6-inch Q.F.,one ship fired 148 rounds in three minutes,and hit
1 Thus the Medea devoted 100 tons (4$) more to armour than her
horizontally-engined sisters.
P Vavasseur mountings are here described for convenience,although
strictly speaking they slightly predate the Elswick cruisers.
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a target between 1,600 and 2,206 yards away 110 times. One crew
fired eighteen rounds and hit fifteen times.

These guns at once

reduced all other weapons of similar calibre to hopeless
obsolescence,and presented the naval architect with new problems
and opportunities. One of the new pieces could replace several
larger and heavier pieces of the old type - as White superseded
the Kedea's 6-inch with the Katoomba's 4.7-inch Q.P. - but the
Q.F.needed much more ammunition than the old guns. The 6-inch
Q.F.with ammunition weighed twice as much as the old 6-inch. P
In face of an enemy armed with such guns,the designer had to
reckon that his ship would be hit many more times than had ever
been possible before,and this immediately affected all considerations
of protection.
The second of Armstrong's developments was in its way as
important as the Q.B.gun,though rarely noticed. Vavasseur was
one of Armstrong's partners,and manager of the Ordnance Works.
The new breech-loaders he was producing in the late 1870 f s,with
their greatly increased muzzle energy,threatened to overtax the
standard Service pivot-and-racor broadside carriage,in which the
recoil was absorbed by screw clamps acting on slides. Vavasseur
therefore designed an hydraulic recoil system,in which the same
cylinders which damped the recoil provided the energy to run out
the gun. Initially this system was fitted to the existing broadside
carriages,producing the Vavasseur Broadside (V.B.) carriage,but
soon he went further,and designed the Vavaseeur Central Pivot
(V.C.P.) mounting. In this there was no gun-carriage as such,
the gun being mounted on a fixed pedestal,with hydraulic cylinders
interposed to damp the recoil and run out the gun. The axes of
elevation and training passed through the chase in wake of the
*P. Watts, 'The Italian Cruiser Piemonte 1 ,TINA XXX (1889),p. 261.
Sir Andrew Noble,'The Rice and Progress of Rifled Naval Artillery 1 ,
Ibid.,XLI
(1899),p.235r\
W.H.White 'On the Designs for the new Battle-Ships',Ibid.,XXX
(1889),P.157.
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trunnions,on the gun's centre of balance,so that it could be
easily and swiftly laid on any bearing. The new mounting was
lighter and imposed less strain on the deck than the old. Kore
importantly,it freed designers from the necessity of mounting
all medium artillery at ports in the side,since the V.C.P. mounting
could be fitted v/herever the deck would bear a gun,and offered
unlimited arcs of fire. This made possible not the least of the
radical features of the Elswick cruisers,the mounting of the
heaviest guns on poop and forecastle; no longer merely chasers,
auxiliaries to the main armament on the broadside,but an integral
part,indeed the principal part,of the broadside armament. Only
the V.C.P. mounting made possible the centre-line and superfiring
armament which characterize almost all warships to-day. In fact
the tradition of broadside armament died hard,and it was not
until after the Great War that British cruisers were built with
an armament entirely on the centre-line,but the freedom offered
the naval architect to mount guns on any deck of adequate strength,
and lay them in any direction,was a revolutionary development,
and freed warship design from one of the most crippling
technical restraints of the old era.
On taking office White had,as we have seen,first turned
his attention to smaller cruisers,but he did not neglect larger
types,and for the Estimates of 1888-9 he proposed two large
protected cruisers,larger than any in the world. These cruisers,
the last to be designed before the Naval Defence Act,form a fitting
end to the story of a quarter-century of naval development. In
one sense they mark an object achieved, even a conclusion. A type
of cruiser had been evolved which could be multiplied in all
sizes and answer every need of the fleet. An age of stability and
steady progress in warship design had succeeded one of aimless
confusion. Instead of the bizarre collection of prototypes which
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Baraaby had produced,here was a reliable basic design for all purposes.
In other ways,these ships,the Blake and Blenheim,were less
the embodiment of a new era than a swan-song of the old. They
represented the culmination of an age of innocence for White and
others,in which it was possible to believe that the basic Elswick
design would do anything; by the 1890's technical advances had
underlined the fact that no individual type,however excellent,
could hope to be absolutely universal. White never lost his faith
in protected cruisers,and they continued to form the bulk of
the Navy T s cruisers almost until the Great War,but it was,'never
again possible to take it for granted that the protected cruiser
pur sang was the ideal answer to every problem. Among the 'cruiser
capital ships 1 ,whose capacity to fight the best ships an enemy
could send into colonial waters was crucial,the armoured cruiser
was soon to experience a renaissance. In a real sense,the last
half of the l880's was a golden age for the protected cruiser,
in which it seemed able to do anything; whereas in later years
it was recognized as a valuable type,but no panacea.
White formally submitted his new design on 14th January
1888,remarking on 'the absolute necessity of possessing a type
of vessel capable of catching and destroying the regular or
improvised cruisers of a Foreign Power*.

He had the Tage and

Gecille very much in mind,and the new ships were specifically
designed to match them.

p

It was clearly understood that their

main function was the protection of trade,and that to fulfil it
they had to be able to catch and sink enemy raiding cruisers.
limi: Adm.138/106,Cover of Blake & Blenheim,p.34.

Committee on Navy Estimates,I4inutes of Evidence (PP: 1888 XIII
p.25/234,Q.4215). For a contemporary analysis of the situation,
see NID Report No.149 (December 188?),Comparison of the Fleets of
England,France,and Russia'.
3 'Statement of the First Lord of the Admiralty explanatory of the
Navy Estimates,1^68-9 [C. 5311J (FP: 1558 LXVIII p.9/333}.
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As completed,the Blake and Blenheim were the largest,fastest,
and most powerful protected cruisers in the world. On a displacement
of 9>06? tons they carried two 9.2-inch and ten 6-inch Q.P.guns,
with a three to six-inch armour deck and coal for at least 9.000
miles, and a speed of twenty-two knots. No other cruiser could
match their speed and armament. By the time they were completed
in November 1891 and January 1892,however,there were several
serpents loose in the protected cruiser's paradise.
These were the technical advances which may be thought of
as closing the old era and presaging the new. They came too
late to affect the ships built under the Naval Defence Act,but
their influence on the 1890*s and later was pervasive. There were
three principal engines of changes which were nearing perfection.
The first was the armour-piercing shell. Until the end of
the 1880 f s A.P.shell,though experimentally used,were still
inferior to shot for penetrating armour. The Blake and Blenheim,
for example,carried 120 round for each 9-2-inch gun,divided thus:
31 common shell,16 shrapnel shell,20 Service A.P.shot,and 53
Palliser A.P.shot.

A gunner fired shot to penetrate armour,

hoping to sink the ship if he hit below the waterline,or kill the
gunners with splinters if he struck the battery. He fired shell
at unarraoured parts of the ship to cause general destruction.
He could not hope to cause great destruction to the vitals of
the ship if they were adequately armoured. The perfect ion, largely
in Prance,of A.P.shell naturally changed one of the most important
circumstances of naval fighting,and thus design.
Closely linked with this in effect,though unrelated in cause,
was the invention of melinite,the first high explosive. This was
several times more powerful than the powder then in use,so that
: Adm.138/106,Cover of Blake and Blenheim,p.43
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the new A.P.shell could deliver a much more effective bursting
charge,and Q.P.guns much more of it. Besides being more powerful,
high explosive also behaved differently from powder. Shells filled
with powder did not generally explode until they had penetrated
some distance,which was excellent for armour piercing,but
unsatisfactory if,for example,the object were to blow a large
hole in the unarmoured side of a ship. High explosive could be
fused for impact or delay as desired. On the other hand,melinite
shells produced smaller splinters,and fairly light screens would
localize their effect in,for example,a broadside battery. 1
The introduction of Q.P.guns,A.P.shell and high explosive
completely altered the nature of naval gunnery. Only one element
in the equation remained, armour,and this too was revolutionized
by the invention of steel armour with a toughened alloy face.
(/-, s:
The first nickel-steel armour was produced by Le Crewaot in
1890,and chrome-steel armour by Saint-Chamond in 1892. Finally
in 1895 "the Harvey-Nickel process was invented in America. All
these new techniques permitted the production of plates greatly
superior in strength and lightness to compound or ordinary steel
armour.
The protected cruiser was armoured to resist the fire of
heavy guns firing slowly. It was implicitly assumed that the ship
would not be hit often, so that if the vitals were protected,the
risk could reasonably be incurred of leaving exposed the hull
and armament above the waterline. Q.P.guns and high explosive
completely changed this. The designer had now to anticipate a
large number of hits,each of great effect,and the substantial
destruction of large parts of the unprotected hull was no longer just
one of Sir Sdward Reed's fancies.
1 Sir A.Noble 'The Rise and Progress- of Rifled Naval Artillery 1 ,
TINA XLI (1899),PP-251-3.
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In France and Britain the new inventions were tested in a
series of experiments. In Prance the Bellirpieuse.and in Britain
the Resistance and Nettle Tests produced data on which the designs
of a new era were based. The first of these was the French
armoured cruiser Dupuy de L3me.designed by de Bussy. She was
launched in 1888,and was thus a near contemporary of the Blake
and Blenheim,and as a twenty-knot commerce-raiding cruiser a
direct rival to them,but in design they were worlds apart. The
Belliqueuse Tests had shown that relatively thin steel armour
would keep out shell of the largest size fired by Q.F.guns.
By covering the entire hull from end to end, and from below the
waterline to the upper deck,with four-inch armour,de Bussy guarded
against the anticipated hail of high-explosive shells. The wheel
of development thus turned full circle,and a ship was built
thirty years after the Glojre which exactly reproduced her
armour scheme. The ship was still vulnerable to heavy shell,
but to protect the vitals de Bussy fitted an armour deck of the
standard type,joined to the belt at its lower edge,so that to
reach the vitals a shell would have to penetrate belt and deck
in succession. Because of the lightness of the armour,and because
he was protecting only the vitals from heavy shell,de Bussy was
abla to achieve all this with only 15$ of displacement. Two years
earlier the Tage had given 14$ of a larger displacement to armour,
yet carried a weaker armament and was a knot slower.
The Dupuy de Lome may fittingly close the quarter century
of naval development,or rather,open the next. From her stemmed a
new breed of armoured cruisers,quite unlike the old belted cruisers.
She represented the new era in the same way that the Blake and
Parkes,British Battleships,p.339- Hovgaard,Modern History of
Warships,pp.206-8. Barnaby,»0n the Protection of buoyancy and
Stability in Ships.' TINA XXX (1889),p.21?.
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Blenheim did the old,but she also looked back to the first
ironclads whose armour scheme she reproduced,as her British
rivals looked forward to a new age of confidence and purpose
in naval design.
*

*

*

*

*

Likewise,the great Naval Defence Act of 1889,which this
study takes as its finishing point,was also the starting point
of a new era. This famous measure had its origins in July 1888.
Public agitation for naval increases was at its height; Hornby
had delivered his famous estimate of the cruiser strength required
by the Navy on 29th May.

On 13th and 15th June Hood appeared

before the Committee on the Navy Estimates to give his damaging
revelations of lack of planning for war. 2 Early next month the
Cabinet instructed Hood to prepare detailed plans for war against
an alliance of France and Russia,and on this basis to calculate
the forces required to carry them out.

The decision to work

solely from an estimate of need,with no prior financial limits
laid down,was actually taken by Lord Salisbury against his First
4
Lord's advice. Hood's reply,signed also by Hoskins,Graham and
Hotham,was received by the Cabinet by the end of the month.
Hood's war plans followed closely on those previously proposed
by Milne and himself,and for trade protection relied on cruiser
patrols in focal areas. In order to attain and retain the required
strength against an alliance of France and Russia Hood proposed
a building programme of eight first-class and two second-class
battleships,eight large and twenty-five smaller protected cruisers,
four scouts and eighteen torpedo-gunboats. With the addition of
one more first-class cruiser this was the programme carried
1
•'•Ante,p.188.

2

Ante,p. 193.

3PRO: Cab.37/22/36 p.2
4L.G.Hamilton to Salisbury,3rd July 1888 (Salisbury KSS:
E/Hamilton/142). It is interesting to note that the political
expediency of increased expenditure was being urjed on Salisbury
from some quarters; see Bartlett to Salisbury,15"th May 1888
5P EO: Cab.37/22/24.
(Salisbury HS=: -Vrartlett/64).
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into effect by the Naval Defence Act. The details of the
programme were presented to the Cabinet on 1st November 1888,
and finally sanctioned on 1st December.

In his arguments to

his Cabinet colleagues Hamilton appealed to the sources which
have in this study been adduced as powerful motors of public
opinion - notably the lessons of the manoeuvres,and the (then
unpublished) Three Admirals 1 Report. The whole of an unprecedented
building programme,to say nothing of elaborate financial
arrangements,were thus concerted in only four months. With such
a short time available it would have been impossible for White
to have worked out any radically new designs,and it was fortunate
that he had to hand tried and successful types from which to
work. As built,the first-class cruisers were improved Kersey's,
the second-class improved f M* or 'P 1 Class,and the four thirdclass scout cruisers reduced versions of the same universal
protected design.
The Naval Defence Act marks a milestone in the development
of naval policy. For the first time in twenty-five years it is
possible to trace a. policy formed and carried into execution
on completely logical lines. The Cabinet,led by the Prime Minister,
decided what enemies the Navy was to face. The naval members of
the Board then produced plans for such a war,and from them
calculated the force they would require. The D.N.C.worked out
a building programme to attain that strength,basing his designs
on those which had already proved successful. Finally the Cabinet
sanctioned the completed programme and it was presented to
Parliament. It is because it shows for the first time a perfectly
logical system of policy-formation that the Naval Defence Act
has been chosen as the terminus ad quern of the study, just as the
: Cab. 37/22/30 & 37/22/40.
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protected cruisers "built under it represent the culmination of
a quarter century of warship design.
At the same time the historian must enter the same sort of
reservation about the perfection of naval policy as about the
perfection of cruiser design. Glancing at later naval programmes,
which this study has not covered,one must ask oneself if the
proper chains of responsibility were always followed. As before,
doubts centre on the figure of the D.N.C.,so often more powerful
and influential than he was supposed to be. The Board in 1889 was
still overworked with,- trivia, and still lacked an effective machinery
for the continuous review of policy; the same opportunity and need
existed for a vigorous man to exceed the theoretical limitations
of his subordinate office. In the opinion of an acute observer of
White's later years, f He did for the naval officer what the naval
officer could not or did not do for himself 1 ; 'He would first
look upon himself,as it were,as a co-ordinator of naval thought 1 .
In spite of the shining example of the Naval Defence Act,the
Admiralty in 1890,and for a long time afterwards,was not very
well adapted for the formation of policy:
'It was a system not wholly bad,but dependent for
its success upon the personality of the D.N.C.. Provided
he was an able and broadminded man,the system would work,
but even so it was a method which tended to make the
D.N.C.indispensablefsjLfc] ,and which gave too much power
and influence to the holder of a technical appointment.
Only when the D.N.C.realised,as White did,that in order
to exercise his great powers in an efficient manner he
must make himself a hybrid,something greater and wider2
reaching than a technical adviser,could the system work. 1
This was the continuing weakness of the Admiralty; too much of
its success in 1890,even the evolution of the Naval Defence Act,
depended on the initiative of able individuals:
1King-Hall,Evolution of the Cruiser,pp.29 &32.
2Ibid.,p.32.
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*It cannot be too strongly stressed that the
foundations of policy will not "be sound if they depend
upon the expressions of individual opinions and not
upon the impersonal labours of a staff. f
These percipient comments upon White's later years at the
Admiralty must be borne in mind as a qualification to the opinions
earlier expressed on the Naval Defence Act. It did mark a new
standard for the logical formation of policy,but it was a standard
not always adhered to. As with the earlier judgement on the
progress of cruiser design,one must record a qualified verdict
on the Naval Defence Act; it was the end and beginning of
important eras,but not a turning-point in history.
1 Ibid.,p.37 (original italics).
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CONCLUSIONS
In surveying a quarter-century of naval development,one
seems to see two sorts of influence as largely responsible for
shaping the course of warship design; technical and personal.
These may "be identified at work in the evolution of both the
species of cruiser with which this study has been chiefly
concerned; the large ships which approached more or less closely
to the concept of the 'cruiser capital ship',and the bulk of the
smaller vessels designed to exercise the command of the sea.
Among most subordinate types of cruiser,technical influences
were predominant throughout the l860's and l870 f s. There was
no serious reconsideration of the proper functions and nature of
these types. Instead,technological developments were incorporated
piecemeal,leading to a gradual improvement of an essentially
unsatisfactory species,evolved for a time of peace rather than
war,and inadequate to carry out the new strategies which were
growing up. Then,in the early l88o f s,various individuals,in
reacting to new technologies,inadvertently created a new species
of small cruiser which was at once seen to fulfil cruiser functions
much better than the old. Finally,in the late l880 f s,we appear
to see the Admiralty for the first time firmly in command of
its technical resources,conscious of what it was trying to do,and
how best to do it. Whereas the men of earlier years had to a
great extent reacted to the changes which an era of rapid evolution
constantly thrust at them,those of the late l880's seem once
more to have been masters of the course of events.
With the larger cruisers the story is rather different.
At the end of the l860 f s a small group of men,pre-eminent among
them Sir Spencer Robinson,made strenuous efforts to achieve the
1 cruiser capital ship' which the needs of the time suggested,but
they were frustrated by the limitations of contemporary engineering.
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During the l870's and early l880's,Parkes f s 'Dark Ages of the
Victorian Navy',this unity and direction were largely lost,and
the development of larger,as well as smaller cruisers,seems to
have been heavily conditioned by the haphazard accumulation of
technical improvements. There was no overall perception of
development,no unity of approach. The men of the day were
reacting to events rather than controlling them.
Finally,in the l880 f s,the belted cruiser type evolved by
the 'ancien regime* of the Admiralty was replaced by a version
of the same protected cruiser design which had taken over
throughout the cruiser fleet,
The Naval Defence Act laid down a fleet consisting essentially
of only two designs,one for battleships,and one for cruisers.
Every cruiser,from the tiny Third Class Scout Cruisers,to the
enormous Blake and Blenheim 'cruiser capital ships',conformed
to a single basic design. Throughout the cruiser fleet was
reflected a unified concept in which the cruiser qualities of
speed and range were properly paramount. Engineering and naval
architecture were once more the servants of policy and strategy.
Such,at least,was the apparent situation,but there are
grounds for thinking it misleading. It cannot be doubted that
the men of 1890 had a far more complete grasp of the objects of
British strategy,and the consequent priorities of British cruiser
design than their predecessors. One may,however,suspect that they
had not entirely escaped from the tyranny of technology; that to
some extent they still allowed piecemeal improvements to influence
their designs. The unity of the cruiser fleet in 1890 was partly
the product of the temporary 'golden age 1 of the protected cruiser.
If one glances at the subsequent history of the'cruiser capital
ship 1 type,on which the protected cruiser's grasp was weakest,
one is forced to wonder whether the essential nature of the
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"type,which should be a cruiser type first and foremost,"but one
capable of matching the most powerful enemy cruisers in chase or
action,was realized. In later years the growth of the armoured
cruiser,and the introduction of the battle-cruiser,produced types
which fell uncomfortably between two functions,being too large,
powerful and costly for cruiser work,but,as experience proved,
inadequate for fleet action. Such ships could not have been built
if the nature of the 'cruiser capital ship 1 element in a colonial
cruiser force had been properly understood. One must infer that
the men of 1890 were still to some extent the prisoners and not
the masters of engineering progress,and that the splendid unity
of the Naval Defence Act was the chance product of technological
advance as well as the conscious design of policy and strategy.
It is in fact no surprise to find that naval architecture and
policy-making displayed a tendency to incorporate endless technical
improvements without re-thinking basic approaches,when the habit
has hardly been shaken off a century later.
«

The second great influence on naval policy was that of
personalities. This study has devoted much attention to the
characters of the men who rules the Queen's Navy,in the belief
that their characters were the most formative influence on its
development. Again and again it was the ideas of individuals,
and the way they worked with one another,which shaped naval
policy. There were no developed schools of naval thought until the
i860 f s,and even when the Naval Defence Act allows one to speak
of a coherent strategy reflected in naval policy,it was a strategy
largely generated outside the Admiralty,and adopted by it without
serious consideration,in response to political pressure.
What the Navy needed in a time of rapid technical change was
some machinery to review the progress of the naval world,and to
suggest the broad lines of policy. The Admiralty,like any
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administrative body,was chronically unable to take the long view.
By 1890 the machinery to evolve policy was only beginning to be
created. It is a tribute to the efforts of unofficial bodies like
the R.U.S.I.,and the officers who attended them,that so sophisticated
and intelligent a school of naval thought did grow up,but if the
same work had been done systemmatically by men trained to adopt
scientific methods,it might have avoided many of the errors which
official policy in 1890 was in process of adopting from the
unofficial school of naval thinkers together with their sound
principles. It is idle to critiacize the Victorian Navy for its
slowness in finding an answer to a problem which it was historically
ill-equipped to recognize,let alone solve,but it offers a lesson
to modern times which has not yet been completely learnt.
One of the salient characteristics of personal influence on
naval policy during this period was precisely that it was so
personal . The administrative structure of the Admiralty frequently
seems to have had little effect on a balance of influence and even
«

intrigue which resembled less the smooth machinery of an efficient
'bureaucracy 1 than the court of an absolute monarch. The Admiralty
chronically lacked an administration with clearly-defined chains
of command and responsibility,of information and consultation.
It was never obvious who was supposed to take what decisions,upon
what grounds,and with whose advice. In consequence,questions of
fundamental importance were answered by people incompetent to do
so,and often they were never answered at all. The study points
the absolute need for a Service department,indeed,for any government
department,of proper administrative machinery.In part the weaknessses
arose from a persistent confusion of the functions of administration
and policy-making. Naval lords,even if they had received the
professional assistance they so much wanted,would have found their
administrative concerns sufficient to distract them from overall
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policy. On the other hand,it is probably idle to suggest that
the two could ever have "been completely separated. Policy,if it be
effective,must permeate every aspect of administration,and vice
versa. What was required was that the naval lords be assisted,
on the one hand by a staff competent to deal with all but the
moot important administrative details,and on the other by a staff
of a different sort,concerned with advance planning and policyformation, and able to undertake the groundwork upon which their
chiefs might build a fabric of decision. Professor Northcote
Parkinson has made famous the tendency of the Admiralty to
increase in size regardless of the size of the fleet; this study
shows the Navy valiantly resisting the trend even as it entered
an age of increasingly rapid and complex technical change.
Hindsight makes it clear that this well-intentioned effort was
misguided,and that the conservative admirals and thrifty politicians
who for so long denied the Navy a proper administrative structure
of command gravely weakened its effectiveness.
The new age also required a body of officers (and indeed men)
and educated than those who guided the Navy
far better trained
i
through this period. In an age of great changes it was no longer
adequate to finish school at twelve or thirteen and go straight
to sea to be brought up in the ways of seamanship. Reasonable as
that system had served an age when seamanship was the only
technology at sea,it was outdated by the early iSyo's. It was
not so serious that officers were untrained in what had become
important parts of their profession. Their crucial failing was
simply that they lacked the intellectual capacity which comes,from training the mind. No-one who reads the papers of the time,
the evidence of naval witnesses before the Lords' Committee or
the Committee on Designs,or the reports of debates at the R.U.S.I.,
can fail to be struck by the poor mental abilities of the mid-
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Victorian naval officer. It is extraordinary that the sophisticated
and effective naval thought which has been described in these
pages was nurtured in such unpromising soil.
The poor education of the naval officer contributed to
another prominent feature of the times. The Navy has always been
in a measure isolated from the national life,and no doubt this is
an inevitable concomitant of a seafaring profession,but has never
been so marked as in the l860 T s and l870 f s. Decades of peace,or
of war in which the Army had chiefly figured,had allowed the Navy
to slip out of the public view. Lip-service might still be paid to
the primacy of the Senior Service,but public attention was given
more to the Army. Naval officers,formerly honoured and respected
members of society (c_f.Jane Austen's characters,and indeed relations),
became somewhat obscure,even uncouth and comical figures. The
great revolution in middle-class education brought about by public
schools and railways had passed them by,and men bred up at sea
from boyhood no longer fitted easily into polite society. This
contributed to a sort of diffidence which is characteristic
of naval officers,especially the older ones,during this
period. None of them could remember the great age of the Navy's
fame,and very few of them had studied it even as history. Not
only did they forget the strategy learned in generations of
warfare,they also in a measure lost the self-confidence born
of generations of success. One seems to see a sort of secret
conviction of inferiority which tempered the Navy's dealings
with the outside world. Again and again naval lords pressed
for what they regarded as essential increases in the Estimates,
or protested at what they saw as disastrous reductions,with a
sort of hopeless resignation. Frequently they accepted defeat
in advance as inevitable. They were not only willing,but
apparently even eager,to resign all policy-making to the Cabinet,
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and free themselves from the "burdensome responsibility of decision.
Something of this lies behind their reluctance properly to consider
the overall policy and grand strategy of the Navy,which so urgently
required re-examination. One of the most fundamental weaknesses
of the mid-Victorian Navy was simply a lack of self-respect,
and the recovery of the Navy both reflected and was reflected by
a recovery of self-confidence which led up to the assertive
spirit of the turn of the century.
This study has examined the designs of cruisers as a
reflection of contemporary strategy,as well as other factors.
It must also be remembered that they were themselves an influence
upon it. We have already mentioned how outside forces,especially
technical ones,could give naval design an impetus of its own,
quite independent of the strategy supposedly guiding it. In
practice strategy seems often to have been as much influenced by
the ships available as vice versa. Officers,particularly those
like Milne or Key who were temperamentally attached ta> the old
types,often argued that the existence of a fleet of older ships,
which could not immediately be replaced,made it difficult to
replace the strategy they had been designed to fulfil - as of
course it did,in the short term. From there it was but a short
step to arguing that it was undesirable to replace the old ways.
Thus a lack of rigorous thinking allowed design in some measure
to influence strategy. One might almost say that naval design
had a life of its own,and an influence on policy and strategy
when it should only have been influenced by them. The concept
would seem strange if it were not familiar to us in our own days.
The mid-Victorian Navy entered on a period of transition
with- many chronic defects,the gradual correction of some of
which forms the theme of this study. By the time of the Naval
Defence Act it had succeeded in reforming itself out of the
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worst of these, and had evolved a basicfcjr sound strategy which
has never since been abandoned. At the same time one must doubt if
the achievement of the Naval Defence Act was quite as solidly based
as it appeared to bo. Nevertheless, the Navy came far and fast
during the quarter-century. The Service of those days may seem
almost comical in retrospect, as it seemed to many contemporaries,
but the historian must wonder that a Service so conservative in
spirit met so well the unprecedented demands of a new world.
The officers of the Queen's Navy had been brought up in an era
in which rapid technical change was unknown and unknowable, and
the fundamentals of naval warfare changed so slowly, and were so
deeply implicit in every facet of naval life, that they needed no
formal teaching. These men were the products of an age in which
naval fighting was predominantly a practical and empirical art,
and they were forced to adapt to one in which it became an
intellectual science. It must remain a subject of astonishment that
they reacted so well to situations for which their training and
upbringing had left them quite unfitted. They were members of a
warlike Service, who had never known war; leaders of an increasingly
technical profession, whose technical training was minimal; educated
in a tradition which had failed either to preserve the wisdom
garnered by their forefathers, or to prepare them for the new challenges
of a time of bewildering change; they badly needed the power of
analysis and breadth of understanding of the educated mind, and yet
they had only the slightest formal schooling; worst of all they
subconsciously recognized enough of their deficiencies to deprive
them of the confidence and drive which would have helped in
overcoming these deficiencies. The impartial observer of the Royal
TT
il

avy in 1865 could scarcely have foreseen the extent to which thece

men transformed their Service in the following twenty-five years.
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Glossary
Barbette
A fixed armoured emplacement surrounding a gun,its mounting,
handling chamber and trunk. The gun was trained and elevated on
a revolving platform inside the barbette,and fired over the rim
of the armour glacis. A barbette was originally roofless,but in
later years an armoured hood was fitted over the gun to protect
the crew from machine-gun fire.
Barque
A three (rarely four or five) masted vessel,square-rigged on
fore and main masts.
belt-and-battery (ironclad)
One with an armour scheme consisting of a waterline belt and
an armoured box battery above it amidships.
bluff

(Otherwise 'bluff-bowed 1 ) With a coarse entry,a full bow;
ie. with the bows blunt or squared-off.
Brig
A two-masted square-rigged vessel.
Builders* Old Measurement
(Otherwise 'tons burthen 1 ) A number of formulae for calculating
tonnage,all derived from one devised by Katthew Baker,Master
Shipwright to Queen Elizabeth I,to provide a notional equivalent
of a ship's capacity to carry actual tuns of wine.
Buttocks
The rising stream-lines of the underwater hull aft,about
the quarters.
central citadel (ironclad)
One with battery and vitals enclosed within an armoured
citadel amidships,leaving bow and stern protected only with an
armour deck.
Chase

The barrel of a gun from breech to muzzle.
Chaser
(Otherwise 'bow chaser'or 'stern chaser') A gun mounted
forward or aft,firing along the line of the keel.
compound (engine)
One working steam through two stages of expansion.
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Corvette
A ship-rigged man-of-war carrying her main battery on the
upper deck.
crank
Unstable.
(Boiler) Crown
The top of the boiler shell.
dry
Shipping little water on deck in heavy weather.
en barbette
Vide supra sv. Barbette'.
Flat

A small compartment (eg. Tiller Flat; the compartment
containing the steering-gear).
Forced Draught
Air forced into the boilers under pressure to improve their
combustion.
Forecastle
The forward end of the upper deck. Also loosely used for
'Topgallant Forecastle*; a short deck raised above the forecastle.
Freeboard
The distance from waterline to upper deck,or; the exposed
side of the ship.
Frigate
A ship-rigged man-of-war carrying her main battery on the
main deck.
Full Rig
A complete rig,especially that of a ship (cjv.).
Gunbo at,Gunve s sel
Small warships armed with one or two heavy guns; originally
designed for inshore bombardment.
handy
Readily answering the helm,manoeuvrable.
Hat ch-Co aming
A raised sill or breakwater armound a hatch in a weather
deck,or an armoured breastwork around a hatch in an amour deck.
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Langridge
Splinters from shot,or thrown up "by shot.
Lugger
A small vessel rigged with lug-sails; quadrangular fore-andaft sails bent to running yards at their heads.
Main Deck

The deck "below the upper deck (gv.).
Plain Sail
All the usual square and fore-and-aft sails,excluding
exotica like studding-sails.
Poop

A short deck raised above the quarter deck,which is the
after end of the upper deck (qv,).
pounder
(Usually abbreviated to »pdr. »).A gun throwing shot or shell
of the specified weight.
Privateer

A merchant vessel licensed by letter of marque to prey
upon the shipping of the enemy.
Scantlings
The materials of the ship's structure,especially the sides.
Sea-keeping
The capacity to stay at sea, especially in bad weather.
Sheathing

An outer cladding or skin applied to the hull, of ten to allow
an iron hull to be coppered without setting up corrosive
electrolytic action.
Shell Plating
Plating worked in a continuous skin,especially that of the
ship's side.
Ship
A three (rarely four or five) masted vessel,square-rigged
on all masts. In the period of this study the word was already
losing its precise sense. I have followed the usual contemporary
(and current) practice of preserving the proper meaning in speaking
of pure sailing vessels,and falling into the modern us?-se with
steamers or hybrids,or in compound words such as 'warship'.
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short-winded
Of short range,or poor steaming powers generally. (This is
something of a colloquialism).
simple,or simple-expansion (engine)
One working steam through only one stage of expansion.
slack in stays
Unhandy in going about,slow in tacking.
Sloop
A small ship or brig-rigged man-of-war carrying her battery
on the upper deck.
stiff

With large reserves of stability,and consequently lively
and uncomfortable in a seaway.
superfiring (gun)
One mounted above and behind another,and firing over it.
Surface Condenser
One in which the exhaust steam condenses on surfaces cooled
by internal circulation of sea water,so that cooling water and
boiler feed water are isolated from one another. It replaced the
jet condenser,in which steam was injected into a bath of sea
water from which feed water was drawn off.
taunt
(Of a rig) tall in proportion to its spread; (of sails)
deep in the hoist or drop in proportion to their spread.
tender
With small reserves of stability,consequently steady and
comfortable in a seaway.
Trim

The attitude of a ship in the water,whether on an even
keel,down by the head or stern,&c..
triple-expansion (engine)
One working steam through three stages of expansion.
Trunnions
A pair of heavy bosces on either side the chase of the
gun,by which it is mounted.
Tumblehome
An inward sloping of the ship 1 side.
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Turn of the Bilge
The angle "between bottom and side.
Upper Deck
The highest deck running continuously from bow to stern.
Upper-Works
The upper part of the exposed hull,or; the superstructure,
in wake of
(Otherwise T in way of 1 ) Behind,beside,abfrve,in line with.
weatherly
Holding a good lee,going well to windward.
wet
Tending to ship seas in heavy weather.
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inery

Dicplace—
nent

1885
1885
1885

5,600
2,835
1,771

1887 2,800
1888•»•- 9,067

^. -I.

ii

16
12.3
14.6

12.3
15
14
17.5

13

,',.iJ

*
4
o
6.5 J21.2
i

*

14.8

14.5
5.1
4.7
ll.l
9.7
7.1

16
12.9
20.5

32
9.6
19.4

22

13-0

5.3 23.9 14.9
16.6
5.5 0
21.6
6.1 0
6.8
3.6
6.5
*

14.7 4

22.7
0
5.8
0

13

7-8

2.0

17
13.7
17
18.3
17.4
17
16.7
19.1
13-7
16.5
20

4.4

5-3

21

19.4

0

*

50

*

5.2:1
6.4:1
6.2:1
5.8:1

43.1

7.2:1
4.8:1

43.1

4.6:1

51.
" 35 5.5:1
6.2:1

52.0

39.9 4.6:1
29.7 14.4 43.9 6.5:1
16.0 11.3 55-8 5.1:1
*
*
*

43
*
54.4 5.2:1
41.6 6.5:1

6.4 23-9 17.8
#
*
5-0 21.0 16.4*
20.8
7.6 3.5
20.4
7.5 5.0

10.7 35-1
*
10.7 45.4
19.7 42.6
19.4

7-5 13.9 15.8
i
*?
20.7
4.6 •
7.1 17.5 15-3
6-5 4.6 17-3
19.9
8.4 5-6

13.9 41.3 5.4:1
15.7 46. 48 6.6:1
13.4 40.3 5-3:1

4t

6.1

5-9

11.8 24.2
*
13-2 17.6

11.4
14.1
14.3
16.5

46.3
46.3

.££.

4.8:1
5.1:1
6.5:1
6.4:1

5-3:1
6.2:1

36.4 6.5:1
*
40.6 5.8:1

In this table displacement (in tons) is usually as designed,
speed is trial speed,armament includes ammunition and gun mountings,
armour includes backin S ,machinery includes boiler feed water,coal is
legend capacity where applicable (see later table),and length to boa.
ratio is calculated on overall length without bowsprits or
figureheads. Figures marked with an asterisk are approximate.
1 (Z2£)'j00 den hulls.

22?
2

A smaller derivative of the Duquesne and Tourvilie,roughly
corresponding to the Volage.
A battleship of Bamaby's design,included for comparison with
the armoured cruisers.
4
One of the Opal Class sloops,which preceded the Comus Class.
Composite built.
An armed merchantman of the Russian Volunteer Fleet,included for
comparison with unarmoured cruisers. Unladen displacement is
quoted; with her holds fully stowed with coal the displacement
might have been double that given,and the legend weights quite
different.
7 An Argentinean belted
cruiser built to White's design,included
for comparison with Barnaby's designs.
Q
Including armour,which was probably no more than 2-3$.
o
Three sisters with horizontal engines had less armour and heavier
hulls,and displaced 150 tons more.
Table of Range and Bunkerage
The displacement of a warship is very variable,ranging from
the lightest possible figure,with the ship stripped of all stores
and movable equipment,to the heaviest,including the maximum quantity
of stores,ammunition,coal,water,men and their effects,and spare
gear of all kinds,which might be 50$ greater than the former figure.
It was the practice of British naval architects to fix a 'legend 1
displacement,on which all calculations of stability,draught,trim,
&c.,were based. This included a 'normal 1 quantity of consumable
stores,which was usually less than the maximum which could be
stowed. Reed was accustomed to include full bunkerage in his 'legend 1
displacement,and this practice was required by the Board Order of
21st September 1886,but Barnaby always fixed his legend weights
with less than the maximum coal bunkerage,on the assumption that
only in exceptional circumstances would the full supply be required.
Although all calculations of trin and stability were based on
this legend displacement,at which trials were also run,published
figures of range were usually based on the maximum bunkerage,thus
getting the best of both worlds. The following table attempts as
far as possible to distinguish the legend and maximum coal capacities,
and the consequent ranges,of the ships in the previous table.
It should be borne in mind that the speed and range of coalburning ships varied considerably with the quality of the coal
and the stokers. Admiralty figures of range were calculated on the
fairly realistic assumption of good,but not unusually good stoking,
and best Welsh steam coal. Trials,however,were often run with
picked stokers and Ilixon'o Navigation Coal,giving superior results.
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Figures marked with an asterisk are approximate.
Name

Coal (tons)
Legend

Maximum

Range (miles )
at 10 knots
Legend. Kaximurn

Wampanoag

750 = 16.4$

Alma

4,600*

235*= 6.2$1

1,360

Volage

414 = 13.4$

Victorieuse
Shah

2,520

275*= 6.8$
600 -=9.7$

General Admiral

2,740
3,480

1,016 = a. 8$

5,900

Raleigh

550 = 11.8$

Duguay-Trouin
Shannon

430 = 14.5$
280 = 5.!$' 560 =9.9$

Temeraire

?

?

400 = 4.7$

*

Ruby

?

240 = 11.1$ 260 = 11.9$
400 = 9.7$ 540 = 12.6$
600 = 7.1$ 1,200 = 14$

1,870* 2,040

2,800* 4,200
2,600* 3,600

Yaroslavl

500 = 14.4$ 750 = 19.7$
270 = 11.3$ 370 = 14.9$
980*= 32$

Heroine

140 = 9.6$

Euryalus
Nelson
Iris
Comus

Leander

2,040

620 = 7.0$

4,000

2,130* 2,880
2,500* 5,000

?

400 = 23.7$
1,760* 5,050
725 = 19.4$ 1,000 = 24.5$ 6,000* 8,000

Almirante Brown

650 = 10.7$

4,500

7,230

Esmeralda

1,130 = 13.4$ 4,320
600 = 19.7$

Giovanni Bausan

560 = 19.4$

5,ooo

750 = 19.4$

4,800* 7,200
3,825 6,900

Imperieuse

Mersey

900 = 10.7$

500 = 13.9$

Scout

250 = 15.7$ 450 = 25$

Orlando

Archer

750 = 13.4$ 900 = 15.6$
320 = 11.4$ 575 = 18.6$
250 = 14.1$ 475 = 23.8$

3,650*

Kedea

400 = 13.6$ 500 = 16.4$

3,000

Calypso

Blake

6,000

6,600

8,000

2,750*

4,970
7,000

1,500 = 16.5$

10,000
*2

9,000

Admiralty figures gave 300 tons (= 7-9$)? or 2 ,740 miles at 10
knots,but this was probably too high.
o
Sources differ,some quoting figures as high as 15,000 miles.
Probably this ship,like most others,could in emergency stow even
more than her 'maximum* capacity.
Sources for the above Tables
Wampanoag; 'Summary of Official Reports on the U.S.Navy 1 ,pp.11-12
(PRO: Adm.1/6272 Pt.2,22nd M-.rch 1873). Sloan, Isherwood, pp. 170-183.
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Alma; de Balincourt & Vincent-Brechignac,'La Marine Pra^aise
d'Uier - Les Cuirassees. Ill - Corvettes Cuirassees',Revue Maritime
1931 2°p.6l7. C.C.Wright,'Cruisers of the Imperial Russian Navy,Pt.l 1
Warship International 1972 Ho.1,p.45. T.Brassey,'Speed & Coal
Endurance of Unarmoured Vessels',p.13 (PRO: Adra.1/6626,1st January 1882).
Voyage: PIC Report No.73 (AL),xay 1885,Appendix E,p.l?.
IIKM: Adm.138/57,Cover of Iris & Mercury,p.92.
Victor!euse; de Balincourt & Vincent-Brechignac,loc.cit. ,p.6l7.
Wright,loc.cit.p.45.
Shah: AL: PIC loc. .cit.. NMM: Adm.138/44,Cover of Boadicea Class,
'Papers renting to the Design of the Highflyer',f.6.
General Admiral; Wright, loc. cit., p.45.
Raleigh: AL : PIC lo£.cit.. NMM: Adm. 138/44,Cover of Boadicea Class,p.19.
Duguay-Trouin: Brassey,loc.cit.,p.!2.
Shannon: Parkes,British Battleships,?.237. NKH: Adm.138/74,Cover
of VJarspite & Imperieuse,p. 23.
Teneraire: Adm.138/74,p.23. Parkes,op.cit.,p.222.
Ruby: AL : PIC loc. crt.. Adm. 138/54,Cover of Opal Class,p.135.
Euryalus: AL: PIC loc.£it.. Adm.138/44,p.176.
Nelson; Adm.138/74,p.23. Barnaby,'The Nelson Class',TINA XXXI
(1880),p.61.
Iris: AL: PIC loo.crt., Adm.138/57,p.92.
Comus; AL: PIC loc.cit.. G.A.Osbon,'Passing of the Steam and Sail
Corvette; The Comus and Calliope Classes',Mariner's Xirror XLIX
(I963)p.l93. NMM: Adm.138/55,Cover of Comus Class,p.119.
Yarosiavl: Brassey,loc.cit,,p.l8.
Heroine; AL: PIC loc.cit.. NKI-I: Adm. 138/65,Cover of Heroine et al. ,f .42.
Leander: AL: PIC loc.cit.. NMM: Adm.138/80,Cover of Mersey Class,
f.72. Adm.138/57,p.170.
Almirante Brown: Adm. 138/74,p. 23. Manning,Life of VJhite,pp.82-88.
Imperieuse: Adm.138/74,pp.23,34,86 & 295Esmeralda: Adm.138/80,f.121. P.Brook,'The Elswick Cruisers; Pt.l,
The Early Types',Warship International,1970 No.2 p.159Giovanni Bausan; Adm.138/80,f.2. Brook,loc.cit.p.162.
Mersey: AL: PIC loc._cit.. Adm. 138/80, f f.72 & 106.
Scout: NMM: Adm.138/82,Cover of Scout & Fearless,f.77. Warship
Intemational,1970 No.2,p.l8l.
Orlando: IIMM : Adm. 138/77, Cover of Orlando Class,f.125.
Calypso: AL: PIC loc.crt.. NMM: Adm.138/73,Cover of Calypso &
Calliope,p.33.

Archer: NMM: Adm.138/79,Cover of Archer Clasa,p.l43. Warship
International,1970 No.2 p.l8l.
Kedea; IIMX: Adm.138/97,Cover of 'M' Class,p.293Blake: W1II.I: Adm. 138/106,Cover of Blake & 31enheim lP .l88.
Warship International,1970 No.1,p.47.
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